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DECADES OF CHANGE: A COLLECTION OF NORFOLK
ORNITHOLOGICAL CAMEOS DURING THE PAST FORTY YEARS;

iTlf'll

M. J. Seago

33 Acacia Road, Thorpe, Norwich

Michael Seago has edited the annual Norfolk Bird Report in its presen

issue covering the events of 1 953.

The first Report which I edited contained contributions by al

observers, supported by Gresham School Natural History Society and by
Cambridge Bird Club whose sphere of influence then covered the complete
Brecks, Fenland and Wash basins. Fortunately a dozen or more of the original

contributors remain active watchers today. Detailed information from the

Norfolk Naturalists’ Trust reserves at Scolt Head, Cley and Hickling was promi-
nent, together with contributions from Anthony Buxton at Horsey and Robin
Harrison at Scroby Sands. The Report also features the East Coast tidal surge

in January 1953 when Cley Bird Observatory suffered great damage. The beach
advanced 30 yards inland and bushes round the Observatory were buried under
five feet of shingle. That year just over a thousand birds were ringed.

Today the NNT maintains 38 reserves occupying a total of 6650 acres.

Other conservation bodies including English Nature, The National Trust, Royal

Society for the Protection of Birds, Wildfowl & Wetlands Trust, Broads
Authority, Woodland Trust and Norfolk Ornithologists Association have all

acquired or manage valuable properties within the county. Breydon Water
became a Local Nature Reserve in 1969. Bird ringing continues on a large scale.

An annual total of 25,000 birds ringed has been exceeded on more than one
occasion.

During the last 40 years communication amongst bird-watchers has changed
almost beyond recognition. The former ‘old boy’ network evolved into the

establishment of commercial telephone networks providing a wealth of informa-

tion - mainly relating to rarities and semi-rarities - which have now been overtak-

en by personal pagers. Superb optical equipment and reference books, field

guides and such weighty tomes as ‘Birds of the Western Palaearctic’ enable iden-

tification of the rarest vagrants to be achieved with confidence. More often than

not, today’s photographers will capture the rarities on film - with stunning

results.

I would like to describe some of the gains and losses which have occurred

during recent decades, dealing in turn with the county’s main habitat areas:
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Broads

Several species have greatly changes status and none more so than the Bittern.

A survey in 1954, following an intensely cold spell when the broads, parts of

Breydon and stretches of the Bure, Yare and Waveney all became iced-over,

resulted in 55 springtime Broads boomers. Forty years on, the population has

declined to two boomers. Fortunately, a few sites remain occupied in north

Norfolk. Summering Water Rails have also declined as have Grey Herons.

The traditional heronries at Wickhampton, Fishley and Mautby are all deserted.

Trans. Norfolk Norwich Nat. Soc.
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Montagu’s Harriers last nested in 1956 although cereal crop nesters began

colonising west Norfolk in 1965. Marsh Harriers have staged a remarkable

come-back. For several years during the 1970s none nested in Norfolk. Yet in

1993 1 1 pairs bred successfully in the Broads area alone. Some Marsh Harriers

remaining all year occupy a Broads winter roost in company with Hen Harriers
and Merlins.

Enigmatic Cranes have attracted much attention and speculation since

arriving in 1979. Successful breeding has taken place on more than one occa-

sion and the group at present numbers nine individuals. Bearded Tits although

in decline and no longer a county speciality, continue to occupy the largest

reedbeds. A much wider national distribution nowadays leaves them far less vul-

nerable to local weather conditions. Apart from isolated low-lying pockets,

Broads grazing levels are normally too efficiently drained nowadays. As a result

breeding populations of Redshank, Snipe and Lapwing have all become much
reduced in numbers. This situation has not been helped by ever increasing

numbers of Foxes.

Yellow Wagtails are in decline. However, recent years have seen the estab-

lishment of a large autumn roost of several hundreds in reeds within the shadows
of the Roman fortress at Burgh Castle. Among wildfowl, groups of both

Whooper and Bewick’s Swan have become established in the vicinity of the

Thurne Broads. And the middle Yare valley continues to attract the country’s

sole permanent wintering population of Bean Geese. Numbers declined to a

mere 25 during the 1964/5 winter, but more recently almost 500 have been pre-

sent.

Breydon Water
Ever since its establishment as one of the first reserves in the country, even pre-

dating the Society for the Protection of Birds (now RSPB), Breydon has contin-

ued to attract a galaxy of waders, gulls and terns. It also remains a principal

haunt of Spoonbills wandering from Holland just as it did a century ago. Tfie

estuary walls are patrolled daily and result in an unending selection of avian visi-

tors. Thanks very largely to the constant efforts of a single Breydoner, this tide-

way continues to produce additions to the county list including Terek
Sandpiper and Greater Yellowlegs both in a single year. The same observer

has detected a total of over 18 Broad-billed Sandpipers confirming the fact

that this dark stripy wader remains a Breydon speciality.

Apart from the Berney Reserve, the adjoining marshland levels are too well

drained and no longer echo to the display calls of nesting Redshank, Snipe and
Lapwing. But there is some recompense and the increasingly large breeding
colony of Common Terns occupying rafts and platforms at the eastern end of
Breydon is the most successful in Norfolk. In 1993 a total of 143 pairs raised

156 young to the flying stage.

Returning to the marshland, the skeins of Pink-footed and White-fronted
Geese which formerly roosted on Scroby Sands have become but a memory. In

their place each winter Breydon is attracting thousands of Lapwing and Golden
Plover following the establishment by the RSPB of large sanctuary areas. Yet a

few winters ago such spectacles were undreamed of. And the latest and most
welcome addition during the 1993/4 winter has been an assembly of several hun-
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dred Black-tailed Godwits.
No two winters are alike. An unprecedented total of well over a hundred

> Short-eared Owls spent one winter at Halvergate. More recently 130
Lapland Buntings wintered in the same area.

Yarmouth North Denes Special Protection Area:

The war-time Little Tern colony on Yarmouth central beach was abandoned
just as soon as mines and coils of rusted barbed wire were cleared and public
access restored. Treacherous Scroby Sands was then colonised, but high tides

and summer storms meant limited breeding success. The bank, once extending
three miles in length and a mile in width at low water, began decreasing in size

during the 1965/6 winter. A build-up between 1972 and 1976 was only tempo-
rary. Since then the sandbank has been covered during each high tide. The sur-

viving Little Terns were forced to move and reunited with a remnant still

attempting to rear young on Yarmouth North beach. But endless disturbance
and the activities of egg-collectors meant few successes. Next move was to the

shore between Winterton and Horsey where the colony peaked at 90 pairs in

1972.

After a lowering of the beach almost half the colony headed inland to the

muddy strands edging Rush Hills wader ground at Hickling Broad. At its height

41 pairs were in residence (1978). But Hickling was abandoned after the 1983
breeding season, apart from the odd pair, despite having been a traditional nest-

ing site in the last century. Good fortune then prevailed. Part of the north
beach at Yarmouth was fenced-off while a sewage pipe was laid. This action

allowed the terns to become established in the enclosed area. The RSPB
became involved in wardening and fencing in 1986 and the colony has become
the largest in the country despite predation. During 1993 a total of 168 pairs

reared 105 young to the flying stage.

North Coast

The unique set of habitats extending along the coast between Hunstanton and
Sheringham provides a remarkable wealth of birds at each season and is of inter-

national importance. During the winter wildfowl provide an ever changing spec-

tacle. Since 1979 armies of Pink-footed Geese spend the short days feeding in

the fields of cleared sugar-beet before heading to secure roosts at Scolt Head and
Warham Sands. Brent Geese, at one time restricted to the tidal mudflats, now
regularly roam several miles inland. Numbers have greatly increased. During
the early 1950s gatherings usually peaked at 500 compared with a present day
total of over 12,000 along the North Coast. Offshore, groups of 70 or more
resplendent Long-tailed Ducks have become a regular feature. Variable totals

of Scoters concentrate on Holkham Bay. During the 1991/2 winter high totals

of up to 4,000 Common Scoters and 160 Velvets were on show.

Colourful vagrants from southern and south-east Europe which have over-

shot their range during anticyclonic spells may be expected in the magical month
of May. It was the turn of Red-footed Falcons in 1992. Two years earlier, in

1990, Black Terns held centre stage with flights of a thousand or more moving

Trans. Norfolk Norwich Nat. Soc.
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rapidly through Holkham and Cley fresh-marshes.

Long summer days provide opportunities to visit the terneries at Scolt Head
and Blakeney Point. There have been considerable changes in numbers.

Common Tern combined totals at the two Reserves have dropped from 3090

(1953), 1700 (1963), 2,000 (1973), 430 (1983) to 300 (1993). Nesting

Sandwich Terns peaked at over 5,000 pairs in 1972 and again in 1978 with

over 5500 pairs in 1979. The numbers vary almost annually. Fortunately dep-

recation by Foxes at Scolt Head is now under control.

Long awaited, 2 pairs of Avocets returned to nest successfully in the county

in 1977. They had been absent a century and a half. Cley was the honoured
venue. Where else? Colonies have since become established at a further four

north coast localities. And latest Avocet development has been the discovery of

early autumn assemblies at the Wash entrance.

Scarcely welcome Herring Gulls began breeding in 1972 followed by
Lesser Black-backed Gulls in 1978. Altogether more attractive

Mediterranean Gulls attempted nesting in 1992. And no-one will forget the

Holme Black-winged Stilts which brought off flying young in 1987; a first for

the county.

Cley Bird Observatory had been established in 1949. Soon afterwards

Cambridge Bird Club, which had covered the complete Fenland and Wash
areas, discovered the potential of Holme as an important migration watch-point.

Following closure of Cley ringing station a new observatory was set up in 1962
at Holme. Events changed dramatically in 1975 when Holkham Meals “provid-

ed the best ever mainland rarity watching” with an astonishing selection of

vagrants from the Siberian taiga. The Blakeney Point plantation had been
eclipsed as the place for autumn vagrants. The latest development has been a

succession of exciting discoveries at Sheringham where a clifftop wood has pro-

vided the county’s first Paddyfield Warbler (from southern Russia) and the

first Lanceolated Warbler (from Siberia). Pioneer globe-spanners indeed!

The Wash
Containing the most extensive system of mudflats and saltings in this country,

this vast area is our most important estuary ranking second only to the Wadden
Sea in western Europe. Whereas continental estuaries tend to freeze, the Wash
does so less frequently due to relatively mild winters. A quarter of a million or

more birds spend the winter here and many more pass through on migration.

The RSPB Snettisham Reserve high-tide roost regularly attracts a third of

this total. Large-scale operations by the Wader Ringing Group over recent years

provide detailed pictures of the origins and migratory patterns of the different

species of wader using the Wash. The most fascinating highlights are revealed in

the following summary:
The majority of Oystercatchers are from breeding grounds along the west

coast of Norway. Moulting here they then remain all winter. The Wash serves

principally as an autumn refuelling stop for passage migrant Ringed Plover mov-
ing from breeding grounds in Greenland/Iceland and northern Scandinavia/west-

ern Siberia to wintering quarters in Africa.

The Wash contains the highest numbers of wintering and passage Grey
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Plovers to be found on any British estuary. Two Siberian breeding populations
have been identified. One moults here and most overwinter; the other popula-
tion pauses only to refuel before reaching moulting and wintering areas in south-
ern Europe and Africa.

Over a quarter of the Knot wintering in western Europe arrive on the Wash,
having bred in Greenland and north-east Canada. The majority migrate through
Iceland. Knot from Siberian breeding grounds also appear in some autumns en
route to South and West Africa.

The majority of Dunlin coming from breeding areas in northern
Scandinavia and north-west Russia via the Baltic Flyway, moult here before
arriving on estuaries in western Britain and Ireland. Some continue travelling

through France to Morocco. Post-moult influxes from north-east Greenland
pass through during August. Two Redshank breeding populations are repre-

sented: a mainly British one and Icelandic breeders. Both moult here before dis-

persing as far as Iberia. A similar situation applies to the Turnstone. Birds
from Greenland and Ellesmere Island in north-east Canada moult and winter
here. Those from Finland refuel in autumn en route to moulting localities in

West Africa.

Pink-footed Geese began visiting the east shore of the Wash in 1956.
However, it was not until the 1969/70 winter that the total first exceeded a thou-
sand. In succeeding years numbers have varied with a massive Snettisham, roost

peak of 46,000 during early January 1994. High tides at night cause the geese to

float on the water before settling later on the mud and sandbanks. Ever wary,
they may stand up to a mile offshore. The Snettisham roost is not self con-
tained. There is a continual shifting of these very restless birds wintering in

north-west Norfolk from this locality to Scolt Head and to Warham Sands. The
proportion of geese in the three roosts changes even on a daily basis and not only
in response to hard weather or food shortages.

The Fens

Straddling the Lincolnshire/Norfolk boundary, Wisbech sewage farm was con-
structed 120 years ago when the Norfolk & Norwich Naturalist Society was in its

infancy. Little is known of its early ornithological history. It was during the final

i
three decades of its existence that its true value was realised. This sewage farm
wader list attained an almost incredible 43 species gaining a special reputation

for Nearctic wanderers. Following 30 years intense observation a remarkable
total of 50 Pectoral Sandpipers was attained. In fact the farm became the

place to find them. Next in order of frequency comes White-rumped
Sandpiper followed by Wilson’s Phalarope, Spotted Sandpiper and Lesser
Yellowlegs. Ruff totals often exceeded 250. High tide roosting groups of 50 or

even 60 Spotted Redshanks could be expected, together with flights of 20 and
i 30 Greenshanks all heading inland following the Nene.

Spectacular totals of 37 Wood and 80 Common Sandpipers, 130 Black-
tailed Godwits, 130 Little Stints and 400 Curlew Sandpipers were all

recorded; also 180 Black Terns. All this richness has gone for ever ...

During 1985 the pools were finally drained and the banks levelled. Nothing
but the name is left. Its acres merge with those of the surrounding fens. No
more the anticipation of an encounter with exotics from places beyond our

Trans. Norfolk Norwich Nat. Soc.
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experience.

Wisbech sewage farm has been lost, but the Ouse Washes - constructed by
Dutch engineers as a 22 mile spillway three hundred years ago - remain. It is the

most outstanding site of its type left in Britain and is of immense ornithological

importance. The late Sir Peter Scott realised this when the generosity of an

anonymous donor enabled the Wildfowl Trust to acquire its first hundred acres

in 1967. Since then the Trust’s Welney Refuge has extended over several hun-
dred acres.

During the winter remarkable totals of wildfowl concentrate at Welney.

Among the most important are up to 860 Whooper Swans and 4640 Bewick’s
Swans. Yet it is remarkable to recall that as recently as the 1979/80 winter the

Whoopers totalled a mere 106 birds. Nowadays the reserve is the most southerly

and holds the most regular concentration in the country.

Provided water levels are suitable during spring, impressive totals of Black-
tailed Godwits pause at Welney before continuing their leisurely journey to

Icelandic breeding grounds where they seek vast hummocky moorlands. No
sooner do they depart than summer resident Black-tails arrive. The males per-

form spectacular ceremonial display flights. But these godwits are under threat.

Partly as a result of improved drainage in adjoining counties, excessive summer
flooding regularly prevents them (and also Redshank, Lapwing and Snipe)
from breeding. The complete Ouse Washes total of 65 breeding pairs of Black-

tailed Godwits in 1972 has in fact been reduced to only half a dozen pairs.

One of the most striking migrants, the often tantalising Golden Oriole,

began summering in the Norfolk fens in 1967. Despite running the gauntlet of

trappers in southern Europe up to a dozen or more pairs summer at the present

time. Orioles are among the most threatened British breeders. Each pair needs

between 400 and 1000 poplars at least seven years old. And in recent years

there has been little planting. Most plantations are now mature and many will

be felled or will deteriorate due to old age during the next decade.

Brecks

The establishment in July 1942 of the 22,600 acre Stanford Practical Training

Area (now including an SSSI of 5500 acres) has resulted in an oasis where time

has stood still providing a unique picture of the open heathland of Breckland
before extensive afforestation. Despite all-year military activity the ‘Battle Area’

supports Norfolk’s breeding Curlew stronghold. Nowhere else in the county
are nesting Redstarts and Whinchats so abundant.

Two thirds of the county’s Stone Curlew nest nowadays on Breckland
arable land. This total includes up to eleven pairs on the highly productive

9,000 acre Crow Hall Farm estate, thanks to a highly enlightened farming
policy. Both Wheatears and Tree Pipits have declined. As always Crossbill
populations in the vast Thetford Forest vary with the years. Nesting birds are

most noticeable following periodic irruptions.

A nationwide survey of Nightjars during 1992 produced a total of 177
churring males in the Norfolk part of Thetford Forest - an increase of almost
30% since the 1981 survey. This great improvement appears directly related to

increased areas of clearfell and young forestry plantations. Careful management
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undoubtedly holds the key to continued success. Woodlarks, for similar rea-

sons, have shown an impressive increase since 1988. Sixty-one singing males
were present in Thetford Forest (Norfolk) in 1992 following a Forest Enterprise
survey.

There is no evidence of when Wryneck ceased nesting in the Norfolk Breck,
; although single pairs put in appearances in 1962 and 1964. On the more recent

date one bird unfortunately became a road casualty. In contrast, the decline and
demise of the Red-backed Shrike is well documented. Final successful breed-
ing took place in 1988. Solitary males returned during the following three sum-

i
mers but failed to attract a mate although females twice put in one-day appear-

:
ance.

'Migration

,
Migratory movements affecting Norfolk take place almost throughout the year.

,

The principal arrivals and departures have long been documented, but a wealth

of new information is available nowadays regarding such topics as transatlantic

i
crossings; spring-time overshooting; arrival times of Siberian vagrants and
reverse migration. Each of these patterns is discussed briefly:

As might be expected, the majority of New World birds crossing the Atlantic

are found in Ireland, Scilly and in south-west England. Even so, Norfolk’s

;

impressive catalogue includes over 300 waders of 13 species. But it was not

until 1985 that an American land bird was identified in the county. At How Hill

a gem-like and often tantalising Black and White Warbler held court for 12

days. Once described as the ultimate American wood warbler, this delightful

wanderer was usually in company with a roaming band of Long-tailed Tits.

Four years later a Red-breasted Nuthatch, an eruptive traveller from
"North American conifer forests, tantalised an army of observers as it fed in som-

i bre pines. This vagrant was beyond the wildest dreams of the fortunate finder.

New World waders found in Norfolk in autumn have undoubtedly crossed

the sea unaided and without stopping. These long distance travellers put on
large fat reserves in north-east Canada before beginning a remarkable offshore

! flight down the western Atlantic non-stop to the West Indies or even northern

'South America. But if these birds hit a rapidly moving depression they are liable

to become disorientated and swept towards our shores, either to drop exhausted

into the sea or - if they have sufficient fat reserves - to make landfall in western

Europe.
Each spring migration has its own characteristics. Unlike the leisurely

i autumn movement extending over weeks, spring-time arrivals seldom linger.

Ever increasing numbers of skilled observers ensure little is overlooked these

days. Highlights are the colourful vagrants from southern and south-eastern

! Europe which have overshot their range during anticyclonic spells. One of the

most exciting and unexpected of such events took place during May 1992 when
an exceptional county total of 40 enchanting Red-footed Falcons passed

through Norfolk. This movement eclipsed previous record numbers. Following

surges of warm air from the south-east, large numbers were travelling far to the

west of normal routes from Africa to east European breeding ground.

The vast area of the former USSR, straddling half of Europe and all Asia,

provides summer homes in the cold treeless tundra for countless wildfowl and

Trans. Norfolk Norwich Nat. Soc.
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waders which appear here as passage migrants and winter visitors. South of the

tundra lies the taiga, a zone of chiefly cone-bearing trees extending ever east-

wards. From this vast forest a remarkable selection of autumn globe-spanners

has been identified in Norfolk, especially during the latest two decades. October

is the favoured month to seek out these tiny travellers whenever weather maps
indicate an anticyclonic system over the Baltic and an easterly airstream across

central Europe.

The Yellow-browed Warbler is the most regular Siberian passerine war-

bler to arrive in western Europe. During the past decade alone over 300 have

been identified in Norfolk. Named after the pioneer of Siberian ornithology, the

gem-like Pallas’s Warbler breeds from the Altai mountains eastwards and

often at high altitudes. Nearest part of its breeding range is further east than

that of any other leaf warbler in the British List. Since 1980 this beautiful bird

has become an almost annual late autumn visitor here. The list of taiga wander-

ers - almost all young birds on their first migration - extends to Raddes’s,
Dusky and Lanceolated Warblers. All normally winter in south-east Asia and
India, having travelled in the ‘wrong’ direction, partly as a result of strong anti-

cyclonic conditions, do these lost Asiatic waifs then remain in western Europe?

An astonishing total of over 50 Red-rumped Swallows were reported in

this country after performing a remarkable and quite unpredictable reverse

migration towards the end of October 1987. Four were identified in Norfolk.

This arrival was in association with a fall of Saharan dust in Britain covering cars

and windows. It had originated in the desert, whipped up by strong surface

winds and then lifted to be carried in suspension by southerly winds at altitudes

of 1_ to 3 miles. Such events are exceptional and subject to the persistence of

the dust-bearing upper winds. On a previous occasion, during early November
1984, falling dust here was coincidental with the arrival in Norfolk of Swifts at

eight coastal localities and a Nightingale on Blakeney Point.

Norfolk’s splendid portfolio of Reserves have made it one of the most
favoured counties for birdwatchers. There is much to celebrate. But there is

also a deep shadow to the picture. The British Trust for Ornithology (based

nowadays at The National Centre for Ornithology in Thetford) has regularly

drawn attention to the alarming decline in the population of a range of farmland
birds since the mid 1970s. Most seriously affected have been the seed-eating

passerines: Skylarks, Redpolls, House and Tree Sparrows, Finches and
Buntings. And also Song Thrushes. A countryside of winter stubbles and
threshing yards is a fading memory. The BTO suggests the trend towards
autumn sowing of cereals during the last two decades has had serious effects.

But will ‘set-aside’ and other schemes improve the situation? Remember
Norfolk is one of the most intensively farmed counties in Britain with 760,000
acres under arable cultivation.

The countryside has changed almost beyond recognition with the felling of
many hedges, the introduction of intensive farming and loss of many ponds. At
the same time there is an ever growing interest in wildlife with well stocked
tables in many a garden. Yet during the last two comparatively mild winters it is

apparent all is not well. Food is often left untouched. Many correspondents
report a dramatic decline or even disappearance of once common birds.

Sparrowhawks have undoubtedly greatly increased and not unexpectedly
seek prey where it is most abundant. It is difficult to appreciate that this bird of
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1 prey was virtually absent as a nester for over two decades from the mid 1950s.
Many surviving hedgerows are so severely attacked by flail-cutters immediately
after harvesting that they no longer attract finches and buntings. To survive,

Sparrowhawks have turned their attention to garden havens where they are of
course much more obvious that in wooded countryside. Many observers point
an accusing finger at Magpies, but there is a variety of contributory causes.

Coinciding with the decline in Sparrowhawks, the first Collared Doves
arrived. After spreading rapidly across Europe this new British Bird first bred in

Britain at Cromer in 1955. Remarkably, within ten years almost the whole
country had been colonised. Given a chance surely a selection of farm and gar-

den species will return? In addition one may speculate that Little Egrets and
Spoonbills, Serins and Penduline Tits will all become choice additions to

Norfolk’s already lengthy list of breeding birds.

THE MIXED FORTUNES OF MAMMALS IN NORFOLK, 1869 - 1993

Rex Haney
124 Norwich Rosd, Taverham, NR8 6QH

John Goldsmith
Castle Museum, Norwich, NR1 3JU

No detailed records exist of our total mammalian fauna over the county as a

whole and we have to rely, even today, on what we could describe as sample
sightings and logical deductions based on the known behavioural patterns and
life-cycles of the species concerned. Happily these methods have proved their

worth and it is possible to extract sufficient data from general accounts of

Norfolk natural history during the early years of the period under review to

assess the relative successes of mammal species. Four decades of observations

distilled into annual mammal reports have latterly put the collection of data onto

a more systematic and wider basis.

Some 55 mammal species were recorded for the county during the period

under review, making Norfolk one of the best U.K. counties for mammals. Our
predecessors of 1868 would have listed only about 45 different kinds, so despite

our frequent gloom and doom about our wildlife there has been an eighteen per-

cent increase in species, even if there is a marked decline in numbers. Of this list

, six (10.9% ) are old introductions - such as the rabbit, while eight (14.45%)
were introduced, or reintroduced during this century and a quarter, but four

(7.27%) became extinct as far as this county is concerned.

The recent escapes of mammals such as red-necked wallaby, prairie dog,

coatimundi, arctic fox, beech marten and wild boar do not generally survive for

any extended period in the wild, with the exception of a wild boar which alarmed

several observers to the west of Norwich over a number of years.

The detailed stories of the grey squirrel and the coypu illustrate the folly of

introducing species into congenial habitats open to exploitation without natural

controls. Both of them were animals that made an obvious impact so their rise

was viewed and documented in some detail. In the case of the coypu the subse-

quent decline and fall resulting from the intensive trapping campaign was fea-

tured during the 1980’s in the Mammal Report.
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Of the group listed under Insectivores, the Hedgehog (Erinaceus europaeus)

has the greatest popular appeal. Now they are accorded the status of free-ranging

family pets in some quarters it is strange to note in earlier centuries bounties

were paid to their destroyers. When hedgehogs remain numerous enough to be

seen frequently, now mainly as road casualties, we can be blinded to the fact that

the decline in numbers from those times has continued and there are now parts

of the county where few remain. Their optimum situation appears to be where
well-established gardens provide a mixed habitat with shelter and available food

as in town fringes and villages.

Moles (Talpa europaea) aggravate us, as they did our forebears, though few

of them worried over lawns! Local mole-catchers of the past kept numbers
down on cultivated land. They have been replaced by modern control methods
but it may be that numbers of moles have actually increased.

Adult shrews found dead by the wayside have always featured on country

walks. Far fewer are reported now so is this an indication of much reduced num-
bers? Both Common and Pigmy Shrews (Sorex araneus and 5. minutus) fea-

ture in owl diets even today but as there are fewer hunting grounds available this

must be an indication of habitat loss for the shrew. The water shrew has always

been regarded as rare in Norfolk, though notable naturalists suggested it was
commoner than generally supposed. Observations from 1950 to 1970 proved its

presence in a wide range of stations but then fewer were found and we became
concerned over its status. Research, notably at Hickling, suggests we may have
been looking in the wrong place and if we turn away from the water we may find

more. With the continuing drying out of the county and removal of water-side

vegetation it is unlikely we will be given many happy surprises.

Some eleven, possibly twelve types of bat have been recorded from Norfolk

in the past 125 years. They were all given full protection under the Wildlife and
Countryside Act of 1981, though it is questionable whether or not this has actu-

ally helped their populations as yet.

The Lesser Horseshoe Bat (Rhinolophus hipposideros) is the only bat that

has become extinct in Norfolk during the time the Norfolk and Norwich
Naturalists Society have been in existence. Our only proved record is however
based upon a 1914 dated specimen in the Norwich Castle Museum collection

said to have been obtained at Happisburgh. This species did survive into the

1950’s in neighbouring Suffolk, but summer breeding places, and suitable very

damp, undisturbed underground wintering sites are now absent from East
Anglia.

Whiskered and Brants (Myotis mystacinus & brandti) are small, dark faced,

similar species which have been confused and wrongly identified in the past. The
first proved records of both came from the Neolithic flint mines at Grimes
Graves in January 1983. They live in buildings and tree holes in the summer, but
in the winter are recorded from underground sites. These two species have
shown a marked decline in records locally in the past decade, with the last record
of Brants, at the protected Eaton Chalk Caves site, in December 1992.

Natterers Bat (Myotis natteren) is thought to be our fourth most common
species and is very widely, if sparsely, distributed through most parishes. In the
summer they live in cracks and joints in the timbers of old barns, churches and
tree holes, occasionally being found in wells and house roofs. From the end of
the year until late February they resort to the same places as Daubentons bats,
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requiring the same steady, cool temperature with high humidity.
Daubentons Bat (Myotis daubentoni) is probably the third most numerous

bat in the area. Although typically it hunts low over water hunting for floating

and flying insects, they regularly occur considerable distances away from water.
There is a breeding colony of over one hundred in Broadland, which is the 4th
largest known in the U.K. This species is most commonly encountered by bat-

workers in the September to March period while hibernating in underground
sites such as chalk caves and ice-houses.

The Serotine (Eptesicus serotinus) has been present here but little encoun-
tered. Although said to use tree holes, it seems to occur in buildings in East
Anglia. Until 1988 it was only known from the Ormesby area, but has now been
found in roofs at Winterton and Loddon in the east, and Feltwell and Carbrooke
in the west.

Leislers Bat (Nyctalus leisleri) is a medium sized and rare species in

England, though frequent in Ireland. It seems to inhabit woodland edges and
appeared in this area during the early 1980’s using the Thetford Forest bat

boxes, though only a few are found each year.

Our largest bat is the Noctule (Nyctalus noctula)

.

This species is principally

a tree dwelling kind, with roosts known from old woodpecker holes, hollow and
split trees and from bat boxes. The largest recently discovered colony contained
over 120 females and young in a sweet chestnut tree felled after being damaged
by the October 1987 gales. They feed on the larger moths and beetles and are

most frequently recorded in loose ‘groups’ of up to 50 flying high over the river

valleys in the summer and early autumn while fattening up for hibernation.

Our smallest and most common bat is the Pipistrelle (Pipistrellus pipistrel-

lus). They can be seen at dusk in Norwich, and every town and village through-

out the county. These days they more typically choose modern chalet-bunga-

lows, as much as the more traditional sites of churches and old houses to pro-

duce their single youngster. Hearsay, backed by some scientific evidence for at

least one species would have us believe that since the turn of the century many
populations have fallen by 99%, certainly breeding groups of about 50 females

are the norm these days. The largest reported breeding colony in recent years

was 700 in the mid-Waveney valley. Hibernation for pipistrelles does not start in

earnest until about Christmas when the weather really turns frosty. They will not

be present in their summertime haunts, but will be deep into the brickwork or

flints of old barns and churches or behind loose plaster or deep in timber cracks,

wherever there is a constant cool temperature and high humidity.

The tantalising, but probably inadmissible species to our list, is that of

Nathusius’ Pipistrelle (Pipistrellus nathusii) one of which turned up briefly in

the autumn of 1990 on a boat at Great Yarmouth, was ‘deported’ by the port

authorities on the same boat to Holland, where it was handed to the Dutch
authorities and then identified by Dr Peter Lina. He telephoned us to let us

know what we had missed!

Barbastelle (Barbastellus barbastellus) is a local speciality with more records

in East Anglia than for the rest of Britain. Summer colonies were known from

near Calthorpe Broad and from the former stables of Sprowston Hall, while the

last known breeding colony in Britain was in a picturesque North Norfolk cart

shed in 1988 . Other recent records have included a road casualty, a juvenile in a
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corridor of the University of East Anglia and one in a Stanford Training Area

telephone box, while cold winters usually produce one or two single in quite

exposed situations in chalk tunnels or similar sites.

The Brown Long-eared Bat (Plecotus auritus) is typically a woodland bat

which is widespread throughout the area and is our second most numerous
species. In some wooded areas it may well outnumber Pipistrelles. They regu-

larly breed in the specially made bat boxes placed in the Thetford Forest, with

over 70 being found in a single box on one occasion.

“The whole county is a mere rabbit warren”, said the 6th. Earl Albemarle of

us in 1876. We will allow the exaggeration but admit that the Rabbit
(Oryctolagus cuniculus) was a major economic asset. Interpreted correctly, the

Ordnance Survey is an excellent historic reference and the multiplicity of war-

rens is there to see in surviving place names. As warrening declined and rabbits

escaped to colonise new areas, so the rabbit became a major nuisance. When
myxomatosis reached us in May 1954 it was regarded as a blessing by those

cursed by plagues of rabbits, and a monstrous evil by the many who grieved at

the suffering on so vast a scale. The result was a reduction to a tiny percentage of

the former population. Open areas kept clear by rabbit teeth scrubbed over, and
the nature of the countryside changed. As immunity to the disease increased, so

did rabbit numbers and we have now reached the point where locally numbers
rise to unacceptable proportions only to crash again by a new strain of the virus

or belated control measures.

The Brown Hare (Lepus capensis) has been documented in game books as

well as by observation. Southwell reported in 1884 that it had been formerly

abundant but was rapidly becoming scarcer since the Ground Game Act. The
effect was clearly short lasting. During the first twenty years of this century the

game records suggest they were very numerous. Hares move over the country-

side and congregate where winter feeding is good so counts of live or dead ani-

mals can be deceiving, not representing the true state of the total population.

Nowadays large numbers find food and refuge in the edges of the forest planta-

tions in winter and return to Breckland fields in the spring. Many parts of the

rest of Norfolk have a much leaner population.

The American Grey Squirrel (Sciurus carolinensis) came from outside our
boundaries. Introduced to this country first in the 1860’s, further introductions

took place before the end of the 19th century in Middlesex, Woburn,
Hertfordshire, Yorkshire and London. Our Norfolk introductions did not take

place until 1934 in Northrepps. It did not succeed! Very occasional individuals

were reported from widespread locations but it was not until 1969 that the grey

squirrel was added to the list of regularly breeding mammals in Norfolk. There is

a hint of a suggestion in the following annual report that some may have been
acquired as pets and subsequently released.

From then on, grey squirrel counting increasingly became a public pursuit

and monitoring its progress as it colonised the rest of the county was easy.

Interest waned when every niche was filled and the animal is now generally

regarded as a nuisance. Concerted control measures suggested in the early days
of colonisation did not materialise.

Coincident with the rise of the grey was the fall of the Red Squirrel
(Scuinis vulgaris). It is now interesting to note that in 1869 the red squirrel’s
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habit of eating eggs was described in The Zoologist. The present day sentimental
attachment to our native squirrel does not wish to be reminded of this behav-
iour! Recovery from outbreaks of red squirrel disease took many seasons, but
was possible without the presence of the alien squirrel. Now it is dependent on
the conservation measures of Forest Enterprise in part of the Thetford Forest,
the last bastion in this county. Elsewhere attempts at re-introduction are contin-
uing.

Smaller rodents are much more difficult to record. Last century those that

caught the eye as strange colour forms were noted while the bulk of the popula-
tion, even when seen, were hardly noticed. Bank Voles (Clethrionomys glareolus

)

were rare at Thetford in 1897 but wherever covered hedge banks occurred else-

where they were considered frequent inhabitants. The contrast in habitat is obvi-
ous and provides the pattern to the present day. Where a habitat sustained
nucleus exists periodic rises in population can erupt even in corners of gardens
in housing estates. Piles of vegetation and leaves passing as compost heaps often
harbour bank voles in peak seasons. Vast stretches of manicured countryside
deny this possibility.

So it is with the highly predated Field Vole (Microtus agrestis) found mainly
in rough grassland and young plantations with lush grass. That it is still the most
frequently found species in barn owl pellets reflects the predator/prey relation-

ship where the hunter follows the population of the victim.

Early notes on Water Voles (Avicola terrestris) tend to concentrate on the

colour black. The species was numerous in all waterways, and abundant in

many, so it was merely variation from typical behaviour that tended to be report-

ed. Water voles found eating dead fish, amphibians and crayfish are described.

The predominantly vegetarian diet was too obvious to be mentioned until the

realisation came at the end of the 1960’s that all was not well. However, compe-
tition with the coypu did not explain why numbers were falling in coypu free

streams. Water quality resulting in a supply of food has restored the situation to

some extent in some streams but the present situation is far from satisfactory.

There are still areas where the water vole is in retreat, and recent work, some of

it carried out on sample dtes in Norfolk, showed Mink might be to blame.

The ubiquitous Wood Mouse (Apodemus sylvaticus) was hardly worthy of a

mention until this century. Its present day success suggests it was even more
plentiful when house and home was more integrated into the surrounding coun-
tryside. Entering our buildings as it does in the winter season even now causes

confusion with the alien House Mouse (Mus musculus) which is now much
reduced in numbers . Is there a possibility that some of those early references to

plagues of house mice should not more accurately be ascribed to wood mice?

The Yellow-necked Mouse (Apodemus flavicollis) was not added to our

county list until 1958 when one was confirmed at Ellingham. A previous record

from Wymondham in 1953 suggested its presence. Since then definite, but infre-

quent records have come in from scattered locations in south and south-east

Norfolk to confirm its elusive presence at this edge of its northern U.K. range.

The Harvest Mouse (Micromys minutus) was stated to be not uncommon in

1871, found in river valley vegetation and in straw stacks in large numbers.

Occasional summer nests are found by recorders on winter walks, and straw

stacks provide a few more. Small mammal work at Hickling from the late 1960’s

showed that the rough grass and reedbeds here have probably the largest
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numbers in Britain. It was therefore good news that later workers found this situ-

ation still existed at Hickling in 1990.

The Black Rat (Rattus rattus) was already considered extinct in Great

Yarmouth in 1869 and probably elsewhere in the county, but in 1896 Patterson

discovered an abundance in the old “rows”. Numbers rose for a decade when a

terminal decline began though they were still common through the 1920’s.

Colour forms were considered as separate species but now the term ‘ship rat’ $

includes them all under the single species. In 1959 none were taken at Great s

Yarmouth but one was by the Yare in Norwich. The last live Norfolk record was \

from Acle in 1963, though oil rig supply vessels travelling between North Africa

and the local Great Yarmouth and Lowestoft ports have had to be ‘baited’ in

order to destroy their stow-aways before they emerged onto East Anglian soils!

The late newcomer, the Brown Rat, (Rattus norvegicus) shows no sign of

declining from any natural cause. The battle to contain the species continues all
j

the while. Its supreme adaptability matches human wiles and stratagems. I

Improvements in buildings and storage techniques added to control measures 4

undoubtedly check the enormous population explosions of last century when rat 4

“armies” felt the need to move en masse.

Attempts to introduce the Dormouse (Muscardinus avellanarius) in the 19th

century did not lead to any lasting success. Geldeston is at the heart of the sec- h

tion of the Waveney valley that produced unconfirmed reports until the 1970’s.

Tantalising stories were not followed by hard evidence. Are we outside the

northern extremity of its range, and do our cold, dry winters militate against sue-
^

cessful hibernation?

Coypu (Myocastor coypus) escapes from Nutria farms during the 1930’s and i

1940’s initially caused little alarm. By the early 1950’s they were well estab- I

fished in many parts of the county but as hard winters and periodic trapping i

campaigns appeared to be keeping numbers down, there was confidence that no tj

serious problem was to be expected. The subsequent rapid rise in numbers were
soon to lead to the establishment of a research laboratory, an intensive continu- 1

ous trapping campaign and finally a bounty-inspired team of trappers dedicated i

to eliminating the species altogether in the wild. The very last Norfolk specimen i

however appeared as a road casualty at Barton Bendish on July 5th 1988.

Beached and passing whales are of interest, but we can look elsewhere in our i

Transactions to discover their history of strandings. Most of our records come 4

now from bird-watchers who are scanning the sea and sky for incoming migrants 1

and pick up the occasional sea mammal. With so many watching eyes, what can
elude them?

The Common Porpoise (Phocoena phocoena) comes into reckoning by rea- t

son of the numbers seen. Just outside our period, Lowne in 1863 described them
j

as very common in Yarmouth Roads. Many were drowned in herring nets during
the peak of the fishing season. It is probable that because they were seen with 1

regularity it did not seem necessary to monitor them. Residents along the coast t

who can recall the earlier years of this century state quite clearly that they could I

almost guarantee a sighting to a visitor.

Largest and most spectacular of the cetacean strandings have been the three
|

Sperm Whales (Physeter catodon) cast up at Holkham Bay on November 29th 1

(the first for over two centuries), Scolt Head Island 12th November 1991 and at
|

Heacham, in the Wash in early December 1993.
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The fortunes of the larger carnivores present interesting contrasts. The Fox
(Vulpes vulpes) population augmented to keep hunting alive last century repaid
the courtesy by expanding to such an extent it is now common in many parts of
the county. There has always been a secretive battle fought against them to pro-
tect stocks, whether it be by cottager or gamekeeper. Even now it is difficult to

come by accurate figures of foxes killed on many estates. It is undoubtedly cor-

rect to say that the figure is now in excess of any from previous times.

By 1869 the Pine Marten (1Wanes martes) had almost seen its last days in

Norfolk, with what is stated to be the second from last genuine Norfolk
Specimen obtained at Kelling in 1864 and preserved at Norwich Castle
Museum. One was trapped in a plantation at Hevingham in 1878, but this could
have been an introduction, and another came from Heydon in 1879. A pre-

served specimen dating from 1897 was trapped near Thetford at Riddlesworth.
Suggestions have been made that this would be a suitable species for reintroduc-

tion, perhaps in the Thetford Forest, now that populations elsewhere in Britain

are increasing.

The Stoat (Mustela erminea) remains very much with us, its status depen-
dant on available prey and now man’s predation. When myxomatosis struck the

rabbits, stoats were seen to enter more birds nests. When keepering was reduced
stoat numbers were seen to increase. Stoats are now probably more regulated by
prey than at any other time in the period.

Weasels (Mustela nivalis) were regarded as more plentiful than stoats.

Perhaps their hunting of small mammals in underground workings sometimes
gave them the status of allies rather than foes. Numerically reports now do not

i quite match those of their larger relatives

The first record of the introduced American Mink (Mustela vison) in

Norfolk came in 1957. The female shot soon after in a Ringland chicken run
presaged trouble ahead. Spasmodic reports came in of mink seen in the wild but
more systematic data came from the coypu team since they trapped in the aquat-

ic habitat favoured by the species. It is uncertain just how many we do have resi-

dent in the county, though numbers are increasing in the south-west of our area,

but thankfully the seriot. s problems we feared in those early days have not mate-
rialised - as yet.

At least a mink is recognisable as such. Compare this note from Frank
Norgate in 1876. “I saw hanging up in Hockering Woods a large polecat.... Very

' rare there. Gamekeeper thought it was a ferret. I feel sure it was a polecat.” Few
others were seen and Southwell stated in 1900 it was nearing extinction. A

|
rather sombre note from Robert Marsham of Stratton Strawless in 1878 record-

ed a death from hydrophobia after the bite of a polecat! Since then the occasion-

al escape of polecat/ferret crosses and perhaps the occasional pure polecat

brought in for such purposes has tangled the skeins even further.

Badgers (Meles meles) were regarded as almost extinct even in 1869! There
had been a conflict of interest because previous records speak of extermination.

Others told of badgers being deliberately “turned off’ to make earths for foxes.

’ Much has been made of badgers, and many property names are based more on
the imagination than proper records from the past. Badgers were imported into

the county by Ranji Singh early this century and other attempts at re-introduc-

tion have had mixed success. Badgers live in stricdy structured social groups and
it is difficult to extract a part of that group. Wandering individuals cloud the
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issue of distribution but there are parts of the county where success has contin-

ued and numbers are slowly rising due, in part, to the popular appeal and public

support they enjoy.

Of the Otter (Lutra lutra) Sir Thomas Browne in 1649 wrote of the “great

store of otter” in Norfolk. Although Rye in 1885 said they were scarcer year by
year, as late as 1942 it was stated that scarcely a river valley in Norfolk did not

have several otters. In 1960 there was evidence of some decline which was only
{]

contradicted the following year at Horsey. The crash, when it came, was difficult
j

to establish and even more difficult to make the state of affairs accepted. Paper

and verbal battles were fought and by the 1980’s the position was accepted, but

the otters had virtually gone. There was public support for re-introduction pro- 1

grammes. What was not so universally clear however was that the products of

the chemical industry might be at the root of the problem, and these had to be !

cleared first. Monitoring schemes are now in place to, hopefully, document the
j

return of the otter by what may well remain a limited degree. Certainly otter i

experts agreed that the last wild East Anglian otters had vanished by the begin- 1
ning of 1991 and the population that now inhabits our riparian habitats are cap- U

tive bred or offspring of releases.

Of the three seals on our county list only the Common Seal (Phoca vituli-

na) has a long standing place on our breeding list. Large numbers were frequent-
i

ly seen in the Wash, as told by an 1878 reference, and in 1881 a seal had ven-

tured 40 miles inland from Lynn. The herd continues to grow and Blakeney i

became another regular sighting spot for the animals. The North Sea herd based 1

on Scroby Island settled at around 120 individuals and established itself as a

popular feature for holiday-makers. Then in 1988 diseased seals were washed up I

on the beach and the whole nation was shocked. Surveys suggested that up to

60% of the Wash and Blakeney herds died, leaving 2,500 survivors. This was
still a far higher number than the herd of a hundred years ago but there was a I

brief public demand to learn more of the root cause and if man’s interference

with the waters of the sea had been responsible. Soon the fickle collective mind
turned to other topics and accepted yet another lowering of standards.

Grey Seals (Halichoerus grypus) appeared occasionally in the Wash and 1

along our north shore during the late 1 800’s. The steady movement south from I

overpopulation on the Fame Islands, brought territorial males to Scroby Island
ft

in 1958 and at the end of the year pups were born there for the first time. The I

so-called island is no more than a sand-bank on a ridge of boulder clay and I

appears, disappears and reforms in a different position from time to time. This is

perfectly acceptable for the common seals but the grey seal pups, which are ft

white, need to lie out of the water for up to three weeks. Pups left on coastal

beaches as alternative sites to the vanished island, have generally fared badly,
|

though a few have survived. The outpost breeding colony seems to be in retreat.

Vagrant seals hardly swim into this summary of Norfolk mammals other

than to mention our single Harp Seal (Phoca groenlandica) at Blakeney Point on
27th March 1988, nor does the Walrus (Odobenus rosmarus) that pushed its way I

up the inland waterways to Denver on 15th September 1981, airlifted by heli-
|

copter to Salters Lode and eventually transported back to Greenland.
The mammal success story of the 125 years has been provided collectively

by the deer. Red and fallow deer had been kept in numerous deer parks over the I

county from Saxon times and escapees were not uncommon. By 1869 the great I
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days ot the parks had long gone but occasional fugitives from those remaining
spent varying amounts of time in the wild. As soon as conditions were right, the
potential ot established wild herds was already there. The situation was
enhanced when a small number of pairs of roe deer were released into the woods
around Santon Downham.

Numbers of all species remained low until the rising Forestry Commission
plantations, primarily in Breckland, provided the extra necessary dimension.
Red Deer, (Cervus elephas) many of outstanding quality, are thriving in the
.Thetford Forest, North and West Norfolk. Escaped Sika (Cervus nippon) have
caused identification confusion from time to time and their presence has given
rise to some fear of hybridisation with red deer. Fallow (Dama dama) are seen
more frequently in West Norfolk but the Wensum Forests maintains a modest
herd, augmented by recent escapes.

The rise of the Roe (Capreolus capreolus) has been even more spectacular.
That initial reintroduction has led to several thousand leaving their original
IThetford Forest stronghold and colonising most available woodland niches over
the county. Also of interest has been the noticeable decline of this species, for

reasons as yet unexplained, in the period since 1990.
The Chinese Water Deer (Hyropotes enermis) came here much more secre-

tively and continued its furtive ways until quite recently. The number seen quite
regularly out to the fringes of Broadland fastnesses suggests the population has
risen substantially. Some have ventured to suggest that there might be as many
as 200 of these animals spread through the Broads and east Norfolk river valleys,

with a further grouping in the fens and in 1991 the first reports in the Little

Ouse valley, presumed to be escapes from a nearby wildlife park.

There is no doubt that the Muntjac (Muntiacus reevesi) since first recorded
in 1951, has multiplied spectacularly and now, instead of slinking silently away
into brambled forest cover stands boldly by the roadside, staring back at passing
traffic. As numbers increase there is the possibility of damage to plants we may
wish to protect.

The species concerned may change but that conflict is behind many of the

stories of our mammals is beyond doubt.

No account of the mammals of the area would be complete without some
brief mention of the people behind the century and a quarter of this mammalian
chronicle. Such eminent naturalists as Thomas Southwell, Frank Norgate,
Robert Marsham, Arthur Patterson, Ted Ellis, and Dick Bagnall-Oakley all

made and recorded notable observations, while Percy Trett, John Woolston,
Geoff Smith and Ruth Barnes, amongst others, formed the first county bat

group in Britain in 1961, pre-dating any other special study group for these

mammals by a nearly decade. Particular mention must be made of the indebted-

ness that this society and modem mammal study generally owes to Jim Taylor
Page, secretary of the Norfolk and Norwich Naturalists Society for many years,

originator and pioneer of the annual Norfolk mammal reports in 195(4?) and
formative engender(?) of the British Deer Society, now in retirement in the Lake
District. His dedication, enthusiasm and support for mammals is a superb

example to us all, and we should like to dedicate this paper to him.

Reference:
Buckley, J. 1977 Mammal Review Vol. 7 Nos. 3 and 4 pp. 117 - 121 “Bam owl predation on
the Harvest Mouse”
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REMINISCENCES OF SEVENTY YEARS OF BUG HUNTING
K. C. Duirant

18 The Avenue, Sheringham, Norfolk.

Most people can recall having a pet of some description in their earlier years, at

the age of three years my first pets were Cockroaches (Plana orientalis) and
i

House Crickets (Acheta domestica) which I could find in my back yard. These <

were kept in 2 lb jam jars and fed on bread soaked in milk and small pieces of
;j

banana.

I was born in the oldest part of Cromer in Jetty Street next door to Seago’s 4

Bakery. Often when visiting the bakehouse with my mother when she went in to i|

get some yeast or to take some herring to souse when the bread was taken from J

the oven, the baker would lift me up over the large wooden container where the J

dough for the next batch of bread was rising, he would lift up the sheet covering
j

it and more often than not Cockroaches would scuttle off across the dough, the i

females often carrying their ootheca, the egg sacks. I recall he told me they were il

playing rugby football, and I believed him.

He also showed me where the crickets were chirping in the cracks beside the I

oven, both species existed in large numbers there and could also be found in sur- I

rounding premises, thus started my interest in Entomology.
When out walking with my parents on the marrams along the cliff tops (alas t]

now putting and bowling greens) I would sometimes find moths resting on the i

marram grass, or caterpillars on the hawthorn hedge by the coast road. I would II

rear the caterpillars that I took home, also those from the eggs of some of the 1

moths, in shoe boxes covered with a piece of glass.

One of Norfolk’s grand old naturalists, Alfred Savin, was my mentor in ij

those early years, his lepidoptera collection is now housed in the Castle 1

Museum, Norwich. It was for me a marvellous reference collection. He showed J

me how to prepare my captures and arranged for me to have a killing bottle 1
(Potassium cyanide) made up by the local chemist when I was seven years old. X

He owned a little shop in Church Street (now an estate agents) where he sold II

Amber, Jet and other oddities, but what always caught my eye was the case of )|

Swallowtail butterflies which took centre place in the window and were priced at !

one shilling and sixpence each, such a fortune I could not afford with my penny if

per week pocket money.
He gave me an old copy of Edward Newman’s British Lepidoptera which I

j

treasured and read it through and through many times, I am sure that in so 1

doing I increased my reading capability because at junior school I always topped J

the class in that subject. Cork sheet was unobtainable to me but I kept my spec- i

imens pinned onto dried Elder pith which I cut lengthways and stuck in the bot-
tom of shoe boxes, each box had a moth ball pinned inside in a piece of muslin I

to deter the Varied Carpet Beetle (Anthrenus verbasci) and Silverfish (Lepisma
|

saccharina) both notorious destroyers of insect collections.

Some of my larvae and pupae would produce parasites such as Ichneumon 1

and Tachinid flies instead of the expected adult insect, but neither Alfred Savin I

nor Frank Barclay, another local entomologist, were interested and would tell

me to destroy them. I was interested enough to send specimens to the British

Museum for identification, these were always returned named and with thanks
I
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or my naming the host insect from which they had emerged, they must have
ealised that I was a youngster by my writing but no comment was ever made.

Galls also interested me, I would collect them when out for walks in the
yoods or along the lanes, and what fascinated me was that I could more often
han not rear four or five different species from one gall. Alfred Savin loaned me
copy of Edward Connold’s publication of 1909 describing all the then known

British galls, it also contained photographs, I copied the entire book out in man-
iscript and drew the illustrations for future reference.

At the age of ten years I was allowed out at night to go onto the promenade
/here the gas lamps were sometimes alive with flying moths, but I had opposi-
ion, the bats were often quicker than I was. The choice species however were to

•e found in the early mornings before I went to school. By looking under the

aves of the white bathing machines on the beach Convolvulus, Deaths Head,
Itriped or Bedstraw Hawk Moths could sometimes be found resting after their

. mg flight across the North Sea or along the coast, the bathing machines show-
ig up at night in the beams from Cromer lighthouse.

Each autumn I could find one or two Large Tortoiseshell butterflies on the

romenade opposite the pier when they were on their southerly migration. They
ave sadly become extinct in Britain, due to the destruction of their food plant,

he Elm tree, following the Dutch Elm disease spread by the bark beetle

Scolytus scolytus). The permanent pastures on the cliff tops where the fishermen

ept their horses for moving the bathing machines and boats (alas now caravan

ites) produced huge clouds of Meadow Brown butterflies as I walked through

ae grass.

Cars were few and far between in the 1920s but with those that did bring

isitors to the big hotels I always examined the honeycomb radiators and was
ften rewarded with a specimen or two impaled in the combs. The lack of

rotor traffic on the roads meant that insects carrying nectar from the roadside

owers were not swept off by the huge eddy currents that they experience in

aday’s traffic, the Hogweed flower heads were always covered with them.

Searching along our decaying cliffs for fossils I would sometimes find that

are beetle Nebria livida. At times during the summer the cliffs would be alive

/ith many different species of Ladybirds who had arrived on the thermals from

aany miles away.

Most villages in the 1930s possessed a common or heath. My happy hunt-

rg grounds within cycling distance were Roughton Heath, Beeston Common,
althouse and Kelling Heaths. On Roughton Heath, alas no more, the dung
eetle Typhaeus typhoeus used to be frequently found, many times I have seen

aem burying rabbit or goat droppings. The males possess remarkably long

orns at the sides of their thorax, and a shorter one over their head. Another

lsect where the males possess horns is a small rare fly Vidalia comma. I first

iscovered it on Beeston Common in 1932 where it still survives today.

When visiting Kelling Heath with Alfred Savin I have seen the small Gorse

ushes covered with so many male Silver studded blue butterflies that the bushes

roked more blue than yellow. This insect still maintains a slender hold in the

ounty at another site but has long gone from Kelling, much of the original site

'as ploughed up during the last war. When we sat eating our sandwiches we

'ould watch our largest Robber fly Asilus crabroniformis, which was fairly com-

ion there, catching prey, which on occasions consisted of Bumble bees.

I Vans. Norfolk Norwich Nat. Soc.
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We would cycle out to Wayford Bridge neat Stalham, he would hire a punt tf

for one shilling for the day, we would navigate the river Ant down to Barton *

Broad which was a real mecca for entomologists. The Broad and dykes used to

team with insect life, both in and out of the water. It was about this time I came i

into contact with my old friend Ted Ellis, who at the time was looking after a r

small zoo at Keswick Hall, later when he took charge of the natural history sec-"'

tion of the Castle Museum I used to cycle up to Norwich on Saturdays and
spend many happy hours in his company checking my insect captures.

Every few years it was possible to see clouds of Garden White butterflies

coming in from the sea, the beaches were covered with the survivors and the

tideline thick with those that did not make landfall. Incidently, I did see a small

cloud of them approaching the coast at Sheringham in 1992. Large swarms of

Hoverflies too would migrate round the coast flying just over the water, they

consisted mainly of three species, Scaeva pyrastri, Metasyrphus luniger and
Syrphus ribesii. The largest movement I ever witnessed was on Overstrand beach
on August 3rd, 1960, it lasted nearly all day, the tideline was thick with their

bodies and children were refusing to paddle because they were adhering to their

legs, eventually many families left the beach complaining that there were too

many wasps about. Dr. R.A. French of Rothamsted, to whom I reported this

flight, replied that he had only just returned home from a holiday at West
Runton, but if he had known wild horses would not have dragged him away
from such a sight.

In the early 1930s the Comma and White Admiral butterflies came to

Norfolk, I took my first ones both in the same year at Aylmerton Roman Camp
in 1933.

On leaving school, jobs were hard to find and the dole queues were very

long, I was fortunate to be accepted as a telegram boy at Cromer Post Office.

Cycling out to the nearby villages enabled me to collect specimens that I

observed on the roadside herbage, for I always carried a couple of matchboxes in

my pocket. On passing the civil service examination in 1937 and being interest- j x

ed in Radio and Telephony I transferred to the P.O. Engineering Department ij

and was offered a post at East Dereham. This to me meant new collecting terri-

tory. It is surprising what can be found at the top of a telegraph pole, I have
taken many specimens from such places, the spider Nuctenea umbratica could
always be found in the terminal boxes. In the older part of the town I could
always find a few black cellar beetles on my way to work, Blaps mucronata is

rarely found nowadays. An old cobblers shop in Quebec Street was virtually i

alive with House Crickets, as he cobbled so they chirped, it reminded me of the
bakery years before.

I had only just reached the end of my preliminary training when war seemed :

imminent. Many of my older colleagues had been called into the services and I

was asked to go and help out in Gt. Yarmouth telephone exchange. To me this i

was another opportunity to collect some different species. My old friend Ted .

Ellis told me about the insects which often came in with the timber ships. The
first new species I encountered however were undesirable ones, my lodgings in i

Middlegate Street were full of Bed Bugs (Cimex lectularius)

.

I had to stand my
bed on tin lids containing paraffin to stop them at night, but I swear they used to
drop on to me from the ceiling. After I returned to Dereham that area of
Yarmouth was badly bombed and with that event went the Bed Bugs too, I

:t

i
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lope.

Unfortunately I lost most of my early collections when my parents’ house in

Dromer lost its roof due to a bomb in the garden, what the bomb did not destroy
silverfish etc. did. Being in a reserved occupation I had the opportunity to col-

ect insects in places unavailable to other people. A number of RAF and other
nilitary establishments were part of my maintenance duty for telecommunica-
ions, bomb dumps especially, always well camouflaged in woods and coppices,
ust the place for insects. I have on many occasions taken specimens whilst

landing on one thousand pound bombs to reach the top of a bush.
I was finally called up in the Royal Corps of Signals, in time for the

Normandy landings in which I took part. Whilst on manoeuvres in Berkshire an
unusing incident took place. We were encamped in a field and drew our water
rom an old lever type pump which fed a cattle trough. One morning the cook

lies

the

nali

>o(

hey

tnd ;ame to me and said that he had found some wildlife in the water he had just

achlf irawn. I imagined that it would be some of the minute shrimps that are some-
leirs imes found in wells, but to my horror there were two fully grown nymphs of a

leir Sympetrum sp. dragonfly (I still have them in my collection). I told him that our
too vater could not be coming from a well, which proved right, for, after investigat-

his ng, we found the other end of the pipe in the dew pond the other side of the

est ane, without a filter grid either. That is why our tea had a strange taste, the

fay ioup we had taken for granted as it always tasted bad! Our cooks were named
Finney and Towell, after that they were called Tinny and Foul, which was more

to ippropriate.

One morning a day or two later I was walking down the lane and noticed

two snails mating, on closer examination I found one of the inch darts which are

;ry ased prior to mating, made of chitin, barbed and cupped at one end they are

;e,
aossibly used as a stimulant, but by such an unlikely creature. The hilarity this

ttaused amongst my colleagues when I showed it to them was tremendous, none
af them believed me, so the next morning I took some of them down the lane to

prove it. Luck was in, we had not gone far when we found two snails circling

M close to each other, we saw one dart expelled only to end up on the shell of its

n
. intended mate, I retrieved it and gave it to one of the eager hands thrust towards

ve
me, eventually we managed to find everyone a dart which went home at the

U weekend in the letters to wives and sweethearts. I bet those letters made inter-

im
esting reading. After that incident what I told them was never queried, fact was

js
l stranger than fiction. For my sins I was nicknamed Bugsy, even by the Colonel

and Major, which at times was a bit embarrassing.

ie
After I had left the army a few years, in a broadcast over the radio with that

well known field naturalist B.B. Watkin Pitchford, I reiterated the love life of

j
snails, and afterwards received dozens of letter from listeners who had hunted

I

for mating snails and found the darts.

On the way to the Normandy landings I recall looking over the side of the

. ship and seeing dozens of Humming-bird Hawk moths all flying towards

England, about two feet above the water. On landing near Couseulles sur Mer I

was laying prone on a patch of wild sage accompanied by seven different species

of butterflies, only the Marbled Whites were new to me, I had never seen them
alive before, but I had more pressing things on my mind just then so I had to

leave them.

Being held up for a time near Caen I could again take my colleagues’ minds
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foff what was going on around us by telling them about the insect life we found

Every patch of potatoes was smothered with Colorado Beetles, both adults anc

their larvae reducing the haulms to a black stinking mass in a few days. The car-Dj

rot patches in the cottage gardens produced the caterpillars of the Swallowtail#

butterfly, the adult is similar to our own but its yellow ground colour is much*
lighter

One of my colleagues brought me a matchbox that was buzzing like circulai J

Pa

saw. he told me that it was some kind of pretty beetle. On opening the box the t

insect, a large female Velvet ant Mutilla europaea ran out onto his hand and he |

soon discovered that it possessed a vicious sting. I still have that insect in myl-

collection.

In Belgium we came across thousands of the brilliant red Fire bug
Pyrrhocoris apterus, this insect is extremely rare in Britain. In Holland the

Wood ants, Formica rufa, were very common, a number of my colleagues gol

sore eyes examining too closely to their four feet high nests of pine needles, they]

are terrific marksmen with their formic acid jets. In Germany I was delighted tc

find the Camberwell Beauty butterfly very common on Lunaburg Heath.

With the end of the European hostilities I was posted to the Far-east, tc

Burma, and a whole new study of insect life began. Grasshoppers five inches

long, if held wrongly their hind legs packed a hefty wallop and the spines on the

legs would penetrate the skin. Fascinating beetles, some in brilliant colours

and, when we lit up the lights in the evening, myriads of moths, from Micros t

large Hawk moths would assemble on the tents. Gorgeous butterflies I woul
net as they glided down from the forest canopy to obtain moisture from the mu-
of the streams. When taking in the moisture with their proboscis they would a

the same time expel it from the hind end of their abdomen.
When I eventually returned home I gave most of the beetles that I had col

lected to the British Museum, only keeping a few with which to reminisce. I also

brought home a number of spiders, some of which were parasites in ants nest

that were built in trees, and actually resembled their hosts so that it was difficult

to tell ant from spider. Their name I found out was Myrmarachne plateliodes

The BM were very pleased with them as I had mounted host and parasite

together.

Fire flies made fine displays during the night, flashing their lights all over the

clearings where, during the daytime, the Cicadas would create a din singing froml L|

every tree. In the Shan States I was fascinated with the action of the Sensitive

plant, Mimosa pudica, which when touched the leaves would fold up and hangi
down. I brought seed home and reared them for many years in my greenhouse.

At night I would lay under my mosquito net and watch the Mosquitos prob
ing the mesh with their proboscis, if an arm or leg touched the net during thej

night what a feast they would have, we had to have faith in the Mepacrine tha

we took daily to combat malaria. Large black Scarab beetles would sometime
come into the tents at night and crawl over the top of the net, it was fatal to!

knock them off from the inside, they used to squirt a liquid out which produced:
a line of painful blisters on any bare flesh it contacted

As soon as we settled in a village I would get a number of radio sets to repair
from the headmen. They had buried them when the Japanese had invaded but
the rats had burrowed down to them and eaten all the bees wax from the capaci-

tors. I would not accept payment for this, but would draw pictures of insects'*

%
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and ask them if they could get me some; in a short while children would appear
and bring me little balls woven from grass or reed, about the size of a tennis ball,

and inside would be a specimen, a really good one would be rewarded with a
sweet. This stood me in good stead in the native markets when I went to pur-
chase fruit etc. The children would follow me around and warn me if any partic-
ular item was not worth having.

In the moat surrounding Fort Dufferin in Mandalay I found some very large
water snails, round ones nearly two inches in diameter, and spiral ones two inch-
es long. I took some of them back to my camp and called out to the tent boy to
get me some (garrum parni) boiling water, I wanted to do a winkle and pin act
with them as I only wanted the shells, he thought I wanted to eat them so he
brought a knife and fork and some chapattis along as well. I still have those

' shells.

Sleeping on the deck of the Durban Castle liner in Rangoon harbour while
waiting to come home, large water insects similar to our “Water Scorpion”,

I to Nepa cinerea, only five inches long, would fly out of the river and land on deck
with a thud. If not handled carefully they would not hesitate to use their pro-
boscis. 1 never did manage to obtain a perfect specimen for as soon as they land-
ed they would be flattened with the heel of a well aimed army boot.

We came back through the Mediterranean, which at times was like a

millpond only occasionally disturbed by a sudden eruption of flying fish. We

tiev

hes

uld

; had many Quail land on board for a rest during migration. Near Gibraltar
Painted lady and Red Admiral butterflies were in evidence heading for Europe.
I was finally demobbed in York and resumed my old occupation back at

Dereham.
Back in my old haunts again, at Seaming Fen I was delighted to find our

smallest Damselfly Ceriagrion tenellum still holding its own, I had discovered it

there in 1937, it can still be found today. Another scare dragonfly, the Keeled
Skimmer Orthetrum coerulescens, also bred there for a number of years.

Rush meadow, another choice habitat beside the sewage works, produced
many scarce flies such as Criorhina berberina, Oxycera trilineate, Netnotelus pan-
therinus and Odontomyia argerttata.

Hoe Common, although a very small area of heather and shrub, was excel-

lent for ground nesting Bees and Wasps. I used to find our largest caterpillar

hunting wasp there Podolonia affinis. The common was ruined when the council

turned it into a rubbish dump. I took our largest Pond skater on the pond which
used to be there Limnoporus rufoscutellatus, its legs can span two inches. I

found on the same pond in 1948 two female Dragonflies which should not have

been there. The Demoiselle Calopteryx virgo is only supposed to breed in fast

flowing streams with a gravel bottom, but was here in a pond with a gravel bot-

tom, the river Blackwater meanders under Whitemill bridge nearby and is any-

thing but fast flowing. This pond is the home of the Banded Agrion C. splendens.

I took those two because I was doubtful, their wings were dull brown instead of

shining green. Later, when Cynthia Longfield gave the Society a talk on
Dragonflies, she verified them for me.

Many of the safety pits on the old bomb sites had filled with water and were

colonized by Dragonflies; I found my first Emperors Anax imperator amongst
them.

Soon after the war I was giving a talk at King’s Lynn one evening when a
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young lad asked me to name the butterflies and moths he had been collecting.

To my surprise he had four fresh Speckled Wood butterflies in his storebox. As
we only had one colony of this insect in the county before the war (that being

between Wells and Holkham) I asked him where he had obtained his, he replied

Grimes Graves in Breckland. The Society visited that area the next year and we
found them in large numbers, since then they have spread over the entire coun-

ty. The opposite has happened in some cases. I have seen both Purple Emperor
and High Brown Fritillary butterflies in Foxley Wood before the war, they have

since been lost from the county. The Small Pearl-bordered Fritillary whose last

stronghold in the county was behind the dunes at Horsey, have also gone. We
gain some, we lose some.

In later years my travelling around mid Norfolk only took place at the week-
ends, usually on the Society’s field meetings. During the week I was cocooned
in an automatic telephone exchange surrounded by a mass of mechanical and
electronic equipment, but I could still obtain specimens from the exchange win-

dows, or from the local Medical Officer of Health who would often bring me a

specimen or two with a query. I was eventually to return on promotion back to

the area of my childhood, and until my retirement was able to travel the lanes

and byways that I explored so long ago.

One day some joiners mentioned to me that in a number of cable chambers
on one of the nearby main roads there were large spiders, and that some of them
were hanging from the ceiling on large white bags. I investigated and was sur-

prised to find the Cave spider Meta menardi with their egg sacks quite numerous.
How they had obtained access is a mystery, but it certainly fulfilled their require-

ments.

How things have changed in my lifetime, facilities for the budding entomol-
ogist exist today that were unheard of in my youth. There are books, well illus-

trated in colour, and keys to aid the serious collector to name species. Superb
nature programmes are on the television. Specialist workshops are frequently

held and most provincial museums hold excellent reference collections. These
are on the plus side. However, commons, heaths and hedgerows have gone to

housing estates or agriculture, rivers and streams are often lifeless and insects in

general are not so numerous. Attitudes have also changed. In my youth a per-

son with an insect net was often approached with curiosity, but now the question
is “I hope that you are not catching those butterflies”, then one has to explain

that small flies and other insects cannot be identified in the field with certainty

unless minutely examined, therefore a net is essential.

I am frequently amused when showing some of my flies to people who have
visited me, they often exclaim “How beautiful they are, what are they?”. When
told that they are Blowflies, Bluebottles and Greenbottles the expression changes
to one of horror. Perhaps they do not envisage such pretty insects as nature’s

own disposal agents.

My reference collections, no longer housed in shoe boxes, contain well over
thirty thousand specimens of all insect orders. I still enjoy a walk over the cliff

tops or Beeston Common, and the thrill of finding a specimen is still there as it

was seventy odd years ago.
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ON THE CHANGING STATUS OF NORFOLK ORTHOPTERA
WITH PARTICULAR REFERENCE TO

THE DISTRIBUTION OF DARK BUSH-CRICKET
PHOLIDOPTERA GRISEOAPTERAve
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D. I. Richmond
42 Richmond Rise, Reepham, Norfolk, NR10 4LS

Abstract

.
The distributions of some Norfolk grasshoppers and bush-crickets are related to

,

historical and climatic factors. Extinctions of species in the twentieth century

j

are described. Factors affecting the distribution of dark bush-cricket Pholidoptera

griseoaptera are discussed in detail: and its known distribution in the county is

given.
3 I

to

es Introduction

I am sitting on a stile on the high river defences south of King’s Lynn. Behind
' me, the ruins of Wiggenhall St. Peter church, stand as testimony to the changing
1 fortunes of mankind. Below me, the turgid waters of the Great Ouse, swirling

and sinister between bare, muddy banks are an awesome power, now tamed.
I reflect on the changing landscape, the ordering of the countryside, here

through immense engineering works commenced in Roman times and not com-
pleted until the mid-twentieth century. Elsewhere, changing agricultural prac-

tice and settlement patterns have shaped the countryside and determined the
>

i lives of the creatures which live within it.

To me, no creatures are more intimately bound to the landscape than the

I grasshoppers and bush-crickets. Their restricted powers of flight and dispersal

t give a continuity to their existence, inextricably linked to the evolving landscape,
o Where grasshoppers exist today, they are witness to a continuity of habitat, that

a I year by year has permitted the persistence of the species since the end of the last

glaciation, some 10,000 years or more ago.

Fortunes will have waxed and waned. The tundra like landscape which fol-

I
I
lowed the retreat of the glaciers will have held few barriers to the spread of cold

tolerant species such as mottled grasshopper Myrmeleotettix maculatus which was
to spread as far as the Outer Hebrides before the last land bridges were severed

by the rising sea levels of the post-glacial period.

The ensuing grasslands would have been colonised by green and meadow
grasshoppers Omocestus viridulus and Chorthippus parallelus which were likewise

to spread to Scotland and the Inner Isles; but the appearance of scrub and

woodland in the south of England would subsequently restrict the grasshopper

species to areas such as Breckland, which some believe was never fully wooded,
and to coastal areas where salt tolerant species such as lesser marsh grasshopper

Chorthippus albomarginatus would have survived.

The emergence of man, from 5000 BC onwards, was to lead to woodland

clearances and a manipulated landscape within which the grasshoppers and

bush-crickets could again expand.
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Fig 1: Boulder clay plateau and river systems in Norfolk

Fig 2: Distribution of Dark Bush-cricket (Pholidoptera griseoaptera) in Norfolk
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Table 1

THE KNOWN DISTRIBUTION OF P. GRISEOAPTERA IN NORFOLK

WESTERN BOUNDARY NORTH-EASTERN BOUNDARY

Northern end Northern end

TG096428 Muckleborough Hills TGI 35381 Bodham Hill

TGI 03424 Kelling Heath (triangulation pillar) TGI 34373 Baconsthoroe (Up Wood)

TGI 01 41 8 Kelling Heath (road) TGI 33354 Plumstead

TGI 07388 Lower Bodham TGI 30321 Mannington

TG084368 Edgefield Heath TG1 17307 Saxthorpe

TG091381 Holt River Bure

TG069377 Holt (common Hill) TG341144 Woodbastick

TG057375 Little Thornage TG343136 Panxworth

TG054364 Thornage TG303104 Little Plumstead

TG040330 Melton Constable TG301077 Postwick

TG012320 Swanton Novers River Yare

TF975314 Kettlestone

TF960293 Little Ryburgh Eastern end

TF887248 East Raynham

TF87321 1 Wellingham

TF867202 Litcham Heath

TF887170 Litcham Common NORTH-EASTERN ARM
TF855136 Little Dunham
TF817131 Bartholomew's hills TG260250 Swanton Abbott (former common)

TF819107 Swaffham Plashes TG273247 Scottow

TF806094 Swaffham (disused railway) TG317247 TunsteadCarr

TF816090 Swaffham (Shouldham Lane) TG338278 Honing (Newbridge Common)

TF826076 Swaffham (Clarence Hills) TG365277 Ruston Common

TF840060 North Pickenham warren TG367290 Happisburgh Common

TF852051 South Pickenham TG388285 Lessingham

TF856005 Great Cressingham

TF887003 Threxton

TF900020 Saham Toney

TF919018 Watton

TL925995 Wayland Wood
TL939962 Stow Bedon

TL994977 Rockland St Peter

TM024948 Attleborough Ling

TL990845 Harling (five ways)

TM004808 Broomscott Common

Southern end
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The Norfolk landscape

For about two millennia, from Roman times to the end of the eighteenth centu-

ry, the county witnessed a stable agricultural landscape whose character was
i

determined by the underlying soil. Much of central Norfolk is dominated by

boulder clay (fig 1), a deep fertile soil amenable to agricultural husbandry, which

was to have a profound effect on human activity and the subsequent local

scenery. The man made parts of the landscape are ancient, intricate and irregu-

lar, abounding in copses, spinneys, small ponds and mixed species hedges of

ancient lineage. Indeed the field patterns around Scole and Forncett in south

Norfolk pre-date the Roman occupation (Dymond, 1990, p.47).

Apart from climatic factors, which will be discussed later, this countryside

must have provided a constancy of habitat within which the grasshopper species

could have abounded with little change to their status until the enclosure move-
ments of the nineteenth century and the profound changes of the twentieth cen-

tury.

Sir Thomas Browne has given us a glimpse of seventeenth century Norfolk

in his writings and he describes the mole cricket Gryllotalpa gryllotalpa as “comon

in fenny places butt wee haue met with them also in dry places dunghills and church

yards of this citty [Norwich]” (Browne, 1662). There can be few, if any, Norfolk

naturalists or country people alive today, who have heard the nightjar like

purring of this creature at the entrance to its burrows, for it is last recorded by
Henry Thouless in 1921 writing that “several specimens were brought to me some

years ago from Shottesham Common

”

(Thouless, 1921).

Another wetland species lost to Norfolk in the twentieth century is the large

marsh grasshopper Stethophyma grossum. Formerly present in the fens of Norfolk

and Cambridgeshire, and the Norfolk Broads, this insect was probably abundant
before the quaking bogs and sedge fens were tamed and brought into agricultural

use. In the west of the county it was recorded from the King’s Lynn area (19th

century) and from Stow Bardolph Fen (cl 920). The last known observation was
by K. C. Durrant at Wolferton marshes in 1968, in an area now lost to scrub (K.

C. Durrant, pers.comm). In the Broads there are records from Horning (19th

century), Belton Bog (1911), Irstead (cl920), Woodbastwick (E.T. Daniels,

1938) and How Hill (S.A. Manning, 1939). Detailed searches of former habi-

tats by J.W. Ismay in 1974 failed to find any records (Ismay, 1974).

But as I sit on my stile, my mind turns to commoner species. In the reeds,

at the edge of these turgid waters I have just secured the first fenland record of

short-winged conehead Conocephalus dorsalis. A diminutive, vivid green insect

with brown dorsal stripe, long waving antennae and stunted wings covering only

half the abdomen, it must be common throughout the fens, but its cryptic col-

oration and generally inaudible, high pitched song, make it a most difficult insect

to census. It is abundant at Dersingham Bog where it is readily swept from tus-

socky vegetation, and at Roydon Common near King’s Lynn where it is found
among cross-leaved heath Erica tetralix and Rush Juncus sp.

Inland it is found at Foulden Common and Carbrooke, which drain to the

west; and at Seaming Fen and Buxton Heath which drain to the east, indicating

that historically it must have been present throughout many of the wet meadow
systems in Norfolk. Indeed there could well be many inland sites awaiting redis-

covery and a search of wetter, ancient commons could well yield exciting discov-
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eries. The insect is well documented throughout the northern broads systems,
and in coastal dunes from Holme to Salthouse, and from Eccles to Winterton.

s

f
I

1 1 Dark bush-cricket Pholidoptera griseoaptera

1 For me, the most intriguing insect researched over the last few years is the dark
bush-cricket Pholidoptera griseoaptera. When provisional distribution maps were

!
published in 1991 (Richmond and Irwin, 1991) it was already clear that the

i presence of the insect was correlated with historic land use patterns, and that the

insect was abundant throughout the ancient countryside of mid and south

; Norfolk where the legacy of old commons and small field systems provided ideal

s habitat. It was absent from the west of the county where the majority of the

hedgerows are of relatively recent origin, and from the north-east of the county
.

|

where the intensive arable landscape is likewise bounded by rectilinear

hedgerows dating from the parliamentary enclosures of the nineteenth century.

5
j

Nonetheless, the distribution as mapped at that time remained intriguing.

,
Where was the western boundary, and could the isolated colonies in the north be
linked back to the main distribution?

Dark bush-cricket is a large, robust insect, the male is grey and black and the

, female brown. The underside of the abdomen is bright yellow in both sexes.

The insect is flightless, its vestigial wings being used to generate its distinctive

.
i ‘song’ of brisk chirps, delivered from dense cover. Its favoured habitat is tangled

hedgerows and low scrub, particularly bramble and nettle. It will move out into

field margins and unkempt roadside verges indicating a predisposition for disper-

i sal, though its flightless nature and two year life cycle render progress slow.

The insect lays its eggs in the autumn in soft rotting wood or crevices in

bark. There is little development before winter. Development of the egg is

resumed the following spring and continues until autumn, at which stage the

fully developed embryo enters diapause until its second spring, when it becomes
active again hatching in 4-6 weeks as a first instar nymph. The nymphs are dark

brown with a pale dorsal stripe, and will pass through six nymphal instars before

reaching maturity during July. From then until October or November they are

active by day and night, their brisk regular call making them particularly

amenable to census work, and in country lanes they can readily be researched

from a moving car, especially toward dusk when their song is particularly notice-

able.

The development of the egg stage has precise temperature requirements

(Hartley and Warne, 1973) which it will be argued in the following paragraphs,

have served to determine the Norfolk distribution in association with the avail-

ability of suitable habitat.

The development of the embryo during the first spring and summer appears

to require a minimum temperature threshold of 1 1°C, with an accumulated tem-

perature input of 800 day-degrees above this value. Hartley and Warne used

data from meteorological stations throughout England and Wales to compile a

map of temperature zones which correlated well with the national distribution of

the insect. The Norfolk population lies within a zone where available tempera-

tures are marginal, so that die local population must be particularly susceptible

to prolonged changes in weather patterns.

H.H. Lamb has reconstructed the temperatures in central England over the
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last 12,000 years (Lamb, 1987). These show temperatures reaching their maxi-

mum about 4000 BC, at which time dark bush-cricket must have been common
throughout suitable habitat in Great Britain as far north as Galloway in

Scotland. Subsequently temperatures were to fall, reaching their nadir in the

Little Ice Age of the 1600s. At this time the insect must have been restricted to

particularly favourable habitats in south and mid-Norfolk, where the ancient pat-

tern of hedgerows and ditches could provide protective micro-habitats, from

which it could subsequently expand when temperatures recovered in later cen-

turies. That recovery would be in a very constrained habitat with rigid geo-

graphic boundaries determined by physical features such as rivers and the pat-

terns of land use (compare figures 1 and 2).

Faden’s map of Norfolk published in 1797 gives us a fortunate picture of

pre-enclosure Norfolk in a detailed inch to the mile survey showing all the old

heaths and commons now lost from the landscape but often preserved in place

names. By using this map, fortunately republished in a modern edition

(Barringer, 1989), it has been possible to plot the present day distribution of

dark bush-cricket onto a picture of a historic Norfolk landscape and to witness

the correlations between geographical factors and the presence or otherwise of

the insect.

The indications are that the range of the insect is still expanding. It can be
found along disused railways, which until the late 1950s were kept clear of scrub

or rank vegetation as a precaution against fire from steam locomotives. It has

also colonised hedgerows bordering new stretches of road, as well as parliamen-

tary enclosure hedgerows penetrating into formerly open countryside. But in all

cases these new habitats must be contiguous with established populations.

The purpose of this paper is to formally document the known boundaries of

the species so that later naturalists can assess whether or not the species is

expanding its range. Absence from an area can never be proved, all that can be

said is that the term ‘absent’ in the following paragraphs implies that the insect

could not be heard at a particular locality whereas nearby there was abundant
audible evidence of its presence. It is still possible that new colonies could be
found to the west of the currently known boundary, or in the north-east of its

range where little recording has been done north of the River Bure. Present day
naturalists are encouraged to add to the store of knowledge presented here, and
in the tetrad distribution map of the currently known range (fig 2).

The western boundary
P. griseoaptera is found along the southern border of the county, west to

Broomscott Common, Garboldisham. There is a cluster of records around
Harling, linked along the line of the former East Harling Heath to more easterly

populations at Kenninghall. The River Thet appears to be the boundary north
from Harling as far as Attleborough Ling (see table 1 for grid references of all

boundary points mentioned in the text). The boundary then turns westward
through Rockland St. Peter to Stow Bedon where it is present on the disused

railway. Visits to Thompson Common and the area of the former Merton
Common, further to the west, failed to yield any records.

It is present at Wayland Wood, where the long history of coppice manage-
ment will have preserved continuously open habitat with shrubby undercover,
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then around the north of Watton through the former Ovington and Saham
Commons to Saham Toney. The known boundary then turns west to Threxton
and Great Cressingham before being constrained by the former Swaffham
Heath, which is skirted with records from South Pickenham, North Pickenham

1 Warren and Clarence Hills, Swaffham. There are records from the eastern end
of Shouldham Lane, Swaffham before the west-most point of the known Norfolk
distribution is reached where the old A47 crosses the disused Swaffham to

King’s Lynn railway line.

North of Swaffham the known distribution follows the A 1065 from
Swaffham Plashes, recorded as Blowfield Common on Faden’s map, to

Bartholomew’s Hills south of Castle Acre. It appears to be absent from Castle
Acre, Newton, East and West Lexham and Weasenham All saints, the known

J boundary points being further to the east at Little Dunham, Litcham Common,
e Litcham Heath, Wellingham Common and East Raynham from where the infant

\
River Wensum curving south of Fakenham provides a boundary, excluding the

insect from seemingly suitable habitat at West Raynham and Helhoughton
s Common.

North of the Wensum, the known boundary follows a line from Little

Ryburgh (Fox Hills) to Kettlestone and Swanton Novers, another ancient wood-
5 land. It is present at the western edge of Melton Constable, then north to

3 Thomage and Little Thornage. Known sites then pass south of Holt to

s Edgefield Heath and Bodham, before linking up through Kelling Heath to the

northern most known site at Muckleborough Hill.

1

f
The eastern boundary

i The colonies through Kelling and Bodham Heaths appear to be a northern

; extension of the main range whose boundary passes eastward from Edgefield

[ i
Heath to Bodham Hill, then southwards to Baconsthorpe, Plumstead,

Mannington and Saxthorpe. Records are mainly from roadside verges, wood-
land edges and boundaries of old ponds. There are no records from similar

habitats further to the east, for instance at Matlaske or Itteringham. From
Saxthorpe, the River Bure forms the north-eastern boundary of the insect’s dis-

tribution as far as Woodbastwick and Panxworth, except for an intriguing arm
which extends north of the Bure from Swanton Abbott to Lessingham. The
course of this arm, as traced on Faden’s map, follows a network of ancient com-
mons linking Swanton Common, Scottow Hill, Tunstead Common, Newbridge
Common (Honing), Ruston Common, Happisburgh Common and so to

Lessingham. Little evidence of these commons remains on the ground.

Returning to Panxworth, the boundary angles back toward Little Plumstead

and thence south to Postwick, encircling the eighteenth century extent of

Mousehold Heath. There are no records at present from Blofield, Brundall or

Strumpshaw though the possibility cannot be ruled out. South of the River Yare

the insect is present in all areas surveyed, except the grazing marshes in the his-

toric flood plain of the river. It is present into the south-east comer of the coun-

ty with the east most known sites being the former Wheatacre and Burgh St.

Peter Commons.
Colonies also exist to the east of the River Waveney at Bradwell and Belton

Common. These are probably contiguous with Suffolk populations rather than
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with the main Norfolk distribution, from which they are separated by Haddiscoi

marshes.
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CHANGES IN STATUS OF NORFOLK BRYOPHYTES
C.R. Stevenson
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The mosses and liverworts (collectively Bryophytes) are small inconspicuous:*:

plants. Nonetheless, they are important ecologically as indicators of micro-habi4

tat, and this importance has been emphasised in many of the volumes of the new I

National Vegetation Classification (e.g. Rodwell 1991). Also, because of their,

sensitivity to certain types of air pollution, some of them are important as polluU

tion indicators (Burton 1990). Leaving all such utilitarian considerations aside,

however, they are fascinating plants which are well worth studying just for theii

own sake.

BO!

Ua

The History of Recording

Mundford (in White 1863) published the first county list of bryophytes; prior to

1863 such records as there were had been scattered throughout the literature.

Mundford attempted to show the distribution of bryophytes by reference to four

subdivisions of the county, viz. East, North Central, South Central, and West.
No other notes accompanied his list.

Burrell (in Nicholson 1914) produced a much more comprehensive list

which gave comments on abundance and localities.

E.L. Swann (in Petch & Swann 1968) produced an updated and expanded
list, preceded by an introduction giving details of additions, and losses. Again,
his list gives assessments of abundance, and details of localities, although in

some instances these take the form of 10 kilometer grid square references. This
was further updated in the Supplement to the Flora (Swann 1975).

Swann’9 final major contribution to Norfolk bryology was published in the

Journal of the British Bryological Society (Swann 1982).
In 1981 the BBS published its Census Catalogue (Corley & Hill 1981);

I
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many known Norfolk species were missing from this list, owing to the fact that

voucher specimens had not been deposited with the BBS referees. In the years

since then most of these gaps have been filled and several new species added to

the flora, details of which have been published both in the Transactions of this

Society, and in the Bulletins of the BBS.
Stevenson has published checklists for both mosses (1992), and liverworts

1 (1993). These only list species and detail changes in nomenclature, and include

only those species which have been verified by vouchers: they therefore do not

„
truly reflect the flora inasmuch as some species which certainly exist in the coun-

ty have been excluded until such time as vouchers become available. These
checklists, unlike earlier publications, make no reference to either abundance or

location.

Another major project which has impinged on the study of Norfolk

bryophytes, has been the national Bryophyte Atlas recording scheme, initiated by
the Bryological Society. This has culminated in the publication of three volumes
(Hill, Preston & Smith 1991, 1992, 1993) showing the distribution of British

Bryophytes. Although these volumes give an indication of the broad distribution

patterns of bryophytes in Norfolk they are by no means complete. The criteria

on which records were accepted were such that many of the Norfolk records

were not plotted, and in any case many parts of the county have been poorly

recorded.

A very recent project, which has also stimulated recording in the county, has

u$
been the BBS scheme to record epiphytic bryophytes on a broad east - west belt

across southern Britain, in order to establish a data base against which future

changes in the flora can be measured. Epiphytic bryophytes are particularly sen-

sitive to air pollution levels.

u-

K Changes in the Flora

Table 1 enumerates changes in the numbers of mosses and liverworts in Norfolk.

[This compares with a total of 7 1 1 mosses and 342 liverworts for the UK as a

whole]

.

Table 1

Mosses Liverworts

Mundford 132 35

Burrell 235 59

Swann (Flora) 273 78

Swann (J. Bryol) 237 77

Stevenson 271 82

:d

n,

in

is

ie

The raw numbers in Table 1 appear to show a more-or-less steady increase

in numbers as the years have gone by. This is not to say that environmental

changes have systematically favoured bryophytes over this period: most of the

increases can be attributed to other factors, such as increased field work and the

availability of better identification guides (Smith 1978; 1990), enabling more

confident recognition of critical species.

The apparent decline in numbers which appears between 1968 and 1982
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can be attributed to changes in practise. In 1968 Swann took his figures from

those given in the currently available Census Catalogues of the British

Bryological Society (Warburg 1963; Paton 1965). By 1982 he appears to have

become more critical, and many of the older records in the Census Catalogues

were deemed to have become extinct in Norfolk, and were therefore expunged.

Of the new records which have been made since 1982, only 17 represent

genuine additions to the flora. The other 22 represent confirmations of already

published records.

Swann, both in the Flora (Petch & Swann 1968) and in his later (1982)

account of the bryophytes of the county, made comments on changes. In 1968,

Racomitrium lanuginosum, Amblyodon dealbatus and Antitrichia curtipendula were

pronounced certainly extinct, and Splachnum ampullaceum was thought to be in

the same category.

By the time of the Supplement (Swann 1975) both the Racomitrium and the.

Splachnum had been refound. However, since their rediscovery in 1978 neither'

has been seen, despite fairly intensive searching at their last known sites. Are.

they to be regarded as extinct again?

When does a species become extinct? In order to be pronounced extinct it

must first have been known to exist. It then disappears. How many years does>

it have to remain unrecorded for before it can be pronounced officially extinct?-

There are no hard and fast rules, though a lack of sightings over a 50 year period:

must arouse grave suspicion. Lack of sightings may, however, indicate lack oft

searching as much as anything else, since bryophytes are capable of surviving ini

obscure micro-habitats.

‘Extinctions’ may be attributed to a) the genuine disappearance of a species -

possibly due to habitat, climatic or environmental change, b) observer blind

spot, c) the erratic appearance of species which are on the edge of their range, d)

lack of field work in suitable localities.

At least two recently reported species, Dicranum fuscescens, and Hedwigia cili-

ata, have only been found once. Both are dominantly northern and western
species and are probably on the edge of their range. Occurrences are therefore

likely to be sporadic, and only as and when suitable habitats become available.

(The Dicranum has been found recently in Suffolk, in a similar habitat to that in

which it was found in Norfolk).

The habitat preferences of recorders undoubtedly also play some part in

what gets recorded; a substantial number of recent new records come from pits

and quarries, reflecting exploitation of a previously underworked habitat.

The Nature of Records

In order to evaluate change in a flora we have to be able to make comparisons
with the situations that existed in the past; this means consulting old records,

which raises the question: what constitutes a valid record? An apparently simple
concept, but one which is, in fact, bedevilled with problems. Irwin (1990) has
outlined some of these problems, in relation to insects, but many of the same
general points hold true for mosses.

Published records are often of varying quality, for, although some species

may be reliably identified in the field by even tyro bryologists, other species may
only be identifiable by experts. And even experts make mistakes from time to



time (Watson 1985). The most reliable records are based on microscopic exam-
ination of the specimens, but even then problems may arise with older records,

where the species has since been ‘split’. Ideally a record should be backed up by
a voucher specimen which, in cases of doubt, can be independently verified.

Most of the records of bryophytes from Norfolk are supported by voucher
specimens, but there are still some, even some accepted by the Census
Catalogue of the British Bryological Society, which appear to be based solely on
printed reports - often of some antiquity.

Another source for records are the cards held by the Biological Record
Centres in museums. These too may be of variable quality, with a single record

card holding an amalgamation of records made by different people, at different

times, and at different sites. Trying to check up on a suspect record is almost

impossible, especially if the record is undated, unlocalised and the recorder

unspecified.

The figures in Table 1 show absolute changes. What they do not record are

changes in relative abundance - data which are much harder to come by. Whilst

it is true that Burrell, Petch & Swann, and Swann do give some indications of

abundance [common; rare; etc] the bases for these estimates were never stated,

so these measures remain subjective. Modern mapping methods may succeed in

giving more objective measures, but, as with any group of small organisms which

pose identification problems, accurate estimations of abundance will always be

difficult to achieve.

Experience suggests that, whilst most of the estimates of abundance suggest-

ed by Swann (1982) are valid, some may be less so. This may reflect genuine

change occurring, but it may also reflect the existence of identification ‘blind

spots’, on the part of both Swann and subsequent recorders. It is not always

easy to be sure which is the case.

In the middle of all this confusion conservationists, planners, etc., demand
access to accurate information about the status of species. It is by no means easy

to provide. Much of the information currently available is still far too subjective

and based on inadequate knowledge. And it is likely to remain so for the fore-

seeable future, unless there is a massive surge of interest in bryophyte recording.

Recent Additions to the Norfolk List.

New records continue to be made - over the last few years it has averaged out at

about 2 species per annum. Where do these ‘new’ species come from?

In some instances they have arrived in this country from elsewhere, and,

finding conditions to their liking, have succeeded in establishing themselves, and

then spread. Such alien species as Campylopus introflexus, and Onhodontium lin-

eare, clearly fall into this group. (It is interesting to note that both species have

been present in the county for some time now. When does a ‘new’ species cease

to be new?).

Other species may have invaded, from elsewhere in Europe or the U.K. as a

result of changing environmental conditions. The general acidification resulting

from air pollution has undoubtedly encouraged the spread of some species. The

mosses Dicranwn montunum and D. tauvicwn, and the liverwort Ptilidiwn pulcher-

rimum fall into this category. P. pulcherrimum was first recorded in 1968; in

recent years it has been recorded increasingly frequently. On the other hand, the
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two species of Dicranum have both only been recorded in the last few years and,

as yet, neither seems to be common.
Evidence from other parts of the country suggests that, as air pollution is

cleared up, species driven out by poor air conditions are able to make very dra-

matic comebacks. It will be interesting to see what happens in Norfolk. Will the

new, pollution tolerant species listed above succeed in spreading? Or will they

yield to a resurgence of such clean air species as Ulota crispa and Cryphaea hetero-

malla?

Platygyrium repens, is another species which appears to be spreading both

nationally and within the county.

Other new species reflect new taxonomic ideas: the Bryum erythrocarpum

complex, regarded as a single rather rare species by Burrell (Nicholson 1914), has-

now been subdivided into a complex of nine species, eight of which have been:

recorded for the county. Some of these species are common, whereas others still

.

appear to be rare, but this may reflect inexperience on the part of recorders, or

inadequate searching of suitable habitats. Dicranella staphylina is another

species, recognised only comparatively recently (Whitehouse 1969), yet now
known to be quite common in the county. Presumably it has always been there,,

but has, in the past, been recorded as some other closely allied species.

A major source of new records must, however, be due to increased field- ::

work, whether stimulated by monitoring schemes, conservation surveys, or what-
ever.

Field experience of a species is an important aid to finding it, since the ‘jizz’

of a plant, and details of its precise habitat requirements are rarely provided by
books alone. Species such as Brachythecium mildeanum, not recognised as a dis-

tinct species to earlier generations and consequently overlooked by them, have
proved (despite the statement by George 1992) to be fairly widespread, r;

Similarly, Rhynchostegiella tenella, formerly regarded as rare, has proved to be
quite widespread - in the right, rather specialised habitat, i.e. at the base of

oolitic tombstones.

Changes in specific habitats

Table 2 attempts to enumerate some of the many factors which have had an
influence in changing the British, and Norfolk, countryside over the last 125
years, as well as to list some of the significant recording events in the history of
the county.

Table 2

1994: 125 years of the NNNS.

1981: Wildlife & Countryside Act - more formal protection for various plant and
animal species (eventually extended to cover some species of bryophytes).

1972: Broads Authority established - better protection for Broadland and its

habitats.

1969: Farming & Wildlife Advisory Groups instituted.

Declaration of Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty: North Norfolk Coast;
Countryside Act passed; Publication of Petch & Swann’s Flora of Norfolk.

1968:
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1965: Outbreak of Dutch Elm disease started at Tewkesbury, and spread rapidly.

1959: Formation of BTCV - growing public involvement in practical conserva-
tion and habitat management.

1953:

1949:

1947:

1939-45:

1926:

1919:

Myxomatosis introduced into the U.K. - decline in rabbit numbers, inva-
sion of open habitats by scrub.

National Parks & Access to the Countryside Act; Foundation of Nature
Conservancy (later Nature Conservancy Council; now English Nature).

Agriculture Act - leading to increasing agricultural intensification; more
habitat loss.

World War II - the need for increased food production led to marginal land
being taken into cultivation, with consequent losses in habitat.

Foundation of Norfolk Naturalist’s Trust; Foundation of Council for the
Protection of Rural England.

Foundation of Forestry Commission - pines started to spread across the
Breck.

1914-18:

1912

World War I - marginal land taken into cultivation, with losses in habitat.

However, post war agricultural slump allowed much land to revert to
heath, etc; Nicholson’s Flora of Norfolk (1914)

Society for the Promotion of Nature Reserves formed.

1895 Foundation of National Trust.

1869

1866

1863

Formation of Norfolk & Norwich Naturalist’s Society.

Publication of Kirby Trimmer’s Flora of Norfolk.

Publication of Mundford’s list of Norfolk plants, in White’s Directory.

Agricultural habitats

The nature and number of changes which have occurred during the last 125
years have been enormous. The balance of farming has, in many parts of the

county, changed from mixed to dominantly arable; crops have changed; cultiva-

tion practises have changed, and land has gone into and out of cultivation,

chiefly as a result of wars and subsequent periods of economic decline in the

farming industry.

Some species have, apparently, become very rare as a result of these

changes, of which probably the most important has been the virtual abandon-
ment of fallows. Certainly the once common liverwort species of fallow fields,

Riccia glauca & R. sorocarpa, although still widely scattered, are now rarely found
in any quantity. However, the habitat is undoubtedly underworked, probably

because the small size of most stubble field bryophvtes means that there is little

alternative to back breaking work on hands and knees. Where fields are investi-

gated they can still turn up gems: the re-discovery of Sphaerocarpos michelli in

1989 subsequently led to its rediscovery7 over a much wider area. Its present dis-

tribution looks as if it might be tied quite closely to specific soil types: more
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detailed work is required, searching those areas with the appropriate soil type.

The disappearance of Splachnum ampullaceum, a species which grows on cow :

dung, is probably related to the changing pattern of animal husbandry. It is

interesting to speculate too whether the changing composition of dung, with •

higher levels of hormone additives, might have affected the issue.

Heathland is a habitat which, in Norfolk as elsewhere, has much diminished i

in area. In the past, although fire may have been one of the management (

options used, grazing would have been the main control on plant growth.

Nowadays fires are much more prevalent, and this seems to have had a deleteri-

ous effect on some of the chief heathland species of bryophytes. Species such as

Campylopus brevipilus, and Dicranum spurium have not been seen for some time.

Rocks: natural & artificial

The geological map of Norfolk is very misleading. A casual glance might suggest

that chalk is the dominant rock type and that limy habitats would therefore be

common. This, however, is not the case, as the chalk is largely covered by ai

veneer of glacial deposits, many of which consist of acidic sands and gravels.

The widespread use of lime as an agricultural fertiliser and the comparatively
high costs of transporting such a low value commodity meant that, in former
times, lime (or marl) pits were a prominent feature of the landscape. Indeed ini

some areas there is one in practically every field (Prince 1964). Such habitats

must have housed much larger populations of some of the more pronounced cal-

cicole species, such as Seligeria spp., which at present are relatively rare.

There are a number of species of moss (Table 3) which are found growing:
either exclusively, or more or less so, on rock. They tend to fall into two main
groups: calcifuges (a), and calcicoles (b).

I

"

I
-

1
'

In a county such as Norfolk, where natural exposures of lithified rock are

rare, the majority of these species are associated with human constructions of
one sort or another. Buildings, especially churches, and funerary monuments
and markers are the most important habitats for such plants.

As the list shows, the majority of these epiliths are calcicoles - which reflects

the fact that, until comparatively recently, the easiest stone to obtain for build- &

Table 3

Pseudocrossidium revolutum b
Didymodon rigidulus b
D. luridus b
D. vinealis b
Rhynchostegium murale b
Schistidium apocarpum b
Grimmia pulvinata b
G. trichophylla a
Gyroweisia tenuis b
Hedwigia ciliata a

Leptobarbula berica b
Orthotrichum anomalum b
O. cupulatum b
Rhynchostegiella tenella b
Seligeria calcarea b
S. paucifolia b
Tortula intermedia b
T. marginata b
T. muralis b
Trichostomopsis umbrosa b

ings and gravestones was oolitic limestone from Lincolnshire. With the advent
of the railways (Dove 1992) more exotic, and more acid stones began to be
imported. However, few of these stones appear to have been colonised: this



could be because the sources of potential propagules lie too far away, or because
the stones are more rapidly colonised by lichens, thus making it difficult for

bryophytes to gain a footing. An additional factor is that many of these imports,
being decorative, are highly polished, which again makes them difficult to

) colonise.

Two species of acid epiliths have been found, Grimmia trichophylla and
Hedwigia ciliata. The Hedwigia occurred on a quarry ramp, since destroyed,
which had been surfaced by chippings of syenite; the Grimmia occurs on a sand-

: stone ledge on a Victorian church.

Wetlands and Fens

Swann (in Petch & Swann 1978) was moved to observe that a number of species
i appeared to be more widespread than before “perhaps due to a greater concen-

tration on hunting in fens”.

Wetlands have continued to attract the attention of bryologists, since some
of the richest sites in the county fall into this category, and since Swann’s time
further changes have occurred in the frequency and distribution of wetland
species.

Agricultural improvement grants were, for many years, an encouragement to

landowners to drain marshes, bogs and fens. However, in other instances the
! changes which have occurred have been as much associated with changes in agri-

cultural practise as with changes in drainage patterns. The disappearance of

, such sites as Derby Fen, outside King’s Lynn, which, before drainage, yielded 6

species of Sphagna, can be directly attributed to ‘improved’ drainage. In other

sites lack of grazing has resulted in the inevitable march of vegetational succes-

.
sion; consequently many of them have been dried out as much by the growth of

trees, as by lowering of water tables.

Those species which seem to have suffered most are the rich fen species: in

fact, if one accepts the estimates of abundance given by Swann, and compares
them to the present situation, fen and bog species appear to have suffered more
than any other single group of bryophytes: Leiocolea rutheana, Cladopodiella fran-

cisci, Philonotis calcarea, Cratoneuron commutatum, Campylium elodes,

Homalothecium nitens and Ctenidium molluscum are all species which seem to have

either vanished or greatly diminished at many sites. Homalothecium nitens has not

been seen for some time, and must be feared lost.

Woodlands

Many parts of Norfolk are well wooded. However, the bryological importance of

these woods varies enormously. The age of the wood, its size, structure, and
management, its composition (in terms of tree species), its underlying soils, and
its position relative to prevailing winds, are all factors which influence the type

and number of bryophytes which will be found within it.

It should also be pointed out that there are few, if any, species which are

restricted to woods as such. Many characteristically Voodland’ species are also

to be found in hedges, hedge banks, etc. - presumably as relicts.

The biggest changes which have influenced the woodland bryophytes of

Norfolk have probably been these: 1) the abandonment, in some areas, of tradi-
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tional woodland management practises; 2) air pollution, which has led to

increasing acidification; 3) the vast increase in planting of conifers, especially

since the foundation of the Forestry Commission; 4) Dutch Elm disease; 5)

hedgerow removal, particularly on the Boulder Clay areas.

There have been both losses and gains from these changes. Clean air species

such as Antitrichia curtipendula have long gone; others, such as Cryphaea hetero-

malla have undoubtedly become a great deal rarer. On the other hand, species

such as Plagiothecium curvifolium and P. undulatum have become a great deal

commoner, being acid tolerant species which both thrive in conifer plantations.

Changes in the way woodlands are worked may also have caused changes:

modern machines can be in and out very quickly, whereas the older, slower

methods would have necessitated more frequent visits by horses and carts, with

consequently more rutted paths and disturbance. Liverworts of such habitats,

such as Diplophyllum albicans, which seem to have been common in the past, are

now less frequently found. The same may be true of whole genera, such as

Fossombronia.

For many epiphytic species the crucial factor for survival is the chemical

nature of the bark. Species such as oak, with relatively acid bark, bear few epi-

phytic bryophytes, except in very sheltered moist spots. Even then the range of

species is low. Trees and shrubs with more alkaline bark have, by contrast, usu-

ally got a richer epiflora - unless growing in very open exposed positions. The
classic hosts to a rich epiflora, are elder and elm. And the latter has, of course,

practically vanished - which may account for the rarity of some species. Ulota

phyllantha, for instance, was last seen growing on elm.

Landowners often seem to equate sheer acreage of woodland with evidence

of their commitment to conservation: whilst the commitment may be genuine,

the actual conservation value of much of Norfolk’s woodland is fairly low.

Certainly, as far as bryophytes are concerned, the nitrogen rich environment
provided by inordinate numbers of pheasants, is one of little value.

4

Hi

Changes and Transport

Changes in methods of transport have undoubtedly had an effect on the status of J :

some bryophytes. Pterygoneurum lamellatum and P. ovatum were both species of I

mud capped walls. Mud capping was mainly practised in the days of horses and
carts, probaby as a way of clearing roads of excess mud and manure. The devel- l|

opment of the motor car, the tarmacked highway, and the permanent gutter have I

rendered the practise obsolete.

Neither species has ever been common in the county, but the disappearance :

of a major habitat cannot have helped. Of course these two species, like all oth- i

ers, must have had a ‘natural’ habitat, long before mud capping was introduced.

In the Antarctic P. ovatum is a species of disturbed ground enriched in nitrogen
j

(Lewis Smith 1985), just as horse manured highway mud must have been. It is

interesting that the only recent record of P. ovatum is from chalky soil on the

steep side of a railway embankment, the field at the top being used for pig keep- (

ing.

Railway cuttings and embankments must, in the past, have provided habitats l

for a variety of species. The frequency with which fires swept through these 1

areas (Sargent 1984) would have helped keep the vegetation short and open, as 1
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would the steepness of the slopes, and the consequently unstable soil conditions.
Such open habitats would probably have favoured annual, rather than perennial
species. The demise of the rabbit, brought about by myxomatosis, has also been
an important factor in the loss of open habitats.

Where they cut through chalky soils, calcicolous species of open sunny habi-
tats must have thrived. Pleurochaete squarrosa, a typically heliophilous species, is

still to be found on the old Narborough Railway line, in just such a habitat.

The Future

Work has been in hand for some years accumulating data towards a bryoflora of
West Norfolk. The basis for recording has been 10 km grid squares, backed up
by individual site records and notes.

The Norfolk tradition in Floras seems to have been to include the
bryophytes with the vascular plants. In order to carry this tradition on into the
new Flora, it has been necessary to extend recording into East Norfolk.

Although the east of the county was well served by bryologists in the early

part of the century (Swann 1968), of latter years it has been comparatively
neglected, and such records as have been made have chiefly been made in the

course of specialist ecological surveys of threatened habitats: the run of the mill

habitats have therefore been neglected.

Present efforts are, therefore, concentrated on getting as full a coverage of
the county as possible on a 10 km grid basis, with a view to perhaps publishing
basic distribution maps in the new County Flora. In the distant future more
detailed accounts of West Norfolk may be available; East Norfolk must remain a

recording challenge for the forseeable future.

Undoubtedly many records have been made whose existence is unknown to

the County recorder. Casual recorders must, somehow, be encouraged to pass

on their records, as must the originators of surveys, some of whose records are

unavailable because they have been incorporated in ‘confidential’ reports.

(

Landowners can sometimes be excused for a lack of co-operation when they

receive requests for access from a plethora of organisations and individuals, all

;
repeating the same exercise. A priority for all forms of biological recording

j
must, surely, be the establishment of an efficient system of cross transferal of

,

: records.

Adams (1990) has recently proposed a scheme to map the bryophytes of the

whole of Eastern England on a 5 km :
basis. Existing records could be adapted

to such a scheme, but the prospect of trawling back through past years records,

_ ' converting them to a suitable format, plus the prospect of quadrupling the

amount of field recording to be done, is a daunting one. Norfolk is a very big

county!

As far as the plants themselves are concerned, the future is probably fairly

assured. The rapid rates of habitat destruction which have occurred in the

recent past seem to have slowed down, and the work of the multifarious conser-

vation agencies is having obvious effects. An increasing number of landowners
also seem to be taking a real interest in conservation, and government schemes
such as Set Aside, Environmentally Sensitive Areas, and Countryside

Stewardships also encourage some hope for the future.
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PLANTS OF THE BRECKLAND, 1869 - 1994

Gillian Beckett,
Bramley Cottage, Stanhoe, King’s Lynn, Norfolk, PE31 8QF

t
Introduction

Few parts of East Anglia have changed more in the last 125 years than the

Breckland, particularly the Norfolk part. A naturalist active at the foundation of

this society would have little trouble in finding his way around most of the coun-
ty today, even though he might weep at what he found, but once into the Breck
he would be lost with familiar landmarks engulfed in forest, roads closed, large

estates broken up and their mansions gone. Curiously even the name Breckland

would be unfamiliar as it was not until 1895 that W.G. Clarke first used the

I name to describe the region.

4

The Geography of Breckland

The Norfolk Breckland covers a large area in the south-west of the county and
has clear boundaries to the south and west, the Little Ouse, apart from a loop

west of Thetford, separating it from the Suffolk part and the drop to the Fenland
being very obvious. To the east there is a fairly abrupt change to the heavier clay

soils, which roughly follows the road from Harling to Swaffham via Watton.

The most difficult boundary is in the north where the soils improve very gradual-

ly and modern agriculture has blurred the change to the goodsands of North-

west Norfolk, but some sites typical of the Breck occur, or certainly did occur in

1869, as far north as Massingham and Gayton.

Historical Background
Early descriptions of the area come from the 1700s, Dr. Stukeley in his diary for
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1745 wrote on travelling south to Brandon we passed through an ocean < i

sand. Scarce a tree to be seen in miles, or a house, except here and there a wai

ren house .... when you come to an eminence, you have a boundless prospec

but it looks at the horizon like a sea prospect”. In 1797, William Kirby says
“

may be denominated an ocean of sand producing little beside nettles and brake

here and there an islet of firs”. This was a period when wild country was not £

all appreciated but even in 1872 when our Society was a babe of three, Williar

Skertchley could write “From Thetford to the fens, so barren is the land that on

is often reminded of the deserts of Africa rather than English scenery”. Eve i"

allowing for a little poetic licence this apparent barrenness is probably one of th

reasons why so few early plant hunters visited the area. First impressions from

passing coach or even on horseback were not of an area which was likely to prov\

productive botanically. Another obvious reason was the sparsity of the popula

tion and the area’s distance from the two main centres of population, Norwic:

and Lynn. Thetford, although officially a town, was then little more than a vi

lage in size, and early records, like those of J.D. Salmon, who lived there fron

1833 to 1837, are mostly from the immediate vicinity of the town. The Suffof

Breck was better served, perhaps because of its proximity to Bury St. Edmundss
but it was not until the last twenty years of the century that much serious botani.

cal exploration of the Norfolk Breck took place. This lack of early description

of plants and their habitats makes it more difficult to find a point of referenc

last century with which to make comparisons, yet in 1925, W.G. Clarke could.

write “few districts in England possess a flora with more fascination for thol

botanist than the Breckland”. How was it that an area so apparently unpromissffm;

ing could hold what was a remarkable collection of wild plants?

Reading these early descriptions it would seem that the area appeared tc j::

passing travellers to be no more than one huge overgrazed, acid heath. Even th< r
'

modern map has many mentions of ling (heather was always ling in East Anglia)

with Ling Heaths and Ling Farms, but a closer look will reveal chalkpits dottec

across the same areas and this is perhaps the key to the peculiarities of the Breck
that odd juxtaposition of limy and acid soils. A geological map will show tha

chalk underlies the whole of the region, but this is directly covered by varying,

depths of sand of glacial origin. The chalk is closest to the surface in the wes i

from Marham, through Foulden and Cranwich to Weeting and along the valley; 1 -

where the rivers have eroded away the sand covering, most obviously along tht:'.

Little Ouse and between this river and the Thet between Thetford and E
Harling. On the higher areas between, the sand is usually much deeper anc j

more acid conditions prevail, but here and there odd local conditions can bring!

the chalk closer to the surface quite unexpectedly, giving a remarkable mosaic ol
j

lime-rich and acid areas in close proximity. This variation in soil is the result ol|

events during the last ice advance when the cold was at its greatest and the chalk i

froze. As the water within it became ice, so it expanded setting up pressures

which were relieved by the surface heaving into ridges on sloping ground and
irregular masses called polygons on the level areas. When the ice finally thawed, i

the irregular ground became covered in blown sand which filled the hollows giv-
'

ing depths of up to 20 - 30 cm and levelled off the surface leaving the ridges and
polygons covered by no more than a few centimetres of sand. The sandy hoi- i

lows soon became colonised by species such as heather which throve in the acid r

ground, while the chalky areas carried a typical flora of rock rose, thyme and
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other species which needed alkaline conditions. These stripes and polygons can
still be seen through native vegetation near Grimes Graves and on Thetford
Heath, Many of the rarest species of the Breck occur where there is some lime
present in the soil.

As well as having an unusual soil pattern, the climate of the Breck is much
more extreme than that of adjacent parts of East Anglia, winters are colder and
daily temperature ranges greater with frosts recorded in all months of the year,

summers are hotter and generally drier, especially in the earlier months. This
adds up to a pattern much more akin to continental areas of Europe than the

normal British oceanic type.

Some 12,000 years ago, after the last advance and melting of the ice sheets,

the climate warmed sufficiently for a return of vegetation. The first comers were
plants only found today in arctic and alpine areas, but they soon lost their place

when it became warm enough for other species which were able to take advan-
tage of the wide open, treeless conditions. These were the so-called steppe

species now to be found in continental Europe and Asia where cold winters,

warm summers and frequent drought conditions occur. At first they must have
been widespread throughout the country but as the vegetation became more
dense and grasses closed in followed by scrub and trees, they were crowded out

and became lost. In the Breck, however, where the soils were thinner, it is likely

that the tree cover was never really complete and man, herding animals, was very

soon on the scene, creating and maintaining open ground. Here the steppe

species were able to thrive, along with other species which needed similar condi-

tions. Soon arable farming arrived and for some 5-6,000 years the region was a

mixture of areas of cultivation, mostly on the valley slopes, surrounded by grass

and heath extensively grazed by sheep.

Permanent settlement on the heaths can never have been viable because of

the water problems and even today all the villages of the Norfolk Breck, apart

from the few which have their own meres or other water sources, lie in the val-

leys of the rivers, on the Nar, the Wissey, the Little Ouse and the Thet. These
farming communities worked the areas of more fertile soils intensively, leaving

the less good with longer fallow periods. This was a normal farming strategy,

but all these villages also had large areas of dry grass and heath. These gave rea-

sonable grazing, especially for sheep, while heather, bracken and gorse all had
their uses and value. When demand for corn, especially barley, was high and

prices made it worthwhile, small areas of the heath were broken up by shallow

ploughing and cropped. Their fertility lasted only a year or so and they were

then allowed to revert to heath and a new area taken in. These temporary bro-

ken areas were known as Brecks. It was this system of continuously providing

open ground which was vital to the survival of the steppe species which had sur-

vived nowhere else in the country.

This farming routine was a very successful one and early medieval commu-
nities in the Breck show every sign of reasonable prosperity, but the sheep were

shortly to find a new competitor for the grass and headier. Rabbits, always

referred to as conies, were introduced in the 1100s. For several centuries they

were confined to the warrens where they were fed and tended, but gradually they

spread and set up feral colonies, until by the 1600s they were often the dominant

factor in keeping all vegetation low and sparse. They were, officially at least, the

property of the lord of the manor, and as their pelts and meat were valuable,
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were encouraged. Wool’s value increased during the 1500s and 1600s too ai

farming changes of the period almost always involved the expansion of grazii

land at the expense of the arable. Although this led to the depopulation of seve

al settlements, it is not likely to have had much effect on the survival of ra

plants and had botanists visited the region in the mid 1600s, they would ha
found not only all the Breck species in abundance, but also no doubt a numb
of species which were to be lost in the next 200 years.

After 1750, with a rapidly rising population throughout the country, tl

most valuable crop was no longer meat and wool but com and the break-up

the great heaths began. At first it was rather spasmodic as the land was n
capable of producing very worthwhile crops and in the late 1700s, as the descri :

tions show, the changes had still not made much impact. In the early years

the nineteenth century, however, in a now familiar war-inspired grain shortage

prices rose dramatically. By 1800 almost any piece of land capable of beii

ploughed and sown with com could make a profit. Enclosure acts were passed

with rapid speed, for example Harling in 1801, Bridgham in 1804, Methwold
1805, Mundford in 1806 and Croxton and Feltwell in 1813. Change must
first have been visibly dramatic, heaths were carved up, fields were created an

as hawthorn was thought to be unsuitable on the dry soils, miles of Scots pin

hedges were planted. The landowners, mopping up the spoils, created laris;

parks, planted many shelter belts and built mansions. Crops were never, howeej
er, great and when within fifty years the bottom fell out of the grain, wool am
meat markets, their sons and grandsons must have wished they had not been ; j

ambitious. Many fields were left to revert to heath and once again provide
grazing for the thousands of rabbits which seemed the only things able to pro
from the conditions. For more than half a century, these and game birds provk
ed almost the only regular source of income for many landowners. The plough

up period had been no more than a longer-than-usual repeat of a traditional w;

.

of farming and most of the plants were soon able to re-establish themselves.

The Flora

This was the Breck that the botanists of the 1860s found, abandoned fields fa

reverting to heath and surrounded by Scots pines which were already growii i

out into trees, only their twisted trunks giving a sign of their early trimming .

hedges; wide areas of over-grazed heathlands carrying huge numbers of rabbi

and a few weedy fields remaining under the plough. In 1925 Clarke could wri

!

of the Breck in spring with ‘acre after acre covered with the tiny blossoms of tl

'

vernal whitlow grass intermingled with the beautiful blue of the spring forge

me-not, the red foliaged rue-leaved saxifrage and the dingy spikes of the fie

woodrush’, in the summer becoming ‘acre after acre of blossoming heather’ wii 1

Ely’s towers visible from Santon, Hilborough and even Swaffham. It can ha' \

changed little in the previous 60 years.

On the grass-heaths, wherever the chalk came near the surface, were to I

found not only the colourful plants of lime-rich soils such as purple milk-vetc

(Astragalus danicus), horseshoe vetch (Hippocrepis comosa) and rock ro:

(Helianthemum chamaecistus) but also the spiked speedwell (Veronica spicata

one of our most splendid native species. It was first noted in the diary of J.I

Salmon on July 30th, 1837, at Brettenham, but not recorded again until 1911

i
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when W.G. Clarke and W.H. Burrell found it on Garboldisham Heath. The fol-

lowing year they estimated at least a thousand flowering plants growing on open
grassland. Although there were other colonies in this area, none ever reached
this size. Sadly this wonderful area was destroyed in 1948 when the heath was
ploughed, though the plant persisted until 1978 on the adjacent Devils Dyke.
Today it only survives as scattered clumps on Weeting Heath. Another very

local plant of these chalk heaths is a perennial grass, the Breckland or Bohmer’s
catstail (Phleum phleoides). With a rather slender pointed spike of flowers, rather

more like a foxtail than the common, more stubby catstail, it was first noted near
i Swaffham in 1780 by Crowe and has several records in subsequent floras. In the

middle years of this century it was thought to be getting very scarce, but it seems
likely that this was because it was beloved by rabbits and few colonies managed
to produce any flowers. It is significant that E.L. Swann recorded it as abundant
on Weeting Heath in 1958 when the rabbit population was at its lowest ebb and
the vegetation was beginning to outgrow its centuries of grazing. In a recent sur-

vey it was found in many sites throughout the chalky areas of the Breck from
roadside verges to forest rides as well as remnant heaths and must be considered

a safe species, at least at present.

The yellow flowered sickle medick (Medicago sadva ssp falcata), is also a

ar

f perennial at home in grassland, though not confined to the lime-rich areas as the

previous two species. Its 19th century records range across the heaths of East

^Norfolk as well as the Breckland and it was obviously quite a frequent plant

given the right habitat. Apart from a few casual records, it is now almost entirely

found in the southwest of the county, occurring mostly on road and track verges

and alongside forest rides where there is a reasonable amount of light. Its green

and black flowered hybrid with lucerne is also frequently recorded. Favouring

lji the most acid soils is the rare form of the heartsease (Viola tricolor ssp cunisii)

fll which has long been known between Thetford and Mundford and still occurs

along forest rides and similar open land.

On the closely rabbit grazed heaths of 125 years ago, the steppe species had
no difficulty on holding their own. Five species are typical of this group and all

are confined to the west of Norfolk and Suffolk as native species, but each has a

different status today. The Breckland or Spanish catchfly (Silene otites) was first

,i| noted in the Norfolk Breck in the 1880s. In 1925 Clarke described a site where
it was “so abundant as to appear a hay crop growing to a height of nearly 2_
feet” and up to 1950 it was listed from some thirty sites, so doubtless at the end

ti| of the last century must have been reasonably common. Now, sadly, the wild

colonies of this restricted plant are down to three. The diminutive Breckland

thyme (Thymus serpyllum) is more difficult to assess as it was not correctly identi-

fied until the middle years of this century and early records under this name can

refer to the greater wild thyme (Thymus pulegoides), the common thyme of

Norfolk. In the 1940s it could still be found in at least four sites in one of which

it was in 1976 described as “hanging in mats over (the chalk) ledges”, but it is

now reduced to two, curiously one very acid and the other alkaline, and can only

be considered safe in one of these, near Thetford Warren Lodge where it is pre-

sent in abundance.
The Breckland mugwort (Artemisia campestns), noted in 1695 by John Ray,

was one of the first Breck plants to be recorded. It remained frequent around

Thetford until the 1960s, ‘scores of plants’ being observed in 1922 close to what
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It

is now its only locality in the county. In the later years of last century it was al: - .

recorded from Feltwell, Cranwich and Northwold and later from Ickburgh ar

Santon, so it was doubtless quite frequent. With some of these sites extant un 1.
j

this decade it is still possible it may return from deeply buried seed if grour 0
conditions are again suitable. Another of the species which require open grour 11

at some stage of their life cycle is perennial knawel (Scleranthus perennis), which I
hundred years ago was known from the Norfolk Breck. Its last record was *
1934 on Barnham Cross Common, Thetford, and it is unlikely to reappear aft

such an interval. It is now only to be seen in Suffolk and that only by caref

management of its remaining site.

None of the steppe species so far mentioned has been able to adapt to tl

modern Breck, but the last of this group, rupturewort (Hemiaria glabra) h.»
managed to do just that. It is capable of flowering in its first year but if condiH
tions are right will send out shoots and behave as a perennial. It was formerrH
found chiefly as a field weed in rye making the most of fallow years and w.M
probably quite common in the late 1800s. In 1917 W.H. Burrell wrote “on tlifl

Hemiaria site (of the previous year) at Feltwell there was a barley field with nfl
weeds, but I tried the next field and found the Hemiaria in greater abundant^
than I have previously seen it”. With fallow fields a thing of the past it has lo

its main habitat but now grows and reproduces itself successfully along mar
forest rides, being refound recently in what was almost certainly Burrell’s orig-H

nal Feltwell site.

The five steppe species discussed have all been perennials, but many of tl

Breck specialities are annuals. The cornfields and open sandy places of thfl

1860s will have been full of what we could consider exciting annuals. Happii '

what contemporary farmers called them is not recorded! Amongst the mo;'!

standard weeds of cultivated ground such as poppies, corn cockle and cor

marigold, there were others with a much more restricted distribution. The thro

spring flowering speedwells never seem to have been frequent and their sites £.ti
j

lie between Feltwell and Thetford. One, Veronica praecox, was recognised on .i

j

in 1936 but was surely present before. This species and the fingered speedwelij
V triphyllos, just manage to hang on but the tiny V. vema has not been seen fc

k

some thirty years. Candytuft (Iberis amara) and field alison (Alyssum alyssoide.

were also members of the Breck flora last century, but both are now lost as

Holosteum umbellatum, (given the ‘vernacular’ name of umbellate holosteum tl
ever inventive Victorian botanists!). This small plant once grew in the Brec.l

heaths, but its last known sites in Britain were on thatched roofs and accordir I

to Dr. A.G. Tansley, “it seems probable that it got from heaths into the n I

fields, perhaps, and so on to roofs with the straw”. It appears to have bee I

extinct not just in the Breck but in Britain as a whole since 1887. The sma I

medick (Medicago minima) with round burr-like fruits still manages to survive i I

a number of scattered sites, its ability to flower and seed in a short time, a I

adaptation to summer droughts, being greatly to its advantage.

Finally in this group, mention must be made of the proliferous pin
|

(Petrorhagia prolifer), a slender annual known in the Northwold-Cranwich area

the middle of last century and recorded by Trimmer farther north in We:
Norfolk in the 1830s. This was believed lost until refound almost ten years ag(

The persistence of this apparently delicate species is an indication of the tenacii

of these annuals when conditions are right for the germination of their seed.

i £

r

1 1
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Cutting wheat traditionally, Union Farm, Gressenhall

Unimproved meadow at Mattishall A.L. Bull



Green-winged Orchid (Orchis mono), Shelfhanger P.W. Lambley

Field of poppies, Cranworth A.L. Bull



orn Cromwell (Lithospermum arvense), Rough Poppy (Papaver hybridum),

Feltwell P.W. Lambley Flitcham P.W. Lambley

Mousetail (Myosums minimus), Saxthorpe P.W. Lambley



Spiked Speedwell (Veronica spicata) G. Beckett

G. Beckett



Among other notable plants of these arable fields were species normally
associated with coastal sands, amongst these were Jersey cudweed (Gnaphalium
luteo-album)

,

which is a pan-tropical weed right at the edge of its range in Britain
and the sand catchfly (Silene conica). The cudweed could be found in the 1860s
on sandy ground by some of the meres, but now survives only on the coast. The
catchfly has been a little more successful though its past abundance is now
reduced to four regular Breck sites as well as at least three on the coast. In one
of its inland stations it is now growing successfully on a conservation headland,
where its numbers are in thousands, the autumn ploughing and lack of follow-up
spraying giving it ideal conditions. Both this and the small medick make use of
bare ground in the region and have been prominent along some of the verges of
the new Thetford bypass, but neither will stand a closed community.

Reasons for the Losses

Why have so many of these plants and many others disappeared during the last

125 years? Plainly it is a matter of habitat. Certainly most of the species need
periodic bare soil formerly associated with the Breck farming system. Important
too, especially for the annuals, was the way farmers saved part of their harvest for

the next year’s seed. As weed seeds were unavoidably gathered with the corn,
they were regularly returned to the soil and this was no doubt the origin of many
local weed populations which had been recycled in this way for centuries, per-
haps ever since some of them were originally introduced with the first seed corn
brought to this country in Neolithic times. In the last quarter of last century,
clean, machine screened seed became available and later herbicides gave short

shrift to any relict germinations.

In 1918, with a national shortage of timber, the Forestry Commission was
created and given the task of planting land not wanted for crop-growing with
trees. The Breckland with its acres of land with no apparent economic value was
considered the ideal place to start. At first, the breaking up of the heaths caused
a flush of annuals and short lived perennials as their seed was brought to the sur-

face, but as the forest closed in, so they were unable to compete and died out,

leaving however, a reserve of seed in the soil. The forest, however, in spite of its

reputation for darkness and gloom has always had its wide fire roads and fire

breaks and a few of the Breck plants, notably the rupturewort and the catstail

grass, have made use of these open spaces and continued to flourish, though
their existence has only fairly recently been recognised. Today, with many of the

early stands of pines becoming mature, areas are clear felled, letting in the light

and sun and providing perfect conditions for the buried seeds to germinate. The
Spanish and sand catchflies, Breckland mugwort and small medick have also

been recorded from forest rides and any area where land is cleared is worth
examining. Unlike arable areas, the forest rides are not treated with herbicides

and fertilisers, this is at once apparent in summer when many are rich with flow-

ers reminding us of road verges before nitrogen leached on to them from adja-

cent fields and traffic infinitely increased their ‘rainfall’.

By the 1930s conservationists realised the speed with which fields and heaths

were disappearing and the NNT were able to buy Weeting and E. Wretham
heaths, thus ensuring the survival of two Breckland heaths. Weeting, very largely

a chalky heath, is rich in rare species, Wretham, mainly on acid sand is not.
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Figure 1.

The boundary of the Breckland in Norfolk.
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Figure 2.

Breckland landuse.
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With the outbreak of war in 1939 came another call to plough up grassland an'

this led to the loss of more habitats, and this time, with the profitability of farm

ing in the 1950s- 1980s, there was to be no going back. With the easy availabilit

and relative cheapness of fertilisers the soils became richer and quite unsuitabl

for the area’s specialities. The other development of the war period was th

acquisition by the MOD (then the War Ministry) of the Stanford Practice.

Training Area (STANTA) and also small areas at Cranwich and near Grime
Graves. Sadly STANTA, though with a flora of great interest, contains few c

the real rarities. The reason for this is puzzling, certainly the chalk is close to th

surface in only a few areas, notably at Langford and Bodney, but even here th

Breck specialities are missing. This is unfortunate as both these areas hav

remained as grassland.

By the 1950s the relics of the Breckland flora were divided and scatterec

i

but still typical with very short, dry grassland often with mosses and lichens mak
ing up part of the vegetation cover. These areas were, however, being maim
tained only by the presence of hordes of rabbits which were doing the job four

merly managed by sheep and the periodic ploughing. In many places this gra2 z

ing was excessive, producing some areas where the ground was almost bare, biu

for the Breck species this was ideal. The rabbits grazed and kept open small co»r

ners of grassland which had escaped the plough such as the edges of the fore?-

where it abutted onto open land, the prehistoric dykes, road and trackside verge?

and very importantly a wide corridor from Brandon to Harling which had to b/>

kept clear of flammable vegetation because of the sparks from trains. It was
sad coincidence that the advent of myxomatosis coincided with that of diesc-c

trains. Myxomatosis, though a boon for the farmer, was to prove a disaster fco

the wild life (as well as for the rabbit). With all forms of grazing removed, their

was no longer anything to stop the ranker grasses growing taller and the strongt.

growing species from invading. By the early 1980s the typical grasslands, bot I

inside and outside the nature reserves were knee-high, coarse and becomin
invaded by scrub while the typical Breckland species were barely managing t

survive, and regenerating almost nowhere.
Had our botanists of last century visited the Breck five years ago they woul <

have found almost nothing of the vegetation with which they had been familia:

but today there is just a glimmer of hope that action being taken now is perhap
just in time. Drought has helped, but in the long term it is the management c

remaining pieces of grass heaths and the creation of others which will save thes*

plants. Sheep grazing will keep the tall grasses and scrub at bay, but it is broke i

ground which is essential and shallow ploughing in key sites may look drastic

but is probably the only answer. The Forestry Commission has in recent yeai

been actively managing its land with conservation as well as timber production i

mind and it is worth recording that in a recent survey of the Breck flora half th

sites where rare plants are still to be found, lie within the forest borders. Th
M.O.D. too and an increasing number of large estates are managing their lan

with its wildlife in mind. For many, the attraction of these sites probably lies i

their rare birds and insects and botanists should probably thank the stone curie'

and woodlark for many changes in policy, but at least it is now recognised the

plants, insects and birds cannot be separated into their own niches, each is intei

dependent and a Breck suitable for its particular flora will also be able to hold ii

fauna!
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We have lost a great deal in the Breckland since the visit of the hypothetical
botanist of the 1860s and our gains of species such as rose bay willowherb
(Chamerion angustifolium)

,

Canadian fleabane (Erigeron canadense) and prickly
lettuce (Lactuca semola

)

all of which have arrived in the last 125 years hardly
make up for losses. The list of plants he could have made is unlikely ever to be
possible again, and would doubtless turn modem botanists green with envy, but
it doesn’t do to be gloomy, he would probably have harked back to the time
before enclosure and bemoaned the loss of the bustard and plants we didn’t
know were there. Our job is to make sure that at the Society’s 150th
Anniversary there are no further extinctions to report and how good it would be
to be able to report more rediscoveries like that in our time of the proliferous
pink.
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HEATHLAND IN NORTH AND WEST NORFOLK
P W Lambley

English Nature, 60 Bracondale, Norwich, Nrl 2BE

Introduction

Heathland is a product of man’s activities and its fortunes are thus linked to

changes in landuse patterns and agricultural economics. Heaths developed on
the less fertile soils following forest clearance in the late Bronze Age/Early Iron

Age whilst the spread of heath vegetation occured still later in the Iron Age (c.

400-500BC) (Murphy, 1993). From that time almost to the present they were
an important resource for rural communities used for grazing, sources of fuel,

sand and gravel. In times of national need they were also recognised as impor-

tant areas for military training. Now, howrever, those heaths which have survived

into the last decade of the twentieth century are reverting to scrub and woodland
following the cessation of traditional practices. If they are to continue into the

twenty-first century’ their value as wild places w’hich are important for wildlife,

landscape and recreation will need to be more widely recognised. This paper is

concerned with those heathlands, largely situated in north and west Norfolk,

which occur outside Breckland.
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Plant Communities on Norfolk Heaths

There are problems in defining heaths because it is a serai community whii

develops on acid soils. In a heathland inventory produced by English Nature tl

definition used is that from a Handbook for Phase 1 Habitat Survey (Natu i

Conservancy Council 1990). This defines heathland as including vegetatic

dominated by ericoides or dwarf gorse species, as well as heaths’ dominated 1
’

lichens and bryophytes, dwarf forbs, Carex bigelowii or Juncus trifidus. General 1

occurring on well-drained acid soils, heathland is further distinguished froi

mire by arbitrarily defined as occurring on peat less than 0.5m thick’. Howeve
this definition is in many ways inadequate to describe the complex vegetatio i

types which occur on many Norfolk heathland sites. A wider definition indue 1

ing bracken and gorse (Ulex europaeus

)

communities is more practical particulai

ly as both develop on similar soils and were used in a similar way by rural corr

munities. Also many Norfolk heaths have nationally important mire system

which are an integral part of the vegetation of the sites. These have been suir

,

veyed in detail by Smart (1993, 1994).

A major component of the heathland vegetation in North Norfolk is thu

Western Gorse (Ulex gallii) which otherwise only occurs in the Suffolk Sandling:

in Eastern England. These heaths are therefore an outlier of those plant com.-

munities more widely distributed in the west of England and Wales. Thii

National Vegetation Classification (Rodwell, 1991) categorises the communiri
as Calluna vulgaris - Ulex gallii species poor variant. Few species are present iitr

this community other than Western Gorse Ulex gallii, Heather Calluna vulgaris

Bell Heather Erica cineria, Purple Moor Grass Molinia and Bracken Pteridiwm
However on some heaths such as Marsham Cross-leaved Heath, Erica tetralix ia<

occasional to frequent away from any obvious valley mire indicating areas o

poor drainage. Other occasional associates include Petty Whin Genista anglica

and Dodder Cuscuta epithymum. The greensand heaths differ in that Westerr

Gorse, Ulex gallii is rare or absent. On a number of heaths, valley mires witfh

their associated plant communities are well developed as a Holt Lowes, Buxtor
Heath, Bryants Heath, Sheringham and Beeston, Dersingham and Roydor
Common.

Past and Present Distribution of Heathland in Norfolk

Heaths develop on sands and gravels and it is therefore not surprising that there

is a strong correlation between outcrops of the sandy Lower Cretaceous
Greensand and heathland in west Norfolk. In the rest of Norfolk the occurrence
of heathland is largely determined by the distribution of glacial sands and gravels

which overlie the chalk. These are most widespread in north-east Norfolk and
along the terraces of some of the rivers notably the Wensum.

At present the main heaths are now largely confined to four discrete areas in

the county. Roydon Common and Dersingham are developed on the Lower
Greensand. Also in the west, sandy glacial drift deposits probably derived from
the Greensand support heath at East Winch Common and Sugar Fen.
Elsewhere glacial sands and gravels support heaths on the Holt-Cromer ridge at

Salthouse, Kelling, Beeston and Sheringham Commons. Heaths occur on
glacial-outwash sands and gravels north of Norwich at Mousehold, Buxton,
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Cawston and Marsham and remnants at Horsford. In Breckland there are com-
c plex mosaics of calcareous grassland, acid grassland and heath, but areas with
1 significant areas of Calluna are rather rare though they occur at Grimes Graves,
t Ling Heath in the Stanford Training Area and until recently at Bridgham Heath.

Isolated heaths also occur in the north-east of the county at Bryants Heath, the
western side of Barton Broad and there is extensive dune heath at Winterton. In

the middle there are remnants on river terrace gravels along and near the
Wensum as at Hoe and formerly Sparham. The only remnants of heath in the

south-east are at Brome Heath on the Waveney terrace gravels and in

Lothingland as at Belton within the East Suffolk vice-county. In addition to

heaths with Calluna, areas of acid grassland and gorse-covered commons occur
in various parts of the county but especially the north.

The Decline of Heathland in Norfolk

The loss of heathland in Norfolk is paralleled elsewhere in lowland Britain and
north-west Europe in general. It has been well documented by many authorities

and summarised by Farrell (1993).
Whilst it is difficult to be certain, it is likely that in the past heaths occured

in much the same areas but were far more extensive. The first map which gives

a county-wide picture of the extent of heathlands is Faden’s map of Norfolk

(1797) (Barringer ed 1989) which shows that a substantial area of Norfolk was
covered by unimproved commons, marshland, warrens or sheepwalk. Place

names and geology are the best indicators separating areas which probably sup-

ported significant areas of heather from those which were grasslands of various

types. By the time of Faden some enclosures had already taken place and in the

next 60 years the face of Norfolk was to substantially change. Of the 143,000
acres of waste’ calculated by Nathaniel Kent in 1794 only 27,000 acres

remained in 1844. The last Norfolk enclosure act was made at Saxlingham in

1863 (Turner, 1992) just six years before the foundation of the Norfolk and
Norwich Naturalists Society. Some indication of the impact of the enclosures on
heathlands and other habitats is given in a paper by Clarke (1920) which is a

depressing account of the fate of sites such as St Faiths Bogs which were listed in

the Botanists Guide published in 1805.

Despite these great changes when the Society was formed in 1869 large

areas of heathland remained and were still part of the rural economy. An insight

into the wildlife of these heaths at that time is given in the diaries of Frank
Norgate, an excellent naturalist and former member of the Society who lived at

Sparham, 12 miles north-west of Norwich. He recorded the following entries in

his diaries (now housed in the Norwich Record Office):

30th May 1869 2 eggs of nightjar from Lvng Heath
7th June 1869 found a black natterjack toad on Sparham Heath
13th June 1869 nest of 6 whinchats eggs on the heath

17th June 1869 Sparham Heath C Trowse took a stonechats nest for

me 6 eggs

27th June 1869 nest of nightjar on the heath

19th July 1869 stonechats nest Elsing Heath
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Two years later on May 21st 1871 he records 'we found on the heath 2 nes ;

of furzechats (= whincat) with 6 eggs in each, 1 nest of 6 eggs of yellow wagtai

1 of 5 young of yellow wagtails, 1 of 3 young skylarks, 1 of 2 eggs of pheasant,

of 4 eggs of yellow bunting (= yellowhammer), 1 of 5 linnets, 1 of 4 ditto,

empty lapwings nest.’ Red-backed Shrikes were also recorded from the area bi

do not appear to have been restricted to heaths.

These records refer to three small heaths in the vicinity of Sparham whic

totalled about 59 acres. They survived into the middle and second half of thi

twentieth century, but were subsequently destroyed in a manner typical of th i

fate of heaths elsewhere in the county. Their demise can be traced on a series <

maps starting in 1797. On Fadens map (1797) Elsing and Lyng Heaths ai

shown occupying much the same area as they did until about 1950, whiL
Sparham Heath forms part of a much larger complex extending to Whitwell an

Lenwade. By the 1st Edition Ordnance Survey Sparham had been reduced t

the area around Pockthorpe near the Wensum but Elsing and Lyng covered th:

same area. Clarke (1910) in his account of Norfolk Commons describes th

vegetation of these heaths as follows: Elsing - furze and bracken, Lyng - fur2 .

and bracken and Sparham - furze, heather and heath. These heaths thee;

remained largely intact until Lyng Heath was ploughed up in the early 1950s tt

improve the income for the poor of the parish. Sparham was then worked fco

gravel from 1952 until 1968, whilst Elsing Heath remained as heathland until

1983 when a large portion was ploughed up following a change of ownershi:

leaving only a remnant owned by Elsing Parish Council. The scraps of vegetta I

tion which survive at Sparham suggest that the vegetation included Calluna, Ule:

gallii and Erica criteria. Elsing had areas of Calluna - Erica cineria - Ulex galli

with the eastern half more bracken dominated and with some invading birc:l

together with a few groves of scots pine. Two of the heaths were thus lost tt)

agriculture and one to mineral working. Stonechat, Whinchat, Nightjar am<
Natterjack Toad have all long since gone from these parishes. Such losses can

be paralleled in many other parts of Norfolk especially in the north and we*'

with additional causes such as afforestation and urban development.
Even as late as 1910 Clarke was able to state that 'economically, common,

of various kinds provide grazing for the small-holders and cottagers stock, furz

and peat for fuel, wood for the erection of sheds, rush and sedge for litter, water
cress, mushrooms, blackberries and other edible fruits, and places remote fror

dusty roads where all may walk with freedom and view nature in the wildes

aspects which such a county as Norfolk can furnish’ (Clarke, 1910). Clark

(1910) and (1918) gives an insight into the state of Norfolk Commons wher
many of these traditional practices were starting to die out. For instance accord
ing to Clarke (1918) peat was still being cut and stacked at Buxton Heath ant

Calluna and Erica cut for beesoms or sink brushes on Buxton and Marshan
Heaths. Another extremely valuable source of information on heaths are th

results of a survey of 54 square miles of Norfolk by Burrell and Clarke which wa
intended to be the start of a survey of the whole county (Burrell & Clarke

1914). Though nothing further was done the surviving maps now at the CastL
Museum do give an indication of the distribution of vegetation types for th' . I

selected areas. One area mapped in detail was the area around Horsford ant

this shows extensive areas of Calluna heath which no longer exist, most nov
j

planted with conifers. In their paper they describe the situation 'on Horsfort
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Heath, St Faiths Common and Newton Common, natural regeneration of pine
is taking place. Horsford Heath was formerly manorial waste subject to com-
mon rights; the trees were suppressed as a matter of policy by the common right

holders, and villagers now living remember it as open heath. Since its allotment
to the poor at the enclosure, the Trustees have protected the seedling trees and it

is now open canopy forest, the small annual produce being divided amongst the
poor.’ A similar form of managing natural regeneration of pine has taken place
in the last few years on Lakenheath Warren in Suffolk. In this paper it is also

possible to recognise vegetation patterns which still persist today as at

Swannington Upgate Common where they state that the common has several

distinct plant communities - good grass pasture near the cottages on the west,

further eastwards thickets of gorse, blackthorn, bramble, briar and bracken, and
on the eastern portion a dole’ covered with Scots pine, with much broom and
gorse on the plateau, small-leaved heath on the slopes and cross-leaved heath in

the hollows.’

On a number of heaths the documentary record is remarkably good and a

testament to the value of recording by the amateur naturalist.

For instance at Holt Lowes the records of Greshams Natural History Society

document both habitat and species changes over almost seventy years. Holt
Lowes covers an area of 49.3ha (121.8 acres). It was enclosed under the Holt
and Letheringsett Enclosure Act of 1807 and has since been administered by
Trustees for the poor of the parish of Holt. It is described as an allotment for

houses of the parish not exceeding £10 per annum. It was to be used for the

occupiers of such ancient houses for supplying every one of them with common
pasture for one head of neat (meat stock), or for one gelding or mare, and for

taking flag, ling, brakes and furze for domestic firing; subject to the direction and
control of the Trustees, namely the Rector, churchwardens and overseers of the

poor. At that time this referred to 140 persons able to use Holt Lowes, therefore

a maximum of 140 grazing beasts could have been put on the site plus rabbits if

any. Vegetation maps of the site made in 1928, aerial photographs taken in

1946 and 1988 show a progressive increase in scrub and woodland on the site at

the expense of heather and bracken.

Probably linked to these vegetation changes have been losses of species of

bird, plant and insect. There is a particularly instructive map of the distribution

of butterflies which was made in 1932 when 23 species of butterfly were record-

ed including five fritillaries : Silver-washed, High Brown, Dark Green, Pearl

Bordered and Small-pearl Bordered. Three of which are now extinct in Norfolk.

Also recorded was a colony of Silver-studded Blue now extinct on the site. High

Brown Fritillary was still recorded in 1955. Notable bird records from the peri-

od 1928-34 included Nightjar, Snipe, Stone Curlew (on a large stony field to the

south), Red-backed Shrike and Stonechat. In 1962-3 the heath was also one of

the last recorded breeding sites for Woodlark in North Norfolk. It is salutory to

consider that most of these species were lost although the main area of heath

remained intact. Indicating that habitat change rather than site loss has proba-

bly been a significant factor.

Beeston Regis and Sheringham Commons are also well documented and

show how relatively small changes in use can have a major impact on habitats.

In 1939-40 Miss Danvers took photographs and wrote an account of the vegeta-

tion and fauna of the commons. The original is deposited at the Castle
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Museum, Norwich. These photographs illustrate the open character of tl

Commons and show geese and a horse grazing. The photographs show close

cropped grass and low small rounded gorse bushes. Her records from this pei

od include Silver-washed Fritillary and Natterjack Toad, both now extinct c

the site. Francis Farrow (in litt) remembers that geese were present in the la :

1950s and horses and goats persisted until the 1970s (max cl2 and 6 respective

ly). At present one Shetland pony remains. In addition in the late 1950s gyps
caravans were a feature and made periodic stops of up to three days. Becaus
the commons were unfenced animals were tethered and this led to some ares

being intensively grazed. A bank and ditch system was put in place in the 197(

stopping cars onto the commons. Also the main track across the commo
became overgrown after a farm was demolished at the top of the site and a

adjacent water meadow was built on. Fires (traditionally on November 5th) als

kept much of the common free of the large stands of gorse seen today. Agai

:

this tradition ceased in the 1970s. Much of the present growth of gorse an

large trees stems from these changes in the 1970s. There also seems to be anec.

dotal evidence that the Common is drier than in the 1950s. For example houss

ing developments in the late 1960s and early 1970s resulted in the deepening co

the ditch on the eastern side. Pipelines have also been lain across the site and
pond where Farrow counted 1 9 Great Crested Newts is now dry. Scrub growth

on spring heads may also have reduced the flows at this time. Recent losses

include breeding Snipe, Yellow Wagtail and Lapwing. These are indications oo

increased drying out and perhaps increased disturbance from dog walkers etc.

Since 1984 a small team of volunteers have been trying with increasing success

to reverse some of these changes.

The Changes in Species Associated with Heathlands

As already indicated there is a good deal of evidence from published and anec

dotal sources that many species associated with heaths have declined in the las

one hundred years and a number have probably become extinct. There appeal

to be three main factors responsible: the ending of traditional managemeni
practices, the physical loss of heaths and increasing fragmentation of the remain-

der.

Flowering Plants and Ferns

Most of the changes in status appear to have affected plants of wet heaths rather

than those of the drier heaths. The cessation of turf cutting, mowing and graz-

ing would have had a great impact on this habitat. Clarke refers to Bladderwort,
Utricularia species at Roydon Common, Swannington Upgate, Felmingham
(Bryants Heath), and Holt (Holt Lowes). They probably benefited from the

practice of peat digging which created open pools and their absence may perhaps
be explained by the cessation of the practice. Marsh Gentian Gentiana pneumo-
nanthe is also known to benefit from the creation of open areas through tur'

stripping or fire. It may not be a coincidence that at Horsford the local pub was
called the Flagcutters and the plant formerly occured over a wide area according
to Clarke. It still survives at Horsford but in only a very restricted area.

Elsewhere it is still present on 3 heaths including Sheringham where is was
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refound in 1983 after more than fifty years but the population at Litcham
Common is probably extinct. Another species which probably requires open
habitats created by turf stripping and peat cutting is Marsh Clubmoss
Lycopodiella inundata which was formerly recorded at North Wootton Heath,
Holt Lowes, Buxton Heath and Bryants Heath. It has not been recorded since

1973 when one plant was found at Bryants Heath. Bog Orchid Hammarbya
paludosa has probably always been rare in Norfolk. A species of the valley mire
communities which still grows at Roydon Common but also formerly at Bryants
Heath where it was last recorded by Francis Rose in 1945. That part of the site

is now carr and its extinction at this site is probably a consequence of lack of
management and possibly drainage. Bog Asphodel Narthecium ossifragum is

recorded from 8 sites by Swann and Petch, now known only from Roydon
Common and Dersingham Bog where it is still frequent. Losses from other sites

such as Cranberry Fen, Blackborough End and Sugar Fen were probably due to

scrub encroachment and drainage. Grimston Warren another locality has been
afforested. Bog Hair-grass Deschampsia setacea was recorded from wet heath at

East Winch by Swann and Petch in 1957. Despite some careful searching it has

not been refound. There are also 18th century records from the Cawston and
Stratton Strawless areas. It is a species which perhaps likes rather similar condi-

tions to Lycopodiella inundata and may be a casualy of a general drying out of

heaths and lack of management.
Two species of dry heaths are worthy of comment. Stag’s-hom Clubmoss

Lycopodium clavatum was recorded from Sheringham in c 1903 by Burrell, it was
refound on Sheringham Common in c 1980 (K Durrant pers comm). There are

other post 1970 records from Forestry rides at Bacton Woods and old gravel

workings at Lenwade where it is probably now extinct. Regarding the status of

Dwarf Gorse Ulex minor there has been some confusion over the distribution of

this species in Norfolk. The work of Silverwood has shown that this species is

extremely rare and is doubtfully native to the county (Petch & Swann, 1988). It

has been found by Ernest Daniels on Mousehold Heath close to a road in c 1977

and at Snetterton 1964.

Bryophytes

Racomitrium lanuginosum was last recorded in 1973 from a small area of wet

heath at Bryants Heath along with Cladonia strepsilis and Lycopodiella inundata.

For other changes see Stevenson (1994).

Lichens

The lichen flora of Norfolk heaths has been described by Lambley (1988). A
number of notable species are present including Cetraria islandica. Principally a

northern and montane species in Britain. It has persisted at Ling Heath,

North Wootton, its only known Norfolk station since its discovery by Plowright

in the nineteenth century. At present the main colony occurs under birch in a

rather similar community to that at Lingwood Warren in North Lincolnshire.

Pycnothelia papillaria is a lichen requiring similar conditions to Lycopodiella

innundata, known in the nineteenth century from heaths around Stratton

Strawless, Mousehold and Cawston. It still occurs at Cawston Heath where it

grows in the vicinity of a rifle range in an area wThich is sometimes mown.
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Cladonia sulphurina is a northern species near its southern limit in Britain. The
are no early records but a small colony was found on Marsham Heath in 19'

amongst over-mature heather. Although not seen recently but likely still to 1

present.

Birds

Clarke (1918) states 'that as a rule the commons are not the haunts or nestii

places of the rare species of birds’. This statement is still largely true though se

eral species listed by him are now considered rare in the county, name
Whinchat Saxicola nibetra, Stonechat Saxicola torquata and to a lesser exte;

Nightjar Caprimulgus europaeus. Stonechats were described by Pashley as ve

common on heaths at the turn of the century, recorded on heaths at Holt Low
and Sparham amongst others now reduced to a few pairs breeding in tli

Horsey-Winterton area. The reduction in numbers of the Stonechat is parallels

by a similar decline in the Whinchat population. Now confined to a few paii:

breeding in Breckland and at Horsey-Winterton. The Nightjar has disappears

from a number of heaths especially in the Cawston-Marsham-Buxton compk
but is still frequent on Salthouse, Kelling, Roydon, Dersingham and i

Breckland. Many of the Norfolk heaths still support populations of Tree Pip

Anthus trivialis which favours heathland with encroaching birch. Pashley als

recorded Montagu’s Harriers Circus pygargus breeding on Kelling and Salthouse

In the last twenty years they have bred on at least one Breckland Heath and t

there is now a small breeding population on arable land elsewhere in the count

it is possible that they will recolonise these heaths again.

Reptiles

Buckley (1987) discussed the status of the Adder Vipera berus and had no doub
that it had declined in abundance since the middle of the last century whe
Southwell (1871) commented upon its status. He recorded the Adder to be fre

quent on heaths and waste places and although the same is broadly true toda 1

such habitats are now much rarer. However it is still frequent on Marsham am

)

Cawston Heaths, north Norfolk heaths, the remnant heaths in the vicinity c

Beetley and some of the greensand areas such as Roydon Common. Buckle

(1988) reviewing the status of Slowworm Anguis fragilis and Common Lizan
Lacerta vivipara also considered that there was little doubt that these two specie

j

had also declined. Although not confined to heaths they both favour this habi

tat.

Amphibia
Buckley (1985) has documented the decline in the number of Natterjack Toac
Bufo calamita sites, especially those located inland on heathland. Old site:

include Sparham Heath (1880), Beeston Common (1938-40), Bryants Head
j

(1939), Belton area (c 1960) and Roydon Common (1973). They still occur or
|

Syderstone Common though the colony came close to extinction in the 1980:

and was reinforced with Syderstone stock which had been introduced to Sand’v
|

in Bedfordshire. The effects of reclamation of part of the heath for agriculture a: I

documented by Buckley gives an insight into how the viability of a colony can bt
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affected by habitat loss and neglect. In recent years there have also been con-
cerns over the breeding pools drying out more frequently as a result of abstrac-
tion.

Invertebrates

Ihe Silver-studded Blue Plebejus argns is the heathland butterfly par excellance,

formerly considered locally common on boggy heaths (Barrett 1901) and abun-
dant on the heaths of Norfolk and Suffolk’ Frohawk, 1934. Recorded from
Kelling Heath and Holt Lowes. Now apparently confined to the Forestry
Commission plantations at Horsford where it occurs along a number of w’ide

rides and at Buxton Heath where there is a thriving colony at the northern part

of the heath. It is a species which has rather exacting requirements as regards
heather management and it has probably declined because of the lack of grazing

or other mowing regimes, though at Kelling the colony was lost through plough-
ing (K Durrant, pers comm). The loss of the Fritillary colonies at Holt Lowes is

referred to earlier. Among the Orthoptera the Bog Bush Cricket Merioptera

brachyptera is now restricted to the former Horsford and Newton Heaths,
Buxton Heath and Holt Lowes. Formerly known from How Hill, Thornham
and the King’s Lynn area. Not found at apparently suitable habitats at Roydon
Common (Richmond & Irwin, 1991). The Forestry Enterprise are now actively

conserving the area of remnant heath at Horsford. In the past small scale exca-

vations for sand and gravel probably created suitable habitats for species of open
sandy ground such as some of the solitary bees and wasps.

Heaths During and After the Second World War
The Second World War was an impetus for agricultural reclamation and
Massingham and Roughton Heaths were ploughed up during this period.

(Upcher, 1945). Many of the remaining heaths were heavily trained on as at

Holt Lowes where mortar fire destroyed large areas of vegetation.

After the war Shouldham Warren was afforested and there were proposals to

do the same at Bryants Heath. In 1969 a significant area of Cawston was
reclaimed for agriculture. Nearby at Marsham Heath there were proposals in

the 1970s for a motor cycle speedway, but this failed because of local opposition.

A golf course was developed at Ling Heath near King’s Lynn in the 1970s to

replace one occupying land needed for silica sand extraction. Drainage schemes

in the 1960s severely damaged Leziate, Sugar and Derby Fens as a comparison

between Petch’s description (Petch, 1948) and more recent surveys (Smart,

1994) shows. Elsing Heath was ploughed in 1983. Finally after a Public Inquiry

in 1988 the Dersingham bypass was constructed across the northern part of

Dersingham Bog in 1991.

Present and Future Conservation

However, even sites not directly affected by these proposals and activities were

gradually losing their interest as lack of any management led to increasing scrub

invasion. During this period particularly in the mid 1970s there were some

severe fires perhaps due in part to the build up of vegetation. This was despite

the fact that most of the important heathlands had been notified as Sites of
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Special Scientific Interest under first the 1949 National Parks and Access to th

Countryside Act and then the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981. The difficu

ty was that the first Act was primarily concerned with protecting sites fror

development rather than managing sites positively for conservation. The mor
recent Act enable the payment of compensation for not undertaking damagin
activities but again failed to address the problem of neglect. Other sources (

:

grant only provided 50% of costs for management which did not help as most c

the remaining heaths were either owned by Poors Trustees or Parish Council

and they had little or no income of their own.
However a major break through came with the launch in 1991 of th

Countryside Commission Stewardship Scheme which targets a number of ke

landscape and habitat types, one of which is lowland heath. It has proved sue

cessful in funding work on these neglected sites and now 731 hectares are no\

under the Scheme for ten years; in addition 44 hectares of land have been pvu

into arable reversion including that part of Cawston Heath ploughed in 1969 1

Thus eleven out of the fourteen major heathland sites are now partly or wholl

under management funded by the stewardship scheme with much of the worri

taking place through the Norfolk Naturalists Trust. Additional funding fco

labour and equipement has come from the National Heathlands Initiative co

English Nature. Of the other sites Dersingham is managed by English Natum
following an agreement between the Sandringham Estate and English Nature hr

1991 and it is increasingly easier for English Nature to develop positive rathec

than negative management agreements on sites. Local community initiatives

have work parties at Beeston and Buxton Heaths. Most of the conservation

work is being undertaken by machinery and using unemployment training

schemes, however there are also plans by Norfolk Naturalists Trust to reintro

duce grazing on some sites using Hebridean and other hardy breeds of sheep. Ii

1992 a North Norfolk Heaths Forum was set up as a partnership betweet

English Nature, Norfolk Naturalists Trust, Norfolk County Council, thi.

Countryside Commission and the Farming and Wildlife Advisory Service t(

focus attention on these heaths. A County Council discussion document on ;

heathland conservation strategy is also likely to be published this year.

It is early days but it is to be hoped that at least the tide has turned and th

.

future will be brighter for our remaining heaths through the efforts of both th<

public bodies, the Trust and the increasing number of people in the countryside

who value the heaths in their parish.
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CHANGES ON THE COAST OF NORFOLK
P. R. Banham

Milton House, 17 High Street, Wells-next-the-Sea, Norfolk, NR23 1EW

To deal adequately with all the changes to our 100 miles of coastline in a short paper is,

of course, out of the question. I intend, then, to give a summary of changes which have
occurred during the Society’s 125 years, and go into greater detail with certain develop-

ments in North Norfolk with which I am familiar.

Seen from a weather satellite, the outline of our County today would not be very'

noticeably different from its appearance 125 years ago, except in the Wash coast

from Terrington to Heacham, where reclamation has gone on relentlessly.

However, on “zooming in”, gains will become apparent in the shingle-banks and
saltmarshes of North Norfolk, and losses in the Glacial Till cliffs between
Weyboume and Bacton. There have also been “temporary” changes caused by
occasional tidal surges, notably in 1938, 1953 and 1978. The word temporary

has been put in quotation-marks because, although damage to sea-defences can

be repaired, some of the effects may be long-lasting. Finally, there are changes

brought about by the pressures of holiday-making and tourism, following the

great increase of personal mobility, initially by train, and subsequently even

more so by the motor-car.
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Losses from the Cliffs

The sedimentary cliffs of north-east Norfolk are subject to constant erosio

which sometimes makes the headlines, especially when someone’s house (c

even better, from the Press’s point of view, a hotel) goes over the edge. A carel

study of the rate of cut-back was made by a post-graduate student of the U.E..

(Cambers, 1973), who found that Overstrand had the greatest annual loss: 1

metres, followed by Bacton with 1.3. However, she makes the point that tl

general shape of the coastline is preserved in the long term (100 years) becau

any small headlands that appear will be eroded in a very short time (1 -
-

years). The short but spectacular section of cliff at Hunstanton has suffer<

much less erosion, the chalk, red rock and carstone being much more resistant.

Under the general heading of “cliffs”, this is perhaps the moment to record:

gain. The Fulmar Fulmarus glacialis first colonised the east Norfolk cliffs in tli

1940s, and subsequently established what is still its most thriving colony on tl!

ledges of the chalk cliffs at Hunstanton.

Gains in North Norfolk

The material lost from the cliff coast between Weybourne and Bacton is movee
by longshore drift, some of it south-east towards Yarmouth, and some wee
towards Hunstanton. It is, of course, impossible to prove that all Norfolkk

accreted coastline is built from this material (some theories postulate anoth :

source of supply somewhere in the North Sea), but there is no doubt that shingz

and sand does move along the shore.

The features which make the North Norfolk coast such a fascinating are J

the great sweeping beaches, the shingle banks, dunes and saltmarshes, have ta

appeared since the end of the last glaciation (reckoned to be some 10,000 yea

BP), and noticeable changes have continued to occur during the Society’s exi

tence. As far as the growth of shingle-bank and dunes is concerned, Blakem
Point has been as well documented as anywhere. The development can be mo
clearly seen by comparing the map from a 1961 survey with an aerial photograph

taken in 1986 (Allison and Morley, 1989). Two new “far points” ha\

appeared, one 200 metres and another (branching from it) 400 metres west froi

the previous Far Point. The reason why the general westward growth is evei

now and then interrupted by throwing off a recurve towards the mainland h;

always been a puzzle (Steers, 1949 and Bird, 1963), but the fact that it has hap

pened regularly is clear, especially when seen from above.

Newly formed sand dunes quickly become consolidated by grasses, of whic
the first to appear is normally the Sand Couch Elytrigia juncea (older readers ma
know it as Agropyron junceiforme; it has changed names more often than an
species I can think of!). It has always been my impression that this grass, and it

successor the Marram Ammophila arenaria, are spread to new areas by torn-u

rhizomes getting caught up as they are bowled along the beach, and subsequem
ly becoming covered by blown sand. This theory is supported by research don
eighty years ago at Thornham (Wadham, 1920), where the possibility of see

germinating in patches of drift material was investigated, but none was found.

For gains, on shingle rather than dune, one can record the Sea Pea Lathyn
japonicits. This species is native to Suffolk, but there are no records of its grow
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Glabrous Rupturewort (Hemiaria glabra) G. Beckett

Spanish Catchfly (Silene otites) G. Beckett





I ing naturally in Norfolk. However, after the 1953 sea floods, Ted Ellis scattered

I seeds (presumably from Suffolk) on the shingle just west of Cley Beach (Petch &
I Swann, 1968). The colony is still there, though it has spread very little in the

I thirty or so years that I have known it.

The most regretted plant species lost from the shingle is probably the Oyster
I Plant Mertensia maritima. It was already a rarity when Bob Pinchen (first

I Blakeney Point Watcher, commemorated by Pinchen’s Creek), found four
I plants, two with flowers and one “sickly”, in 1905 (Burrell, 1906). It persisted a

|
few more years, with one plant only from 1921 until 1931, after which there are

I

no records (Petch and Swann, 1968).

As far as birds are concerned, the North Norfolk dunes have lost the Roseate
Tern Sterna dongalli, which last bred in 1948, while the Herring Gull Larus

|
argentatus, Lesser Black-back L. fuscus, Mediterranean Gull L. melanocarpus and

!

Common Gull L. canus have all become breeding species during the last couple
of decades. While the reasons for these birds’ retreat or spread are not readily

• apparent, there is no doubt what happened on Blakeney Point to the Rabbit
Oryctolagus cuniculus, which disappeared completely after the appearance of myx-
omatosis in February 1954 until Easter 1959 (White, 1961).

For some years, the lack of grazing pressure allowed a most atypical flourish-

ing of grasses, along with the Polypody Polpodium vulgare, while smaller mosses
were inhibited. By now, of course, in the nineties, things are much as they were
before myxomatosis.

Saltmarshes

The last 125 years have seen continued growth of the saltmarshes, both in the

I Wash (where reclamation has also continued) and in North Norfolk. Careful

measurements of growth-rate were made at Scolt in the 1930s, where it was cal-

culated that, on a marsh open to the sea, silt would be deposited about lm deep
in 50 years, allowing Samphire Salicomia europaea to become established. Three
metres would be achieved in 120 years, which is sufficient for Sea Lavender

| Limonium vulgare, and “upper” marsh, with Sea Plantain Plantago maritima and

1

4.2m of silt, takes two centuries. On “closed” marshes, e.g. between shingle

ridges, the process is much quicker; 60 years was enough on one marsh at

Holme (Chapman, 1939).

The extent to which new saltmarsh formation has been followed by reclama-

|
tion on the Wash coast is best appreciated from the air; failing this, aerial pho-

I

tographs are a good substitute, and will also illustrate countless other features of

our coast (Edwards and Wade-Martins, 1987).

Tidal surges

Floods caused by exceptional tides were recorded, especially in the Horsey

Top: Drained saltpan, 1970 P.R. Banham
Middle: The same saltpan, 1980 P.R. Banham
Bottom: The same saltpan, 1991 P.R. Banham
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region, on at least six occasions since 1287 (Sainty et al, 1939), culminating i
|

the extensive floods of 1938. Major Anthony Buxton kept careful records of th

effects of this flood from 1939 to 1943. He found that recovery was un-ever f

salinity at Horsey fluctuated between 3.35 and 5.95 mils (North Sea water i

1

around 36 mils); Marsh Samphire persisted on the drained marshes for som
j

time; some Oaks Quercus robur survived, apparently because there were spring

beneath them, while all their neighbours were killed (Buxton, 1939 - 1943).

The exceptional surges of 1953 (31st January - 1st February) and 197

(1 1th January) were well documented, affecting as they did much more than th

Norfolk coast. On both occasions the sea-level rose to near 5m O.D., sweepin , I

away sections and even whole systems of sand dunes, breaking through sea-wall «

and flooding large swathes of reclaimed saltmarsh. However, the natural, un
|

reclaimed marshes were virtually unaffected, and elsewhere (except iiiij
•

Wells/Holkham - see below) the only permanent monuments to these floods ar;.

the improved sea-defences in certain areas.

People pressure

By 1869, the year that the Norfolk and Norwich Naturalists’ Society was foundi-

ed, most of our railway system had been established. Yarmouth, Mundesley
Cromer, Sheringham, Wells and Hunstanton were beginning to attract holiday-

makers, being all accessible by train. It is doubtful, however, whether they ha«<j

any quantifiable effect on the Geography or Natural History of our coast. Th.<:
|

same can hardly be said of the greater mobility provided by the car, beginning iin
j

the early decades of this century, but making its effects felt most noticeably afteu '

the Second World War.
As far as the appearance of the coast is concerned, the most regrettabMd’ '

development must surely be the caravan sites, especially on the cliff-tops in thod

West and East Runton area, but also at Blakeney, Wells and Heacham. In addi

tion to this aesthetic despoliation there are the long-term effects of countless fee.i

using the same paths, a problem which can be to some extent addressed by
putting down walk-ways, as at Blakeney Point and Holkham. The problem ;

caused by increased numbers of visitors on the coast has now been recognised b]
j

the setting up of a Norfolk Coast Project which has published a draft visito '

strategy (Hayes, 1994).

However, this increasing people-pressure has been one of the principal fac
'

tors leading to the establishment of Nature Reserves, with which the Norfoll

coast is fortunately well endowed. Blakeney Point was bought by the Nationa
Trust in 1912, followed by Scolt Head in 1923. In 1926 the Norfolk Naturalist: i

Trust was formed and Cley reserve purchased. The conservation bodies hav< i

ensured the protection of areas of our coast from Snettisham in the west tc
\

Winterton in the east, with the greatest concentration in North Norfolk.

Cley Marshes has been the site of perhaps the most spectacular re-gaining o ! j

a bird species. The Avocet Recurvirostra avocetta was exterminated as a breeding
species round about the time that our Society was founded, and began to nesM
again at Cley in 1977. It is now well established at several places on the nortf

|

coast. This is perhaps the time to mention that one of the greatest changes ir

the exploitation of the Norfolk coast has been the phenomenal, even exponen-
tial, rise in the numbers of bird-watchers in the last four decades. This has beer
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particularly noticeable at Cley, which was already a reserve before this increase,
i but it was to some extent the increase itself which was a major factor in the
establishment of the reserve (by the R.S.P.B.) at Titchwell.

One of the effects of this great increase in bird-watching has been that the
number of visitors to the coast is now spread much more round the year than it

. was. Coastal resorts could formerly expect some respite from the end of the
school summer holidays until Easter. Nowadays, at any time of year, the
appearance of a “mega-tick” (i.e. ultra-rare bird species), whose presence is

quickly signalled through ‘phone information services and even personal pagers,
leads to very large numbers of cars converging on one small area of the coast. A
good example of this was the North-American Red-breasted Nuthatch Sitta

canadensis, which turned up at Holkham in the autumn of 1989. During the first

weekend of its presence, the available car-parking space in Lady Anne’s Road
was as full as on a fine Sunday in summer, and the bracken near where the bird

was most regularly seen was visibly flattened for months afterwards.

Changes in the Wells/Holkham area

At the time of our Society’s first meeting, a development was taking place which
was to effect a transformation of the dunes from Wells westwards to the

Holkham/Overy Staithe boundary. In the late 1850s the last wedge of saltmarsh
west of Wells Harbour had been drained by building the mile-long sea-wall due
north from Wells Quay. With a view to consolidating the natural dunes along
the seaward edge of the marsh, it was decided to experiment with planting pines.

This was first attempted by embedding seeds in balls of clay, but the method
was found unsuccessful. It proved better to raise the seedlings on the Holkham
estate, and then transplant them into “favourable spots in the sand, protected

carefully by sods of earth in which marram grass was growing”. The main plant-

ing got under way in the later 1870s, the principal species being the Corsican

Pine Pinus maritima laricio, set between 6 and 8 yards apart. Other species used
were Austrian P. nigra nigra, Maritime P. pinaster and Scots P. sylvestris. The
latter species was used “to vary the colour with their silvery foliage” and Austrian

“on the northern or sea exposures. Even on the outside of the hills, with one
side bare to the stem it will form a thick bush on the other side.” (Earl of

Leicester, 1948).

A further species was added in the mid 1950s: P. radiata, the Monterey
Pine, native to California. Some specimens have done very well, and can be

seen both near the beach car-park in Wells and on the eastern side of the board-

walk at Holkham Bay. The late Earl of Leicester’s remarks about the rugged

determination of the Austrian Pine to survive on the seaward edge of the dunes

still apply forty years later. Of all the species, the Maritime Pine appears to have

reached maturity first; many of the original planting are now dead, although

there has been a good natural regeneration. On the other hand, the demise of

quite a large number of Pines, both Maritime and Corsican, has been hastened

by the exposure of their roots where pathways have been trodden deep into the

sand in areas close to Wells Beach car-park.

The establishment of the pines has been followed by natural colonisation by

other tree species, wherever space was available: Holm Oak Quercus ilex (some of

which may have been planted), Birches and Willows Betula spp. and Salix spp.,
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and even a few Sycamores Acer pseudoplatanus. Furthermore, since the wood
have been there for more than a century, there is a flourishing scrub- an<

ground-layer of seed-plants, ferns, mosses, lichens and fungi too numerous t

specify.

The floods of 1953 and 1978 reached those pines that had been planted a

or near marsh level, most of which were killed by the salt water. Older reader

will recall the woods surrounding the boating-lake Abraham’s Bosom. Mor .

recently, the 1978 flood killed most of the trees surrounding the caravan an<

camping site in Wells - yet one or two Pines survived, surprisingly. On th

southern side of the pinewoods is a low-lying area known to bird-watchers a

“The Dell” - in fact, the site of a former gravel-quarry. The 1978 flood was jus

high enough (around 5m O.D.) to spill into this stretch of fresh-marsh, and th

sea-water was unable to get out again. Samples showed that the salinity c

standing water remained high for the rest of the winter, not dropping to 3 mil

until early May. The following summer I wrote sorrowfully of the complete dis

appearance of the seven orchid species that used to grow there (Banham, 1979)

but, in fact, most of these species had reappeared within three years. As moss
j

orchids take many years to reach their flowering stage from seed, it must be pra
sumed that the tubers survived, but were inhibited by the salt from normsa
growth for a while.

The flood had other interesting temporary effects. Saltmarsh plantt!

appeared the following summer in the mortar of a brick wall on Wells Eass

Quay, at the height reached by the water, obviously as the result of the deposit

tion of seeds. On Warham Greens, to the east of Wells, the edge of the floodec

area was recognisable, for three years, by the band of Chickweed Stellaria medn
and Sea Beet Beta vulgaris maritima forming a natural contour line through tbit

normal vegetation. Their seeds, too, must have been cast up in large numbers.
To the north of the pine-planted dunes, the beach has undergone consider -

able changes in recent decades. An east-west ridge of shingle has grown up, par

allel to the established dunes, and some 200m to seaward. Grasses, and a smal
number of other specialised beach-plants (Hottkenya, Cakile, Salsola) haw.,

formed “yellow” dunes, which have twice been swept away in the last 20 years

but have reappeared, giving the impression now (1993) of becoming permanen
features. Predictably, the area between them and the western-most beach huts i

turning into saltmarsh. Marsh Samphire and Annual Seablite Suaeda maritime

first appeared less than ten years ago, and Samphire has been worth picking fo

four years. Patches of Cord Grass Spartina anglica have also become conspicu
ous in the last two or three years. Needless to say, this development has cause<

dismay among the beach-hut owners (apart, I suppose, from those who are par
ticularly fond of Samphire), and they are not greatly consoled when it is suggest

ed that the only sensible thing to do would be to move the huts forward on t(

the new ridge.

Surely nowhere could be better than our coast for demonstrating the dynam
ic nature of saltmarshes, at least until they reach maturity at just under 3m O.D
Even then changes can take place. I had noticed, some 25 years ago when
moved to Wells, that there were small patches of marsh which looked as if the’

had been salt-pans (i.e. pools of more or less permanent water) which had, fo i

one reason or another, become drained, so that the mud forming their base hat

been re-colonised by marsh plants. It occurred to me that the only way to b<
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certain of the rate at which re-colonisation took place would be to select a suit-

able pan and drain it myself. Having obtained permission from the Nature
Conservancy (now English Nature), I did so on the 30th May 1970.

The changes which took place in the first three years have already been the

subject of an article (Banham, 1975), so need not be repeated here. However,
23 years have now elapsed. As might be expected, some predictions have proved
correct, and some less so. Saltmarsh Grass Puccinellia maritima is well estab-

lished, and dominates the scene at the beginning of summer, but has not pro-
duced a turf excluding everything else. It is Sea Lavender Limonium vulgare

which dominates the view at the height of its flowering season in July.

Furthermore, the edges of the pan are still distinct, when one could have expect-

ed a more saucer-like depression, as seems to have occasionally occurred else-

where. A few small patches of the original mud have remained un-colonised.

It was not until researching for this article that I came across reference to a

similar experiment to my own, carried out between 1913 and 1920 at Holme
(Wadham, 1920). In this case, there was no doubt about the dominance of

Saltmarsh Grass (at that time known as Glyceria maritima) after seven years,

when the re-surveyed map shows no other species within the drained pan. It is

not clear at what time of the year the second survey was done; if it was in the

spring, Saltmarsh Grass would certainly be more evident than anything else, but

one would imagine that this careful survey would not have missed the traces of

other species. It would seem that conditions at Holme were different from those

at Wells, where this particular line of research has anyhow been going on much
longer.

Cord Grass, mentioned above as a constituent of the new marsh on Wells

beach, is present in the area of our drained salt-pan, but only as isolated clumps.

This species did not occur anywhere in Norfolk when the Society was founded in

1869. It was introduced in the Wash area in 1909, and was first reported on the

North Norfolk Coast in the late 1930s (Petch and Swann, 1968). For a while, it

looked as if it was going to take over vast swathes of the Blakeney to Wells

marshes. Dick Bagnall-Oakley, in a B.B.C. documentary TV programme of the

1960s, was very pessimistic, predicting that the take-over would be complete in

Blakeney Harbour by the end of the century. However, the threat has receded,

for reasons unknown.
Avenues of research can open up in unexpected directions. In September

1944 a Vickers Warwick air-sea rescue aircraft, with lifeboat attached, took off

from Langham airfield and suffered engine failure, crashing on the mudflats

north of Warham. A Stiffkey resident, who saw the incident as a four-year old

boy, has regularly visited and photographed the site. Originally, the wreck was
some 200m to seaward of the saltmarsh edge. By 1959, it was surrounded by a

pure sward of Cord Grass, which species had been joined by Sea Aster Aster

tripolium in 1973. Plants of Sea Lavender were first noticed in the early 1980s,

and photographs taken in 1993 show this species not only dominating the scene,

but filling all the marsh as far as a low shingle ridge some 200m to the north.

Meanwhile, the two engines (the only parts of the aircraft surviving) appear to

have sunk further and further into the marsh. In fact, of course, though there

may have been some sinking, most of the effect will have been caused by the

level of the marsh rising (C. Jarvis, pers. comm.). It must be a fairly rare occur-

rence for such a fixed reference-point for assessing marsh extension to be avail-
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able and to warrant attention.

Along the southern edge of the pinewoods to the west of Wells, and th

landward side of the saltmarshes to the east, lies the Norfolk Coast long-distanc

path. The declaration of this pathway in 1986 for the most part simply fo:

malised existing rights of way, but there is no doubt that the accompanying put

licity led to its increasing use. However, compared with, say, the Pennine Wa;

.

this use is still fairly minimal, and I think that it will be a long time before th

path is dangerously eroded. This situation is, of course, aided by the wel 1

known fact that the average tripper does not stray more than 400m from his ca i

so that recent measures to discourage driving on to Warham Greens mean th;

only determined walkers are likely to be met with away from official car-parkin

areas in Holkham and Wells. It is still a source of mingled surprise and satisfac

tion that Wells Quay can be virtually standing-room only on a bank holiday

while a short distance east or west there is hardly anyone to be seen.

Although our area is now undoubtedly highly popular with holiday-makem
there have been contrasting opinions expressed in the past. Here is a commern
from the first decade of this century:

“Wells, where we again come in touch with the railway, is a dull little town

of 2,500 inhabitants. Although it is often called Wells-by-the-Sea, one has tt

trudge along a mile of banked-up road to reach the beach, which in turn is ciu

off from the sea at low tide by an oozy channel leading up to the Quay. A streee

so narrow that two carts can pass each other only with difficulty leads to thh

slumberous quay - the only spot where one cares to linger.” (Dutt, 1909)

Discussions

Changes on the Norfolk coast during the last 125 years have been such that, o i

balance, the land area of the County has increased, the losses from our stretche.

of cliff being more than offset by the gains in the west and north, whether b

reclamation of the Wash saltings through human agency, or by natural processe .

extending shingle-banks, dunes and saltmarsh between Hunstanton an

Weybourne. This gradual transformation has three times been interrupted, bi

not reversed, by major tidal/storm surges. Some stretches of coast have bee i

visually blighted by caravan sites, but others have been preserved by the estat

lishment of Nature Reserves. One of these, Holkham National Nature Reserve
consisting mainly of reclaimed saltmarsh and pine-planted dunes to the west c

Wells, and natural saltmarsh to the east, has been the subject of the author’s pai

ticular researches.
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ROBERT GURNEY’S 1908/1909 VEGETATION SURVEY
OF BROADLAND

R. J. Driscoll
Castle Museum, Norwich, NR1 3JU

J. M. Parmenter
c/o English Nature, 60 Bracondale, Norwich, NR1 2BE

Introduction

The many habitat surveys that have been carried out in Norfolk during the last

twenty five years have produced a detailed inventory of the natural and semi-nat-
ural habitats that occur within the county. This inventory will be invaluable to

future researchers who wish to study habitat change, whether it is caused by nat-

ural vegetational succession or by changes in land management. Such systemat-

ic surveying is a recent phenomenon and studies of the changes that have taken

place in the past are usually hampered by the lack of equivalent surveys.

Fortunately, there are a few exceptions.

W. A. Nicholson carried out a preliminary botanical survey of pan of the

Ant valley in Broadland during 1904 and 1905 and in a published report listed

some of the requirements of a comprehensive survey (Nicholson 1906). At a

meeting of the Norfolk and Norwich Naturalists’ Society on 28 January 1908 a

proposal was made to carry out a botanical survey of Broadland, possibly to be

followed by a survey of the whole county (Nicholson 1908).

It was intended that vegetation mapping would be carried out at a scale of 6

inches to 1 mile. A classification of natural and semi-natural vegetation was
devised with a letter and colour code for mapping. Each parcel of land would be

numbered, using Ordnance Survey parcel numbers or an arbitrary numbering
system. Species lists, characteristic types of vegetation and notes about the fac-
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Figure 2.

Map of part of Horsey showing the 21 parcels of land that were surveyed in

1993.

Figure 3.

Map of part of Honing showing the 4 parcels of land that were surveyed

1993.

in
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tors that influenced the vegetation would be recorded for each parcel. A fmt

map would be produced at a scale of 1 inch or 2 inches to 1 mile. Robei

Gurney generously offered “... to supply a copy of the 6 in. O. S. sheet gratis t

any capable person who would lend a hand in the work.”

The survey proposed in 1908 was both ambitious in scope and, for the tim<

very sophisticated. The survey methodology, involving the use of large seal

maps for field work, a standard vegetation classification, a standard colour cod

and the recording of associated habitat notes, was very similar to that used i

‘Phase T surveys today, although obviously there are differences in detail.

The Phase 1 habitat survey system was developed during the 1970s an,

1980s by the Nature Conservancy Council to provide a uniform survey tecU
nique for recording natural and semi-natural vegetation over large areas of cour

tryside (England Field Unit 1990). Field mapping is carried out using Ordnanc
Survey maps, usually at a scale of 1:10000. Vegetation is assigned to a habittj

type and recorded using a standard alphanumeric or letter code and standar:

colour. ‘Target notes’ record features of particular interest.

In an addendum to his paper Nicholson (1908) wrote that “... two ladies

the Misses Shaw and Pallis of Liverpool, had already commenced a survey of tfh

Broads District, which the Royal Geographical Society has agreed to publish.:

Nicholson went on to make a point that in some circumstances is just as valiii

today, “I do not think that this fact ought to deter us from prosecuting ouj

Survey. A local Society must have many members who possess a consideraffi!

amount of knowledge of the natural phenomena of their district, a knowledge
which cannot be acquired by those non-resident in the district, in the short spate!

of time which they could necessarily devote to its acquirement.” The results o]

the Shaw and Pallis survey, if ever it was carried out, were never published.

Between 1908 and 1914 W. H. Burrell and W. G. Clarke surveyed 55

square miles of Norfolk (the area covered by nine Ordnance Survey County Sen .

6 inches to 1 mile maps). Five of the maps were surveyed by Burrell alone, tl

other four by Burrell and Clarke working together. The results of the survt.v

were presented at a meeting of the Norfolk and Norwich Naturalists’ Society c

'

27 January 1914 and published in the same year. The authors remarked “It w;J

assumed that [our survey] might become a section of a much larger effort cove :

ing the whole county, but as there is no immediate prospect of this being carrit

to completion, it seems desirable to summarise the work done, rather than alio *

it to be entirely barren.” (Burrell & Clarke 1914).

The five maps prepared by Burrell are dated 24 January 1914 and are he
by the Natural History Department, Castle Museum, Norwich (Accession n
NWHCM:1994.1). The hand coloured maps distinguish between arable lan<,!

various woodland types and other types of natural and semi-natural vegetation

The area was surveyed again during the 1930s for die ‘Land Utilisation Survi

of Britain’ and yet again during the 1960s for the ‘Second Land Utilisatit 1

Survey of Britain’. It would be an interesting exercise to survey the area toda
The four sets of maps would cover an 80 year period during which great chang
have taken place in the Norfolk countryside.

Until recently Burrell and Clarke’s paper and Burrell’s maps were the on
evidence that any survey work had been carried out as a result of the Janua i

1908 Naturalists’ Society meeting. The discovery of a set of annotated maj
and associated notes that belonged to Robert Gurney has revealed that Gurm
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carried out an extensive survey of the river valleys in the northern part of
Broadland in 1908 and 1909.

Robert Gurney’s Maps and Record Sheets

Robert Gurney died in 1950. After his death his papers and library were dis-

persed. Many of his papers are held by the Natural History Museum, London,
and some others, including several maps, ended up in the Natural History
Department, Castle Museum, Norwich. In 1984, one of the authors (RJD) dis-

covered some of Gurney’s maps in the Nature Conservancy Council, East Anglia
Regional Office, Norwich (now the English Nature East Region Norwich
Office). Gurney had owned Calthorpe Broad, which was given to the Nature
Conservancy by his widow in 1953. The maps may have been given at that

time.

Over 40 of Gurney’s maps are held by the Castle Museum and English
Nature. The surviving maps are all Ordnance Survey County Series 6 inches to

1 mile sheets. Two maps are from the first edition (published in 1891 and
1898) and the remainder are from the second edition (published in 1907 or
1908). Internal Drainage Board boundaries have been added to several of the
maps and on twelve sheets some of the fields have been numbered (Driscoll

1993). Gurney devised his own numbering system, rather than use the

Ordnance Survey system for numbering parcels of land. The numbers were
assumed to refer to notes made by Gurney, but the notes were not held by the

Castle Museum, Natural History Museum or Nature Conservancy Council.
In 1986 Gigi Crompton, who was working at the University Botanic

Garden, Cambridge, sent a bundle of small sheets of paper bearing handwritten
notes to the Castle Museum, Norwich. The covering letter, dated 4 August, was
very brief - “Enclosed for Biol. Rec. Centre, Castle Museum. Derek Wells
thought you might be able to identify the handwriting?” Driscoll realised that

the sheets might be Gurney’s missing notes and a comparison with the maps
confirmed them as such. Unfortunately there is no information about the histo-

ry of the record sheets before they were sent to the museum (G. Crompton pers.

comm. 1993).

The record sheets are roughly 5 inches wide and 4_ inches high. On all but
two of the them the writing is on one side only, usually in pencil, but occasional-

ly in ink. The set of 139 record sheets is divided into two sections. The first,

labeled “Botany Field Notes” consists of 122 sheets, arranged by Ordnance
Survey sheet number, that decribe the vegetation in the numbered parcels on the

maps. The second section, labeled “Botany Associations”, consists of 17 sheets

that serve as a habitat index to the first section. The record sheets refer to 14

maps, of which 13 have been found. The map that covers Eccles is not annotat-

ed and the sheets for Eccles describe the coastal vegetation without refering to

numbered parcels. The missing map would have been one of the most interest-

ing as it covers most of Horsey Mere and Hickling Broad. Between 2 and 21

record sheets were allocated to each map. For each parcel Gurney recorded the

survey date and vegetation type. In addition he usually made notes about the

more obvious plants present.

Table 1 lists the annotated maps and associated record sheets. Figure 1

shows the sheet boundaries of the 14 maps that Gurney surveyed and the loca-
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tion of the parcels he recorded. The annotated maps and record sheets are he

by the Natural History Department, Castle Museum, Norwich (Accession nc

NWHCM: 1994.2, NWHCM:1994.3) and are available for study by bone fir

researchers.

1993 Survey

Gurney’s maps and record sheets formed a potentially useful source of inform .

tion for the study of vegetation change in Broadland. In order to assess the vah

of this resource several of the parcels surveyed by Gurney in 1908 were resu i

veyed by the authors in 1993. Two contrasting areas were studied, at Hors-i

and Honing. Figures 2 and 3 show the location of the parcels surveyed.

Much of the parish of Horsey is owned by the National Trust. The Hors-j

estate includes naturally drained higher land, mostly used for arable productio :

and reclaimed marshland, most of which is grazed. The 21 parcels surveyed .

1993 were all reclaimed marshland and lay south of Horsey Mere or north of tin

course of the Hundred Stream. Most parcels were under grass and had bee<j

mown and/or grazed. Land use change at Horsey has been studied in gre.i

detail (Driscoll 1982) and it is likely that these parcels had been under gran

without a break since Gurney’s survey was carried out.

Honing Common is an area of carr woodland and oak and birch woodlam
with areas of pasture to the south of Honing village. A minor road cuts aero
the site from east to west. The 4 parcels surveyed in 1993 all lay within the eta)

woodland. In the early part of this century the “Town Land” was described j

“Heather, furze, alders, pasture.” (Clarke 1910).

Robert Gurney very briefly described the vegetation in each parcel and listtij

the more abundant or noticeable plants. His recording was mostly limited I

presence or absence of species. The 1993 survey was rather more detailed. Tlj

vegetation in each parcel was briefly decribed. A species list was compiled 1 <

each parcel at Horsey with the abundance of each species estimated using.

DAFOR scale. Lack of time (and heavy rain) meant that only the presence <

absence of species was recorded at Honing.

Results

Horsey

The majority of parcels surveyed by Gurney in 1908 were Agrostis dominat j

pasture, with varying amounts of Juncus tussocks in the sward. Three of t

parcels were Cynosurus dominated. It is possible that the vegetation in parcel

was more similar to that found in 1993 than Gurney’s very brief notes sugge
Parcel 8a had recently been planted with mountain ash, alder and Corsican pin

Most of the parcels surveyed in 1993 were under grass. The south end
parcel 10 was being used as a car park. Part of parcel 8a had been mown, t

:

remainder was being allowed to scrub up. The vegetation in parcel 42 was cle;

ly influenced by the adjacent dunes, and probably received blown sand as well
invading dune plants. The remaining parcels varied from an almost weed fr

sward (e.g. parcel 9) to moderately species-rich rough grazing (e.g. parcel 23).

Honing
This part of Honing Common seems to heve been relatively open in 1908, wi
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areas ot species-rich fen and fen meadow, wet pasture, acid grassland and scat-
tered trees and scrub.

Virtually all of the area surveyed in 1993 had a moderately dense tree cover,
mainly oak and alder. Parcels 5 and 6, south of the road, were covered by alder
carr with an understory of wetland species, including Carex paniculaia. The veg-
etation and very boggy nature of the ground indicated a history of permanent
wetness, probably due to the presence of peat cuttings. At the time of the survey
this wetness had probably been accentuated by a period of prolonged heavy rain.

Parcel 3, north of the road, was generally drier, with a significant proportion of
oak in the canopy and a much more ‘shrubby’ understory. The southern part of
parcel 10 was also fairly dry, with mature alder and a shrubby understory. The
northern part was much wetter, with pools of standing water, sallow scrub and
open areas containing fen meadow species.

Changes in the Vegetation

The 1993 survey recorded the vegetation at Horsey and Honing in greater detail

than the 1908 survey and this made comparison of the results rather difficult.

Nevertheless the general trends of change at the two sites were clear.

At Horsey, the sward in some parcels had obviously been improved,
although the management of the estate was far from intensive when compared to

some other parts of Broadland. In other parcels there were no signs of any
recent attempts to improve the pasture, and the sward was probably little

changed since 1908.

At Honing, the heath, grassland and acid mire vegetation had developed into

damp woodland. There were no signs of recent management in any of the
parcels surveyed.

Discussion

The 1993 survey was carried out the assess the value of Gurney’s survey data for

the study of habitat change in Broadland. Excluding the parcels on the missing
map of the Hickling area, Gurney’s records include information about more than
250 numbered parcels and numerous dykes and embankments. The small sam-
ple of 25 parcels surveyed in 1993 was enough to indicate how useful Gurney’s
results could be.

Land use surveys were carried out at Horsev during 1931/1932, 1961, 1967,
1973, 1974, 1981, 1982, 1983 and 1986 (Driscoll 1982, 1983, 1984, Hearn &
Alexander 1989). As a result the changes in land management that have taken
place since the 1930s are known about in great detail. Gurney’s records provide
information from a much earlier period for which no information was previously

available. [It is interesting to note that Catherine Gurney surveyed the Horsey
area as part of the ‘Second Land Utilisation Survey of Britain’, unaware that her
uncle had surveyed the same area over fifty years previously (C. Gurney pers.

comm. 1994).]

The changes in the vegetation that had taken place between 1908 and 1993
were in keeping with what was already known about the management of the

estate. Some areas were being farmed, including the parcels in which the sward
had been improved. Other areas were being managed to enhance their nature

conservation value, in particular their ornithological interest, e.g. the parcel that
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was being encouraged to scrub up (parcel 8a). Gurney noted that this par

had recently been planted with mountain ash, alder and Corsican pines. T
1938 floods had a detrimental effect on the trees (Buxton 1939) and in 1948 f.

ther planting of alder, birch, hawthorn, Scots pine, oak and elder took pk

(Court 1977). In 1993 this scrubby parcel contained oak, birch, hawthorn a i

brambles. The success of the nature conservation management at Horsey h

resulted in an increase in the number of visitors and this had been reflected

the need to convert a large portion of one parcel into a car park.

The changes in the vegetation that had taken place at Honing Comm *

were due to neglect. The cessation of traditional management, specifically 1

cutting of furze, coppicing, mowing and and grazing, had resulted in raj

woodland invasion. Dessication, due to improved land drainage or a lowering.

the water table as a result of abstraction, had almost certainly had an adve:

effect on the fen and mire vegetation north of the road.

In comparison with good modern vegetation surveys, Gurney’s 1908/19-*

survey lacked detail. Nevertheless, the large number of parcels examined, it

early date of the survey (over 30 years before the first comprehensive land in

survey in Broadland) and the fact that Gurney studied both farmland and natu
al and semi-natural vegetation make his survey of great interest. Some of tt

data can compared with the results of modern land use surveys to study tt

changes in agricultural practice that have taken place in Broadland during tt

twentieth century. Other data can be used in the investigation of the change
that have occured in specific habitats, e.g. undrained fen, due to vegetation

succession or changes in management.
This paper is based on a longer unpublished report (Driscoll & Parmenn

1994) that includes the raw data from the 1908 and 1993 surveys.
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Table 1.

List of R. Gurney’s annotated Ordnance Survey County Series 6 inches to 1

mile maps and associated record sheets, held by the Natural History
Department, Castle Museum, Norwich.

Ordnance Survey
sheet number

Annotated mapl
record

Number of

sheets2

29 SE 12
30 SW 5

30 SE 2

41 NW 7

41 NE 2

41 SW 9

41 SE 21
42 SW 7

52 NW 3

52 NE 7

52 SE 4

53 NW 12

53 NE 19

53 SW 12

1 Sheet 30 SE was not annotated.

Sheet 41 SE is missing.

2 An additional 17 sheets form a habitat index.
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POTAMOGETON ACUTIFOLIUS AND EPIPHYTIC DIATOMS AT
BUCKENHAM
R. J. Driscoll

Castle Museum, Norwich, NR1 3JU

Z. L. Waterford
do Castle Museum, Norwich, NR1 3JU

Introduction

The family Potamogetonaceae, the true pondweeds, includes both submergi

and floating leaved aquatic plants. There are 22 species of pondweed in Gre

Britain, excluding hybrids (Stace 1991). The genus Groenlandia contains a si :

gle species, the remainder are in the genus Potamogeton. Norfolk is particulai

rich in pondweeds; 18 species have been found in the county (Petch & Swam
1968). Not surprisingly, Broadland, with its range of wetland habitats, has beet

the source of many records. The broads and rivers are now much less suitable

habitats than they used to be, mainly due to a deterioration in water qualitt

Fortunately, the network of dykes that drains the reclaimed marshes still prr<

vides a stronghold for many species.

Extensive botanical surveys have found 1 5 species of pondweed
Broadland dykes (Driscoll 1976, Doarks et al 1990). One of these specif e

Potamogeton acutifolius Link, is classed as a national rarity as it is currently foum

in less than 15 ten kilometre grid squares out of a total of over 3500 in Grec

Britain (Preston et al 1993).

Specimens of P. acutifolius have been collected from the dykes

Buckenham, in the Yare valley, by several generations of botanists, ever since tl

species was first recorded there in the middle of the nineteenth century. Mai
of these specimens were dried and preserved and over the years have been inco

porated into public herbaria.

Epiphytic diatoms are single-celled solitary or colonial microscopic alg

that adhere to the surface of the submerged parts of water plants. Diato 1

species differ in their habitat requirements. Identification of the diatoms that a

present on a plant can provide information about the environmental conditio:

under which the diatoms (and the plant) are growing, without the need to car

out expensive physical and chemical analyses of the water (Waterford & Driscc

1992).

If diatoms could be successfully collected from herbarium specimens i

aquatic plants it might be possible to use the diatoms as indicators of water qut i

ity at the time and place at which the plants grew. Such information cannot us

ally be obtained from any other source.

The availability of information about the management of the marshes ar

dykes and the long series of preserved specimens of P. acutifolius from the si

provided an opportunity to assess the feasibility of using epiphytic diatoms
retrospectively monitor changes in water quality in the dykes at Buckenham.

POTAMOGETON ACUTIFOLIUS Link in Broadland
Two brothers, C. J. and J. Paget, produced their Sketch of the natural history
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Yarmouth and its neighbourhood ... in 1834. This annotated species list for the
eastern part of Broadland included several pondweeds, but not P. acutifolius

(Paget & Paget 1834).

Some thirty years later Kirby Trimmer wrote the first flora that covered the
whole of Norfolk, based largely on his own observations. In the flora he noted
that P. acutifolius was rare and occurred in marsh ditches. He recorded the
species from a few localities in east Norfolk: Heigham by Norwich, Haddiscoe,
Brundall and Buckenham Ferry (Trimmer 1866). In a supplement to the flora

he added several more localities: South Walsham, Reedham, Rockland St. Mary,
Strumpshaw, Surlingham, Catfield, Norton Subcourse and Hardley (Trimmer
1884). There is a specimen from Kirby Bedon dated 1860 in the Castle
Museum, Norwich.

The second flora of the county was prepared by W. A. Nicholson and pub-
lished on behalf of the Norfolk and Norwich Naturalists’ Society in 1914.
Nicholson described P. acutifolius as rare and noted that it was found in “marsh
ditches, etc.” He listed most of Trimmer’s localities and added an additional
one, Wretton Fen. Nicholson gave W. S. Hore the credit for being the first per-
son to record the species in Norfolk; at Buckenham and Heigham-by-Norwich in

1849 (Nicholson 1914).

C. P. Petch and E. L. Swann wrote the third county flora, which was pub-
lished “on the occasion of the centenary of the Norfolk and Norwich Naturalists’

Society” in 1968. They described P. acutifolius as “Very rare now.” and found in

dykes. Their flora included only recent records of the species, from Buckenham
Ferry and Limpenhoe (Petch & Swann 1968). In a supplement to the flora,

Swann added a more recent record from Buckenham and made the observation
“Stated to have become much rarer but there are so many miles of dykes in the

Broads district that this must be considered somewhat premature.” (Swann
1975).

Swann was not alone in thinking that the network of dykes associated with
the Norfolk Broads had not been studied in sufficient detail. The Nature
Conservancy (later the Nature Conservancy Council) commissioned a series of
biological surveys of dykes in the northern part of Broadland during the 1970s
(Driscoll & Doarks in press). Between 1972 and 1974 nearly 900 dykes were
sampled and distribution maps were prepared of all of the species recorded
(Driscoll 1976). These maps provided a detailed, up to date picture of the dis-

tribution of aquatic plants and invertebrates within the area surveyed. P. acuti-

folius was found in several dykes at Buckenham, Cantley, Limpenhoe and
Norton in the Yare valley.

Following these surveys the dykes at Buckenham, Cantley and Limpenhoe
were visited by botanists on a number of occasions during the 1970s and 1980s.

Concern was growing about the effects of the deteriorating water quality in the

dykes at Limpenhoe and the more intense land and drainage management at

Buckenham, Cantley and Norton on the long-term viability of the P. acutifolius

populations. When the Royal Society for the Protection of Birds began manag-
ing the marshes at Strumpshaw as a nature reserve in the mid 1970s the dykes

had been neglected for many years. Many dykes were very overgrown and virtu-

ally dry and there was no sign of P. acutifolius at the site. Although a programme
of dyke cleaning soon increased the botanical interest of the dykes at

Strumpshaw, P. acutifolius did not reappear.
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In order to ensure the survival of the P. acutifolius in the Yare valley (ar

hence in Norfolk), plants were taken from Buckenham and introduced in

dykes at Strumpshaw (Wright 1981). These plants thrived and the reserve

now a stronghold for the species.

The Nature Conservancy Council (NCC) commissioned a comprehensn

survey of the vegetation of over 2500 grazing marsh dykes throughout Broadlar

during 1988 and 1989. This survey confirmed that P. acutifolius was restricts

to marsh dykes at Strumpshaw, Buckenham, Cantley and Limpenhoe on tl

north side of the Yare valley, and at Norton on the south side (Doarks et

1990)

.

In 1990 all of the dykes at Buckenham in which P. acutifolius had bet

recorded since 1974 (and many nearby dykes) that lay south of the railway lir

were searched without success. Either the species had disappeared from thet'

marshes or it was present in such small amounts that it was overlooked (Sian

1991)

. A further survey in 1993 also failed to find P. acutifolius in the dykci

south of the railway line, but did find the species in 2 dykes just north of the rai l

way (Halshaw 1993).

P. acutifolius was collected from dykes at Strumpshaw and Cantley in 1999

(Slater 1991). The marshes at Cantley were flooded to a mean depth of 1.2fr

when the river wall gave way in February 1993. Although the marshes wen
flooded for more than 2 weeks, the effect of the saline flooding on the dyke vegei

tation was less serious than might have been expected. P. acutifolius was foum
in several dykes when the marshes were surveyed later in the year (Kindleysiddc

1993). The dykes at Limpenhoe and Norton have not been surveyed since tl i

NCC survey in 1988-1989.

Buckenham Marshes

The marshes at Buckenham have been grazed or mown for hay almost without

break since the late nineteenth century, if not earlier. During the Second Worl
War the marshes were converted to arable use but were soon returned to gras

In recent years the marshes have been managed more intensively; the sward h;

been improved and the dykes have been more rigorously cleaned. The dyl

flora of the area has deteriorated somewhat since the early 1970s.

During this period of virtually constant land use the technique used to mai
age the dykes has changed. During the nineteenth and early part of the twent

eth century the dyke vegetation was cut by hand annually. This prevented tl

rapid deposition of mud and detritus in the dykes. At intervals of many years tl

mud that eventually accumulated was removed using shovels and wheel-barrow

a very labour intensive operation. Hand cutting is no longer practised. Detriti

and mud are allowed to accumulate in the dykes, which are cleaned every fe

years using a hydraulic excavator.

The dykes at Buckenham have been surveyed by biologists on several occ;

sions since 1974. However, lack of facilities has meant that it has not been po:

sible to carry out any chemical analyses of the dyke water. Surveys of the electr

cal conductivity (used to estimate salinity) of the water in dykes at Buckenhai
were carried out in 1975, 1976, 1989 and 1993 (Driscoll unpublished record

Doarks 1990, Halshaw 1993). All of these surveys indicated that the majority <
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dykes contained fresh water, although there was some leakage of saline wat

from the River Yare through the river bank and into the adjacent dykes.

In 1953, 1962, 1965, 1968, 1971, 1976, 1983, 1988, 1989 and 1993 tidl

surges caused flooding along the lower reaches of the River Yare. The riv

bank at Buckenham was overtopped in 1983 and 1988 and in 1965 saline wat

from flooded marshes at Strumpshaw seeped into the dykes at Buckenham.

Herbarium Material

P. acutifolius has been recorded from a number of localities in the Yare valle

However, it seems that before the 1970s most botanists who wished to see tl

species in Norfolk went to Buckenham and ignored the other nearby localitie

A thorough search was made of the herbaria at the Natural History Museui::

London and at the Castle Museum, Norwich during the 1970s as part of a de

study of the changing status of dyke plants in Broadland (Driscoll unpublisht.

record cards). All but one of the Broadland specimens of P. acutifolius collects

before 1970 were from Buckenham. This preference for visiting a particular sii

may have been largely due to ease of access at a time when car ownership was f:

from universal. A good farm track runs through the marshes, Buckenham ran

way station is conveniently placed within easy walking distance of the dykes, am
before World War II a ferry operated between Buckenham and the Beaucham'
Arms public house south of the River Yare.

The herbaria were searched again in 1990 and 16 specimens of P. acutifolin

from dykes at Buckenham were found. The specimens had been collected on !

dates between 1880 and 1975 (see Table 1). Single specimens were found f

most dates but two specimens were available for 1880, 1881 and 195f

Examination of the diatom assemblages present on the specimens suggested th

the 1880 specimens were probably from a single dyke, the 1881 specimens we.

possibly from a single dyke and the 1952 specimens were almost certainly fro i

different dykes. This conclusion was supported by other evidence in tl

herbaria.

Method
Leaves were removed from the herbarium specimens. Diatoms were washt
from these leaves and mounted on microscope slides. The diatoms on each slic

were identified and counted and an estimate made of the diatom density on tl

surface of the leaves. Slater (1991) gives a more detailed account of slide prep
ration, examination and analysis. The slides and a catalogue listing the diaton
that were identified on each slide are held by the Natural History Departmer
Castle Museum, Norwich (Accession no. 61.992).

Results

Diatoms were successfully collected from all of the herbarium specimens.
Throughout most of the period 1880-1975 there seemed to have been litt

variation in the diatom flora, although 1952 and 1962 were exceptional year
Figure 1 shows the major changes in the epiphytic diatom flora.

Cocconeis placentula (Ehr.) was present in every diatom sample and w;
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usually the most abundant species, often making up more than 75% of the
diatom assemblage. In 1952 the proportions were lower (40.1% and 11.3%)
and in 1962 C. placentula formed only 0.2% of the assemblage.

Achnanthes minutissima Kiitz. was found in several samples from 1887
onwards. It usually made up less than 7% of the diatom assemblage, although
the proportions were higher in 1952 (38.5% and 10.0%). In 1962 A.
minutissima was the most abundant species and made up 93.1% of the
assemblage.

Gomphonema ventricosum Gregory was present in most samples, although it

usually made up less than 5% of the diatom assemblage. In 1952 it formed
13.0% of the assemblage in one sample and 61.8% of the assemblage in the
other. It made up 0.7% of the assemblage in 1962.

Cyclotella meneghiniana Kutz. and Achnanthes lanceolata Breb. were not
recorded from specimens collected after 1883 and 1887 respectively. Several

diatoms that are primarily benthic and/or are tolerant of higher nutrient levels

were recorded from specimens collected from 1952 onwards.

Analysis

Two computer programs, TWINSPAN (Hill 1979b) and DECORANA (Hill

1979a), had been used to study the epiphytic diatom flora of Broadland dykes.

This work was based on 84 samples of diatoms collected in 1990 and showed
that whereas replicate samples of diatoms from a particular dyke were usually

very similar, samples from different dykes were often often quite dissimilar.

These variations in the diatom flora were clearly due to differences in water
quality between the dykes sampled (Waterford & Driscoll 1992).

The diatom records from the herbarium specimens were combined with

those from the 1990 survey and the TWINSPAN analysis repeated. This second
analysis produced a classification of the diatom assemblages that was very' similar

to that produced by the first analysis, indicating that the species compositions of

the assemblages on the herbarium specimens were within the range of variation

found during the 1990 survey, and presumably were determined by the same
environmental factors.

Examination of the TWINSPAN results showed that the diatom comunities
on P. acutifolius in dykes at Buckenham had changed over time. The communi-
ties found on plant specimens collected between 1880 and 1915 were all charac-

teristic of eutrophic freshwater conditions. The communities found on plants

collected between 1949 and 1961 were similar, but indicated a degree of saline

influence. In 1962 the diatom community was quite different and was typical of

brackish water. The 1974 and 1975 samples indicated freshwater eutrophic

conditions again (Waterford & Driscoll in press).

Discussion

The retrospective study of epiphytic diatoms on herbarium specimens of P.

acutifolius from dykes at Buckenham provided some interesting insights into both

short-term and long-term changes in water quality in the dykes and the effects of

different dyke cleaning techniques on the diatom flora.

Throughout most of the period 1880-1975 the diatom flora was relatively
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stable. This had been expected, in view of the consistent management reg:

followed on the marshes.

Centric diatoms were less common in the twentieth century samp
Annual hand cutting of the dyke vegetation during the nineteenth century wo
have created the open water conditions that favour centric species. Meehan
dyke cleaning, as practised today, allows more detritus and sediment to build

in the dykes. Such dykes favour benthic species, which were more abundant

plant specimens collected since 1952. There is circumstantial evidence 1

nutrient levels in the dyke water have increased over the years. Some of

more recent samples contained diatoms that are tolerant of higher nutrient

els.

The diatom communities on some of the twentieth century herbarium sp

mens indicated slightly saline conditions. There is evidence that the river ba

in Broadland are deteriorating and that saline river water is percolating thro’.
j

the banks and entering the dykes. The electrical conductivity surveys indicaa

that this was happening at Buckenham.
A brackish water diatom community was found on the plant specimen • <

lected in 1962. The river bank at Buckenham was not breached or overtop^

by the tidal surge that occurred in February of that year. However, it is posssi

that the abnormally high tide caused even more river water than usual to ssi

through the river bank, creating brackish conditions that were reflected in

diatom flora.

The diatom communites from 1952 were anomalous and may also hi

been affected by river water. Unfortunately the systematic recording of tti

surges in the Broadland rivers did not start until after the disastrous 1953 flocc

Whatever the cause, the effect was short-lived and the diatom flora had return

to ‘normal’ by 1955.

P. acutifolius seems to have disappeared from many of the dykes- :

Buckenham. However, both Potamogeton friesii Rupr. and Potamogeton pusillu

are found in the dykes. By collecting specimens of either or both of these spe

and examining the diatoms present on them it should be possible to continui

monitor any changes in the epiphytic diatom flora that might occur in the futi

This could be particularly informative if the marsh or dyke management reg:

were to change.
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Table 1. Specimens of Potamogeton acutifolius Link from dykes at Buckenham, from whi'

:

samples of epiphytic diatoms were
collected.

Slide no. 1 Date Collector Museum 2 Accession no.

87a 3 Aug 1880 A. Bennett BM
94a 3 Aug 1880 A. Bennett BM
105a 13 Aug 1881 A. Bennett NWH
103a Aug 1881 A. Bennett NWH 74.942(1)
88a 11 Jul 1883 } BM
92a 23 Jul 1887 A. Bennett BM
104a 21 Jul 1915W. G. Clarke NWH 131.925
89a 31 Aug 1949 D. A. Cadbury BM
86a 27 Aug 1952 D. A. Cadbury BM
90a 27 Aug 1952 D. A. Cadbury BM
91a 11 Aug 1955 D. A. Cadbury BM
107a 21 Jun 1959 E. L. Swann NW 430.959
106a 12 Sep 1961 T. B. Ryves NWH 361.961
93a 23 Jun 1962 A. C. Jermy BM
111a 14 Aug 1974 R. J. Driscoll NWH
115a 15 Aug 1975 R. J. Driscoll NWH

1 Catalogue of diatom slides held by Castle Museum, Norwich (Accession no. 61.992)

2 BM Natural History Museum, London
NWH Castle Museum, Norwich

FARMING AND WILDLIFE, WILL THEY EVER BE COMPATIBLE?
Alec Bull

Hillcrest, East Tuddenham, Dereham, NR20 3JJ

Introduction

A prosperous and thriving agricultural economy has been accompanied by a

alarming decline in the diversity and abundance of our wildlife during the la

half century of the Society’s existence. During our first seventy five years, agr

culture saw few changes, and until 1939, would have provided few surprises to

reincarnated yeoman from the time of Queen Elizabeth the first. Probably \

would have been more taken aback by the enclosures of the late eighteenth an
early nineteenth centuries, than by any mechanical contrivance that hu
appeared on the scene since his own time.

The pre-war years

Those who can remember farming in pre-war days, will recall fields of ripenin

corn with frequent patches of thistles, corn sowthistle and docks protrudin
above the crop. If they followed the binder as it made its way round the dwir i
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Pimpernel (Anagallis arvensis), Corn Mint (Mentha arvensis), the Fluellens,
Pointed-leaved and Round-leaved (Kickxia elatine and K. spuria), and many
more. As the binder drew nearer to the middle of the field, boys, both large and
small, armed with sticks, appeared as if by magic, to give chase to any rabbits

still hiding in the standing corn. Rabbit was a welcome addition to the menu for

country people at a time when agriculture was in depression, and Myxomatosis
was still fifteen or twenty years into the future. Paradoxically, I saw my last

Corncrake leave the cornfield in 1944 - the year I started birdwatching! Before
that time, it had been of regular occurrence in a certain field.

The abundant indigenous weeds in the crop were those which had escaped
the horse hoe in spring, for this was the only mechanical weed control then prac-

tised. During the early summer, when other farm work permitted, Charlock
(Sinapis arvensis), Wild Oats (Avena fatua) and Fat Hen (Chenopodium album)
were pulled by hand and carried to the hedgebank for later burning. Creeping
thistles (Cirsium arvense) were cut with weeding hooks at flowering, and gave rise

to the old saying ‘If you cut them in May, they’ll be up the next day, if you cut

them in June, you cut them too soon, if you cut them in July, they are sure to

die.’ Docks were dug out by their roots using a narrow bladed ‘spud’, roots and
stalks also being carried off.

Large acreages of permanent grass were necessary to provide hay for cattle in

winter, and ‘aftermath’ for grazing in autumn, when the meadows which had
carried the stock through spring and summer were temporarily exhausted. The
hay meadows had remained undisturbed for generations - centuries in many
cases, as their wealth of flora and fauna attested. Wood Anemones (Anemone
nemorosa). Bulbous Buttercups (Ranunculus bulbosus) and Cowslips (Primula

veris), were followed by Meadow Buttercups (Rammculus acris) and Ox-eye
Daisies (Leucanthemum vulgare), Yellow Rattle (Rhinanthus minor) and Milkwort
(Polygala sp.), and a wide range or Orchids such as Common Spotted
(Dactylorhiza fuschii), Marsh (D. praetermissa)

,

Fragrant (Gymnadenia conopsea),

Twayblade (Listera ovata), Bee (Ophrys apifera) and in a few places Frog
Orchids (Coeloglossum viride). The flowers of the aftermath were later flowering

perennials, regrown after the hay cut, such as Knapweed (Centaurea nemoralis),

Autumnal Hawkbit (Leontodon autumnalis) and Devil’s Bit Scabious (Succisa

pratensis). Clouds of Meadow Browns and other butterflies rose skywards as the

horseman cut the hay with his mowing machine, frequently having to raise the

cutter bar to go over centuries old mounds, the cities of the Yellow Ant.

The Second World War
Then came the war and the call went out for maximum production. Labour
suddenly became scarce and had to be replaced by machinery. The first tractor

on my home farm didn’t appear until 1938, but a second was added in 1941,

and the horse power reduced to the minimum necessary to haul the wagons at

harvest time. Some of the hay meadows were broken up, the shortfall being

made good with short term leys which produced a greater tonnage of hay from a

much smaller acreage. Weeding was still done in the traditional manner, though

speeded up by converting the horse hoe to go behind the tractor, and adding a

seat to the hoe to enable the steersman to keep up with his implement.

Farmyard manure was still valued, but could not be increased in quantity, so
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increased production meant increases in the amounts of chemical fertilisers

being applied to the land. This first step toward nitrogen enrichment undoubt-

edly started the decline in numbers of some of the weed species - typically those

which thrive best on impoverished soils. Corn Gromwell (Lithospermum arvense)

springs to mind as one which had started to decline somewhat, before the intro-

duction of herbicides.

Post war
Following the war, the newly elected Labour government introduced and imple-

mented the Agriculture Act of 1 947 with the view that never again should British

agriculture return to the depressed state in which it had been during the 1930s.

A worthy sentiment, and sensibly carried out at first, but the increasing numbers
of grants available, for draining marshland, filling in ditches, grubbing out

hedges, applying increasing amounts of fertiliser to maximise production etc., ,

soon whetted the appetites of the less scrupulous, eager to increase their incomess

by whatever means, and before many years had passed, everybody else had fol-

lowed suit.

With intensified research during the war, the chemical industry saw its-

opportunity to cash in on the latter day agricultural revolution by introducing a.i

range of lethal chemicals which were unleashed on the countryside to cope withi

every eventuality, and accompanied by a propaganda campaign, extolling the.

virtues of each and every product. They were not always quite so particular:

about the disadvantages. This state of affairs is still carried on today, with chem-
icals such as DDT banned in Europe being passed on to the third world, and thee

heated defence and denial of risks over the fungicide Benomyl, which appears tco

be implicated in the case of numbers of babies born without eyes. What does iti

do to small mammals, invertebrates etc., which are directly under the sprayv

boom as the farmer treats his wheat for rust?

To put these events into chronological perspective, in 1952 I was working on
a 500 acre south Norfolk farm which still employed thirty-three full time work-
ers, ten working horses, and just two Fordson tractors. The wild flowers, butter-

flies and birds were much as they had ever been on the edge of Breckland. We
watched Wheatears, Meadow Pipits and Yellow Wagtails as they nested among
the heather on Garboldisham Heath, owned by a neighbouring farmer. Several

pairs of Stone Curlew inhabited remoter parts of the heath, and two or three

Nightjars could be heard churring at dusk. The mixed soils included chalk

amongst the acid glacial drift, and a marlpit was still in occasional use. A chalky

hollow across the road contained forty or fifty plants of Spring Cinquefoil

(Potentilla tabemaemontani) - the only time it appears to have been recorded in

the county.

That autumn we watched sadly as the whole of Garboldisham Heath was-

put to the bulldozer and the plough. A recently published report on chalk grass-

lands in East Anglia (Moore, 1993) concludes that Garboldisham Heath was
probably one of the best such areas in the whole of Breckland.

In 1960 we came to Cranworth, in central Norfolk. The farm, of 800 acres,

was modernised up to the standard pertaining at the time. The hedge banks for

several miles around the Cranworth area had scattered plants, and in places large 1

stands of royal blue Wild Columbines (Aquilegia vulgaris). Herbicidal spraying i
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Figures 1 & 2.

The Cranworth Common Bird Census plot.

1 - In 1962. 2 - At the end of the 1986 season.
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was just taking its place in the farm routine in place of horse hoeing, and withii /

ten years the Columbines had all gone, along with the many other species unabl |

to withstand the pressures of modern farming. Plants like Shepherd’s Needf

(Scandix pecten-veneris)

,

Venus’-looking-glass (Legousia hybrida). Long Prickly

headed Poppy (Papaver argemone), Night-flowering Catchfly (Silene noctiflora) i

Corn Buttercup (Ranunculus arvensis), Weasel’s Snout (Misopates orontium), ant

even the humble Fluellens (Kickxia sp.) declined rapidly. Surprisingly, the Fielt

Poppy (Papaver rhoeas) has held its own, and even today can put on a bravi i

show if certain fields miss the spray - a tribute to the long term viability of it

seed once it has been scattered in the soil.

Most of the hay meadows have long since been ploughed, those which wen ;

marshy having also been drained, and have been replaced by a monoculture ry<
j

'

grass, whether for grazing, hay or silage. This, linked with spray drifting ontt 8

field margins, has wiped out the food plants of many butterflies and moths, who l

in turn, have declined drastically or disappeared altogether.

Meanwhile, inventive engineers, coupled with a declining workforce, led to

larger machinery which needed more room to operate economically, and by thej

;

late sixties and through the seventies the countryside was subjected to the gramjj

aided onslaught on hedges and ditches. Increases in machinery size led to rapid

ly escalating costs, and many of the smaller farmers have been unable to com-i-j
|

pete and have disappeared, their holdings swallowed up by larger neighbours. Ir

1952, 500 acres was considered to be a large farm. Today, it is considered to betjl
1

almost the smallest sized unit to be viable, with harvesters, either for corn opd

sugar beet, costing over £100,000 and all other machinery as relatively expeni-H^

sive.

In 1962, the British Trust for Ornithology started their ‘Common Birc.':

Census’ to monitor the effect of mercurial seed dressings on raptors. I took par .

;

on the Cranworth farm from 1963 until 1990, and though I didn’t encounter®
any seed dressing casualties, I did monitor the effect of wholesale hedgerow
removal, and latterly the decline in seed eating species due to loss of their foocij; .:

sources, an account of which appears elsewhere (Bull, 1988). For present read-Uij

ers to appreciate how rapidly bird populations have changed due to changes ir

agriculture practice, figures 1 and 2 illustrate the extent of hedgerow and field pii

removal on the census plot - just under one third of the total farm area. Figure 1

shows the plot as it was in 1962. Whilst most of the hedgerow removal tool »

place between 1970 and 1972, further ‘improvements’ followed as odd corners'!

were ironed out. For instance, the larger pond at the top of the 8.00 acre towarc i

"

the east end of the plot. Night’s Pasture Pond, during the 60s, was approxi-
j

mately one third of an acre of pure spring water filled with every type of aquatic i

life from Daphnia to Great Crested Newts and Sticklebacks, with plenty ol

Water Crowfoot and several species of pondweed. Targeted for elimination in I

the original removal plan, a drain was laid from the pond to the one in the south-

east corner of the meadow, and thence to the bottom hedge. Attempts at infill- I

ing followed, but the springs were so strong that it was not until a second drain

was laid that the pond was finally filled in - 15 years later!

Not all birds suffered as a result of hedgerow removal - so called ‘steppe’ I

species actually increased, while woodland species, predictably, declined. To 1

illustrate this, table 1 shows three steppe species - Mallard, Red-legged Partridge I

and Skylark, and three woodland species - Blackbird, Robin and Dunnock for 1
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selected years when the other species in the census either showed similar fluctua-
tions in response to hedgerow removal, for example Song Thrush, or followed
the national indices for the species, e.g. Wren, which proved adaptable so far as

nest sites were concerned, but more susceptible to severe winter weather.

1966 1973 1979 1984 1985
Mallard 3 10 8 12 11

Red-legged Partridge 5 11 17 10 8
Skylark 12 25 28 24 27
Blackbird 51 30 26 32 29
Robin 30 31 12 11 9

Dunnock 52 46 27 21 16

As can be seen from the above not all species reacted to hedgerow removal
in the same manner in the long term. The possible reasons for this are discussed

more fully in Bull, 1988.

The experiences of the Cranworth farm are mirrored time and again

throughout Norfolk. Employing 14 men in 1960, it has now ceased to exist as a

separate entity, having been divided between two large adjoining landowners
whose workforces are drawn from outside the catchment area of the local farm.

These amount to no more than one or two workers per thousand acres. To
obtain maximum productivity, most crops are now sprayed up to five times dur-

ing the spring and early summer, with herbicides against weeds, fungicides

against rusts and mildews, and insecticides. Even corn crops are now sprayed

against aphids, a state of affairs that could not have been envisaged by Messrs
Hornby and Lambley when they wrote ‘Man’s impact of Norfolk’s Wildlife’ as

recently as 1976.

Spraying kills plants and insects which are necessary for the continued exis-

tence of other species. For example, nettles, food for a host of butterflies and

moths; aphids, devoured eagerly by ladybird and hoverfly larvae, or collected by

Warblers to feed their small young, or Corn Sawfly caterpillars, the essential first

food for Grey Partridge chicks. The plight of certain species of seed eating birds

has been the subject of much conjecture. The continued spraying with herbi-

cides for thirty years or more has reduced the volume of viable seed in the soil

with a resultant poorer ‘crop’ of weeds following harvest. The practice of stub-

ble burning, widespread over the same period until finally banned in 1993,

reduced seed stocks even further, especially on the increasing numbers of all

arable East Anglian farms. Even those stubbles not burnt have been ploughed

within weeks - often within days, of harvesting, which has left the seed eaters

without a supply of food at a time when flocks of current season’s young are at

their largest and most vulnerable. Many have undoubtedly died of starvation as

a result, and less adaptable species such as Yellowhammer and Tree Sparrow

have become much scarcer.
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Table 2 shows this dramatically, though only a single species is considered.

1966 1973 1979 1984 1985 1988

Tree Sparrow 21 15 20 4 3 0

In the 1992 Norfolk Bird report, M.J. Seago states, under Tree Sparrow - ‘A

massive decline, with only a single small breeding colony reported - 4 pairs at

Welney’. These were presumably nesting in pollarded Willows and feeding on
the traditionally managed Ouse Washes.

Referring again to Messrs Hornby and Lambley in ‘Norfolk, a Heritage in
|

Trust’, not all agricultural developments have followed the lines predicted at that I

time. Large acreages of oilseed rape, and more recently linseed, have taken their I

place in the crop rotation. Winter sown rape can be planted as early as late

August in a suitable season, thus giving added impetus to post harvest plough- !

ing. At the other end of the scale, spring rape can produce a crop when planted

in late April, achieving almost the character of a catch crop.

Smaller acreages of grass are now being cut for silage, which will benefit

ground nesting birds, many of whom were minced by the fast moving cutters as

they incubated their eggs, the main silage cut being taken in mid May. This is

partly due to the continuing contraction of the collective dairy herd and partly

because improved varieties of early ripening maize are .providing a high energy

silage with a much higher tonnage per acre than is possible with grass. This is

not all good news though as dairy farms provide a much better winter food

source for such species as Lapwing and Golden Plover than intensive arable, J

which is increasingly likely to have been treated with slug pellets at drilling, thus ,

having little to offer the winter flocks.

Conclusion

Whilst plant recording in some of the more remote parts of east Norfolk one gets '|

the impression that our wildlife has reached such a low ebb that there is little !<

hope of recovery. Mile upon mile of country lanes, with scarce a hedge or tree in

sight, and often less than a metre of verge between tarmac and plough land on
either side! However, the wheel has come full circle. Farm production is in sur- i

plus and subject to quotas, and land has to be set aside. Taken out of produc-
tion by rotation, or in some cases for a longer term of five, or even ten, years

under the Countryside Stewardship Scheme. Will these changes and the oppor-
tunities offered in the Environmentally Sensitive Areas such as the Brecks, the

Broads and the river valleys, be sufficient to halt, or even to reverse the trend of

degradation of the countryside that has taken place since the war?
I took part in surveys of set aside land on eight widely scattered farms in

Norfolk and Suffolk in 1990 and 1992. I got the impression that there is some
hope for improvement on those farms where maximum productivity has not
been the sole aim of the farmer. Where there has been genuine concern for the

welfare of the holding, small populations of some of the less common arable

weeds were found on at least some of the fields set aside. On the other hand, on
one or two farms where productivity has been all and set aside has been taken on
board as a means of continuing grant aided income, I found fields which were
almost devoid of plant life other than noxious species such as Couch (Elytrigia

repens) and Black Grass (Alopecurus myosuroides)

,

and the now ubiquitous wind
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blown immigrants which proliferate everywhere such as Prickly Lettuce (Lactuca
semola) and Canadian Meabane (Erigeron canadensis)

.

On such farms, butter-
flies were few and far between, and birds very scarce and scattered. Here, there
is little hope of recovery, unless some acceptable form of restocking the soil’s

seed bank with native species could be developed on land to be set aside on a
guaranteed basis for ten years or more. This could provide oases of habitat for
recolonising insects, and ultimately for small mammals and birds, Barn owls and
Kestrels. Purists will pour scorn on the idea, but it might offer some hope to the
naturalists of our bicentenary year in 2068 that there will still be some country-
side for them to enjoy!
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NORFOLK PLANT NOTES 1993

by Gillian Beckett
Bramley Cottage, Stanhoe, King’s Lynn PE31 8QF

Alec Bull
‘Hillcrest’, Main Road, East Tuddenham NR20 3JJ

of

Many fields in West and North Norfolk now contain plants of a Solanum which

jB
hitherto has been known as S', sarrachoides or S. nitidibaccatum. Now natu-

]f
ralised, this plant is correctly known as Solanum physalifolium var. nitidibaccatum.

,, Having previously mentioned the rapid spread of the entire leaved form of

,

e
Lactuca serriola (forma integrifolia)

,

it is of interest to note that Ron Payne has

j
e

found the deeply cut leaved, forma serriola, in Marshland. This has long been

n
considered the native form, found especially in the Cambridgeshire Fens around
Ely, but not previously recorded in Norfolk.

In the notes which follow, all critical species have been vetted by the appropriate

j

experts.
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Pteris cretica

Polypodium x mantoni

Oreopteris limbosperma

Ceterach officinarum

Matteucia struthiopteris

Aconitum napellus

Ranunculus sardous flore pleno

Papaver hybridum

Phytolacca acinosa

Atriplex littoralis

Amaranthus bouchonii

A. blitoides

Hemiaria glabra

Silene coeli-rosa

Silene conica

Isatis tinctoria

Arabis glabra

Diplotaxis tenuifolia

Monotropa hypopitys

Crassula helmsii

Rubus arrheniiformis

Rubus cantianus

R. malvemicus

R. phaeocarpus

R. rudis

Potentilla anglica

Fragaria vesca

Duchesnia indica

Agrimonia procera

Sanguisorba officinalis

Sorbus torminalis

Melilotus indicus

Medicago polymorpha

61 Lynn RMP.
61 East Winch HW.
71 Pentney HW.
61 Shouldham RMP.
88 Croxton SP.

39 Loddon PGL.

10

Hethersett JM; Naturalised at

Thickthorn Hall.

02 Kerdiston RMR.
10 Gt. Melton DH.
13 High Kelling, where it has beei

known for over 100 years ALB.
40 Haddiscoe marshes Group.

83 North Creake KAB.
70 Oxborough JEG.
1 1 Swannington churchyard; Comm
Rosemary Tilbrook as P. americana.

Abundant by many main roads as

salt alien.

09 Wilby and Old Buckenham JHaw* I

94 Warham PB.

79 Feltwell JS.

14 5 plants by slipway W. Runton C
(j

Hanson.
Cockley Cley JEG, GB, KAB; olcoa

|

site refound.

20 Norwich SP.

78 Brandon KAB.
79 Stoke Ferry GB.
12 Cawston RMR.
00 Kimberley GK.
71 East Winch NCR ALB.
21 Thorpe St. Andrew anc-

Woodbastwick ALB NCR.
21 Thorpe St. Andrew NCR; nearesv

known site Gloucs. ALB.
82 South Raynham ALB NCR.
61 Shouldham ALB NCR.
13 Bodham Common ALB.
21 Thorpe St. Andrew ALB.
12 Cawston, a population with ripe,

fruit white ALB.
60 Wimbotsham B&DM.
99 Lading JHu.
07 Bio Norton, several plants JHaw.
14 Sheringham, 3 mature trees in

remote woodland PWL.
08 Snetterton Heath JHaw.
04 Cley KKH, 20 Norwich SP.
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Trifolium omithopodioid.es

Genista tinctoria

Genista anglica

Daphne mezereon

Radiola linoides

Oxalis stricta

Scandix pecten-veneris

Apium inundatum

! A. graveolens

Sium latifolium

Atropa belladonna

Lithospennum aruense

Leonurus cardiaca
! Pinguicula vulgaris

Aspemla cynanchica

Galium parisiense

Sambucus racemosa

Viburnum lantana

Valerianella dentata

Picris hieracioides

Crepis biennis

Solidago virgaurea

Conyza sumatrensis

Potamogeton coloratus

Arum italicum var. pictum

Juncus tenuis

Eleocharis quinqueflora

Blysmus compressus

Puccinellia fasciculata

var. humilis

P. mpestris

Poa bulbosa

Phalaris aquatica

Agrostis casteliana

42 Winterton SP.

29 Shotesham 4 plants SRM.
12 Cawston ALB.
03 Holt Lowes GB.
21 Thorpe St. Andrew ALB.
07 Bio Norton field margin JHaw.
10 Gt. Melton DH.
98 Lading Group.
62 Roydon HW.
14 Beeston DMo.
01 Mattishall, 5 plants in a remote
ditch ALB.
51 Terrington St. John JEG.
01 Swanton Morley, 6 plants by
stream D&BM.
73 Shernbome KAB.
38 Earsham WK.
71 East Walton HW (not the

common).
01 Mattishall, abundant ALB.
98 Lading Group.
78 Feltwell JS.

63 Heacham PC.
31 Alderfen Broad, abundant in Carr

RML.
04 Cley, three bushes in remote
hedge KKH.
98 Hading ER.
92 North Elmham JHu.
29 Stratton St. Michael MC.
1 1 frequent Hevingham Woods, 3

plants Felthorpe JHu.
62 Lynn RMP.
01 Mattishall ALB.
41 West Walton, far from houses

RMP.
32 Worstead KAB.
01 Mattishall ALB.
01 Mattishall ALB.
40 Haddiscoe Group.
04 Salthouse MK.
32 Worstead, as a salt alien KAB.
49 St. Olaves, 6 plants on marsh
Group. Since these have been found

I have received several records from

the 1970s from E. T. Daniels.

63 Heacham PC.
10 Hethersett JM.
61 Lynn RMP.
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Polypogon viridis 61 Lynn RMP.
Apera interrupta 30 Strumpshaw SP.

Phleum phleioides 98 Brettenham GB.
Bromus inermis 79 Stoke Ferry RMP.

99 Shropham MK.
Bromus racemosus 62 Lynn RMP.
Elymus caninum 18 Shimpling Group.

Tulipa sylvestris 20 still in the grounds of Cour
Hall SP.

Allium pendulinum 30 SP.

A. subhirsutum 31 SP.

Platanthera chlorantha 30 Langley PA.

Recorders
PA Peter Armitage PGL Peter Lawson
PB Paul Banham RML Bob Leany
GB Gillian Beckett B&DM Barbara and David Mathias
KAB Kenneth Beckett SRM Steven Martin
ALB Alec Bull JMJohn Mott
MC Mary Cooper DMo David Mower
JEG Jean Gaffney RMP Ron Payne
KKH Kerry Harrison SP Shane Plant

JHaw John Hawksford ER Eric Rogers
DH Derek Howlett RMR Rachel Richmond
JHu Joyce Humphris JS John Seeker
GK Gary Kennison HW Heather Williamson
WK Wendy Kennison “Group” Flora recording meetings
PWL Peter Lambley

BUTTERFLY NOTES 1993

Stephen Ward

I think we can all agree that 1993 was a poor year for butterflies in general. T1
spring started well enough with the Orange Tips doing particularly well, bi

from then on it was downhill all the way. The ‘Whites’ were all down in nun
bers on last year with the Green-veined White doing better than the Large an

Small Whites. The Brimstone numbers were much the same as last year, nevt

occurring in great numbers anywhere, although I did see plenty on th

Narborough Reserve in early August. The Gatekeeper and Wall Brown were a

down, in some areas by about half of that seen in 1992. The Speckled Woo
though is interesting in that it has been appearing in low numbers in several nei

localities, not all of them associated with its usual woodland habitat. This is on
species that could be increasing its range in Norfolk, so be on the look-out for

this year.

The Nymphalide also had a very poor year. Small Tortoiseshell number
were down in the spring and it was very scarce later in the year. Severt

recorders stated that their Buddleia bushes had hardly been visited at all in th

late summer. Both Peacock and Red Admiral numbers appeared to be the sam
as last year. The Painted Lady, however, was less numerous and in several area

was not sighted at all. Likewise the Comma, and where it was seen was record

ed only as singletons. Not many recorders sighted the White Admiral althougl
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it was seen in all its usual haunts (Horsford, Drayton Drewray). A single sight-

ing of a Small Pearl-bordered Fritillary at Hickling Broad on 5th and 7th June
must be treated as suspicious. I suspect someone in this area has been breeding

them and this could be an escapee. Although this species has been stated as

occurring in Norfolk earlier this century, it will be interesting to see if a small

colony does exist there as the habitat is correct and the larval foodplant is pre-

sent. I certainly will be visiting the site this year!

The Green Hairstreak was reported in its usual localities with several new
sightings of single specimens away from any likely habitat (probably windblown).
The Purple Hairstreak was only sighted on a couple of occasions, although from
previous work the Society has done, it must be more common in Norfolk than

this would suggest. The Small Copper had a below average year but appeared
plentiful at Narborough Reserve, along with several other species of butterfly, in

particular the Common Blue, Brimstone, Meadow Brown and Wall Brown,
highlighting what a valuable butterfly site this small oasis in the west of the coun-

ty is.

The Brown Argus was again seen in several small colonies. This butterfly is

easily overlooked being confused with the female Common Blue. The two
species often fly together and share the same habitat, so I suspect it is more
widespread than it would seem.

The Skipper numbers were down on last year with the Large Skipper doing

best.

Several other species of butterfly were recorded during the year: Small

Heath, Dingy Skipper, Grizzled Skipper, Grayling and Dark Green Fritillary,

but by so few recorders that it is difficult to ascertain the comparative numbers
with previous years.

FRESHWATER RECORDER’S REPORT
R. J. Driscoll

Castle Museum, Norwich, NR1 3JU

This report for 1993 includes some older records that have only recently reached

the recorder.

Spongilla lacustris (L.)

Derek J. Howlett dredged up a fine specimen of this freshwater sponge from the

Short Dike (TG 3305), one of the channels that connect Rockland Broad to the

River Yare, about 200-300m from the river (TG 3305). The sponge, which is

nearly 15cm tall, was growing on the peaty bottom of the channel. .Although the

specimen was collected in October 1987 it has only recently been identified. S'.

lacustris seems not to have been recorded from Norfolk before, although another

freshwater sponge, Ephydatia fluviatilis (L.), has been found at several sites

throughout the county. The specimen of S. lacustris is now in the Castle

Museum, Norwich (Accession no. NWHCM: 1994.74.1).

Pseudanodonta contplanata (Rossm_ssler) and Dreissena polymorpha
(Pallas)
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Neither of these freshwater mussels is common in Norfolk and Derek J, Howleti

has recorded both of them from the Short Dyke, Rockland St. Mary (TG 3305) :

P. complanata occurs in small numbers where the bottom of the channel is peaty,

nearer the River Yare. In contrast, D. polymorpha is found in large numbers on

the gravelly bottom nearer Rockland Broad.

Ancylus fluviatilis M_ll.

This freshwater limpet is usually found in flowing water or in exposed situations
|

where there is considerable wave action. It has only been recorded from
Broadland on a few occasions; in the River Yare at Trowse in 1893 and ai

Whitlingham (habitat not recorded) in 1950. A related species, Acroloxus lacus-

tris (L.), has been found at a number of sites along the River Yare and in some ol

the associated broads and is widely distributed in Broadland dykes.

Derek J. Howlett found over 30 specimens of A. fluviatilis and over 80 speci-

mens of A. lacustris on the submerged hull of a fibreglass dinghy underneath the

staging at the side of the dinghy moorings in the mooring basin at Rockland St.

Mary (TG 3204) in December 1993. A few of the specimens of A. fluviatilis arefj

now in the Castle Museum, Norwich (Accession no. NWHCM: 1994.74.2).

There is one other recent record of A. fluviatilis from Broadland. R. J.

Driscoll found a large number on Acorns calamus L. in the North Walsham and:

Dilham Canal at Tonnage Bridge, Dilham (TG 347260) on 1 1 July 1974.

When he revisited the site on 24 August 1977 he could only find A. lacustris.
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Austropotamobius pallipes (Lereboullet)

A specimen of the freshwater crayfish was found on the lawn at Mannington
Hall, Itteringham (TG 144321) on 2 October 1992 by M. A. Brewster. Crayfish
are able to leave the water and move overland in search of other suitable bodies
of water (in the same way that eels can) and this means that they occasionally,

turn up in unusual places. A vigorous adult crayfish was found in Middleton’s
Lane, Hellesdon (TG 2011 or TG 2012) in June 1988 and was promptly adopt-
ed by the pupils of a nearby school.
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Ranatra linearis (L.)

Tony Brown caught four specimens of this rare water bug in a single sweep with
a pond net when sampling a dyke next to the road at Horsey (TG 4521) on 6
April 1983. A single specimen of this insect had been found in a dyke in the
same area in 1982.
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Hydrophilus piceus (L.)

This uncommon water beetle is a strong flier and is sometimes taken in mercury
vapour light traps. Joan Mickleborough found a dead adult specimen lying on
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the grass at Burgh St. Peter staithe (TM 4993) on 18 August 1993. The insect
may have flown there and died or been dropped by a predator.
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